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20. Large-Scale, Humidity-Controlled Cold Storage
Facilities for the Permanent Preservation of B&W
and Color Films, Prints, and Motion Pictures
funds available for construction of cold storage facilities.
The preservation of color collections is increasingly viewed as a basic institutional responsibility by museum
directors.
The fact that most color materials require cold storage
for long-term survival is an unfortunate outcome of the
adoption of the chromogenic system of color photography
which began with Kodachrome film in 1935 and was followed by Kodacolor, Ektachrome, and Agfacolor in the late
1930’s and early 1940’s. Chromogenic materials came into
almost universal use in the motion picture industry following the introduction of Eastman color negative and color
print films in 1950.
Although Kodak, Fuji, Agfa-Gevaert, and Konica have
improved the dark fading stability of many of their color
materials during the last few years, most materials are
still not stable enough to survive long-term storage at room
temperature without objectionable fading and/or staining.
Improving color stability was a low priority with manufacturers during most of the 1935–1982 period, and museum
and archive personnel generally knew little about the stability problem. With their attention focused on black-andwhite photography, many curators did not even consider
(continued on page 691)
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I kept seeing good color photographs, and I
thought, “Well, we need to collect those, too.”
Attending the conference in Toronto [in 1978 at
the Baldwin Street Gallery] was a fundamentally important step in realizing that the solution to keeping color was not difficult — you
just freeze it. . . .
Now that we have the cold vault, we certainly do not have to look at a color photograph
and say, “That is a great picture, but it will fade
in 8 to 10 years and we will either have to show
it constantly, or we will have to parade people
in and out of the print study room just to get
the use out of it [before it fades].” Now we can
just say, “That’s a great picture and it should
be in the collection . . . and it will automatically
be preserved. We can buy the most fragile color
photographs, and they will be saved.”
With the vault, we have a great advantage in
collecting — several photographers have said
they would make it very easy for us to acquire
their work, because at least there would be one
place where they know their work would survive. Some have even said they would give us
prints at cost. If there were 20 museums with
cold vaults, there would be no reason that we
would have this offered to us. But I don’t want
to make photographers give us work for less
than they want to sell it for. I want them to feel
that their photographs are going to a place that
actually cares that their work lives for future
generations.1
David Travis
Curator of Photography
Art Institute of Chicago
Since the middle 1970’s, when the poor stability characteristics of most color photographic materials became widely
known and discussed in the museum and archive field,
there has been a gradual recognition of the fact that the
only practical way to preserve color films and prints for
long periods is to keep them in the dark in cold storage.
Because of newspaper stories, magazine articles, and television programs dealing with color fading, the general public was alerted to the tragic consequences of the eventual
loss of the bulk of color motion pictures, television footage,
color prints, negatives, and slides of all types. This public
concern has encouraged museum administrators to make

See page 697 for Recommendations
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A warning notice posted near the door to the 0°F (–18°C)
cold storage vault at the John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library.
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Large-Scale, Humidity-Controlled Cold Storage Facilities

Allan B. Goodrich, audiovisual archivist at the John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library in Boston, Massachusetts, is shown inside the
0°F (–18°C), 30% RH cold storage vault, which preserves the large collection of color negatives, prints, transparencies, and
motion pictures at the Library. According to data published by Eastman Kodak, storage at 0°F will, for a given amount of
fading to occur, preserve color materials approximately 340 times longer than storage at 70°F (21°C) (e.g., the amount of
fading that would occur in 10 years at room temperature is predicted not to take place until about 3,400 years have passed in
a 0°F vault). The controlled-humidity environment in the vault eliminates the need for pre-conditioning and sealing films and
prints in expensive vapor-proof containers before placing them in the vault.
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The John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library, one of the
presidential libraries, was
built with private contributions and is now
owned and operated by
the National Archives and
Records Administration.
When this photograph was
taken in 1979, exterior construction of the $12 million structure was nearly
complete after 2 years of
construction. The Library
is located at Columbia
Point, at the end of a peninsula in Boston Harbor.

May 1979

May 1979

689

The prefabricated cold storage vault at the Kennedy Library is seen here during assembly. The vault was the world’s first
0°F (–18°C) humidity-controlled (30% RH) storage facility for color photographic materials. When this book went to press in
1992, only five other such low-temperature vaults were in operation: three at NASA facilities in Houston, Texas and White
Sands, New Mexico; one at The Historic New Orleans Collection; and one at the Jimmy Carter Library in Atlanta, Georgia.

John Kennedy was the first U.S. President to
be photographed primarily in color; the White
House negative file, which consists mostly
of photographs taken by White House staff
photographers, is the most important collection of photographs in the Library. The file
contains about 35,000 photographs, of which
more than 18,000 are color negatives (mostly
Ektacolor Professional and Kodacolor-X films
in the 120 roll film format).

May 1979

Allan B. Goodrich is seen here with the Kennedy White House negative
file, which in this 1979 photograph was being stored in an air-conditioned
government warehouse in Waltham, Massachusetts. Significant image
fading occurred in the color negatives in the collection during the 20-year
period from 1963 (when President Kennedy was assassinated) until the
negatives were put in the cold vault after completion of the Kennedy Library.
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In storage at the warehouse, some framed portraits of Kennedy and his family were displayed on this wall together with
other artifacts. The Kennedy Library, in common with most other historical collections, emphasizes the preservation of its
negatives, motion pictures, and other original materials. Prints made from the negatives are to a certain extent considered
to be expendable. This approach differs from fine art collections, which stress preservation of original prints, usually made
by the photographer himself or herself. In most cases, fine art museums do not possess or otherwise have access to a
photographer’s negatives.
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Entering the cold storage vault, Goodrich carries a small
roll of motion picture film and several boxes of color
slides. The very cold, fan-circulated air in the vault requires that a jacket be worn, and visits are usually short.

Linked to temperature and relative humidity controls, an
automatic alarm system alerts security personnel if conditions inside the vault exceed preset limits.

color photography to be a serious medium. As was the
case during the cellulose nitrate black-and-white era before color, the entertainment motion picture industry, with
only a few exceptions, has continued to show little concern
about the preservation of its movies. Museums are now
trying to come to grips with the preservation of huge amounts
of color film from the past five decades, a significant portion of which is already in a seriously faded condition. This
is the unfortunate legacy of years of neglecting the importance of good color stability and proper storage conditions
on the part of nearly everyone involved.
Museums and archives are faced with a simple choice:
either they follow the examples of the John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA ), the Historic New Orleans Collection, the
Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Harvard University, the Art Institute of Chicago, and a few
other farsighted institutions, which have constructed largescale, humidity-controlled cold storage facilities to halt further
deterioration of their collections, or they can continue to
store color materials at normal room temperatures as they
have always done.
If cold storage is not provided, one can properly question the effort and expense of acquiring and administering

color collections in the first place — since this is being
done with the certain knowledge that most of the color
films and still photographs in such collections will have
severely deteriorated by the time they are seen by future
generations. This do-nothing approach is particularly shortsighted because the cost of constructing and operating a
cold storage facility is usually very small in relation to the
cost of the collections placed in it.
In the past, some institutions — notably the American
Film Institute and the Library of Congress — believed that
some future technology, such as electronic digital storage
or laser holographic separation techniques, would allow
copies of color motion pictures to be stored permanently at
room temperature with little or no quality loss and at a
lower cost than cold storage. Such thinking has now been
almost completely abandoned by knowledgeable people in
the preservation field. As Lawrence Karr, former director
of preservation for the American Film Institute and an
early proponent of the “new technology” approach, observed
in 1980: “This represents a fundamental shift in the attitude of the American archivists, in particular, since as late
as 1971 they felt that future technology would provide the
solution to the problem. Since this solution has failed to
materialize in the past nine years, the consensus now is
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The completed $12 million John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library is a modernistic glass and concrete structure. The Library,
which has numerous exhibits highlighting Kennedy’s life and a theater where a movie about Kennedy is shown, is
visited by tens of thousands of people every year — far more than any of the other presidential libraries. The Library
houses the papers and official files of Kennedy from his early years through his presidency. The collection includes
nearly 150,000 still photographs and about 6,000 reels of motion picture film; in addition the Library has large numbers
of videotapes, audiotapes, books, and a series of more than 1,000 oral history interviews.

that cold storage must be employed as soon as possible.” 2
In April 1980, the American Film Institute and the
Library of Congress jointly sponsored the Conference
on the Cold Storage of Motion Picture Films. Held in
Washington, D.C., the meeting was attended by film archivists from all over the world; they discussed their experiences and problems with cold storage of films and encouraged construction of cold storage facilities by institutions
that did not already have them. (Quite surprisingly, only
three years later, the American Film Institute seemed to
have forgotten the recommendations of the 1980 conference and said: “There is no practical solution for preserving [modern] color film.” 3 The Film Institute quickly returned to its long-held notion that while some future technology may solve the problem of color preservation, there
was currently little that could be done to save color films.)
Low-temperature, humidity-controlled cold storage is
also practical for the permanent preservation of cellulose
nitrate film, cellulose diacetate film (an early type of safety
film), and cellulose triacetate film, all of which have inadequate stability when kept at normal room temperature
and humidity. With large quantities of material, it is much
less expensive to preserve the original films than to make

duplicates; in addition, cold storage allows preservation of
the original artifacts, and the subtle — or sometimes major
— image-quality losses that always occur when making
duplicates are avoided.
Estimates of the useful life of color photographs kept in
cold storage greatly exceed the expected life for most blackand-white photographs stored at typical room temperature
and humidity. By placing color photographic materials
into a low-temperature vault, they will almost certainly
last longer than most other objects in a museum collection.
Ideally, all photographs in a museum — both color and
black-and-white — should be kept in cold storage, or at
least in an area with a controlled, moderate temperature
and a relative humidity of 30–40%.
The Art Institute of Chicago has followed this approach
and has a humidity-controlled room for black-and-white
photographs with a temperature of 60°F (15.5°C ) and 40%
RH in addition to an adjacent vault for color materials,
which currently is kept at 40°F (4.4°C ), also at 40% RH.
(The color vault was designed to maintain 0°F [–18°C ], and
although it currently is operated at a warmer temperature
to afford more comfortable working conditions for the curatorial staff, the temperature will probably be reduced to
(continued on page 698)
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Estimated Number of Years for “Just Noticeable” Fading to Occur
in Various Kodak Color Materials Stored in the Dark at Room
Temperature and Three Cold-Storage Temperatures (40% RH)
Time Required for the Least Stable Image Dye to Fade 10% from an Original Density of 1.0
Boldface Type indicates products that were being marketed when this book went to press in 1992; the other products
listed had either been discontinued or replaced with newer materials. These estimates are for dye fading only and do
not take into account the gradual formation of yellowish stain. With print materials in particular (e.g., Ektacolor papers),
the level of stain may become objectionable before the least stable image dye has faded 10%.

Color Papers
Ektacolor 37 RC Paper

Years of Storage at:*

Years of Storage at:*

75˚F
45˚F
35˚F
0˚F
(24˚C) (7.2˚C) (1.7˚C) (–18˚C)

75˚F
45˚F
35˚F
0˚F
(24˚C) (7.2˚C) (1.7˚C) (–18˚C)

10

95

200

3,400

(Process EP-3)
(“Kodacolor Print” when
processed by Kodak)

Ektacolor 78 and 74 RC Papers

8

75

160

2,700

(Process EP-2)
(“Kodacolor Print” when
processed by Kodak)

Ektacolor Plus Paper
Ektacolor Professional Paper

37

350

750

12,500

55

120

2,000

Kodacolor VR 100, 200, 400 Films

17

160

340

5,800

Kodacolor VR-G 100 Film (“initial type”)

12

115

240

4,100

(Kodacolor Gold 100 Film in Europe)

(not disclosed) B

Kodak Gold Plus 100 Film
Kodak Gold II 100 Film (name in Europe)

(not disclosed) C

(1992—)

(not disclosed)

A

Kodak Gold Plus 200 Film
Kodak Gold II 200 Film (name in Europe)

(not disclosed) D

(1992—)

Kodak Gold Plus 400 Film
Kodak Gold II 400 Film (name in Europe)

(not disclosed) E

(1992—)

(Process RA-4, water wash)
(“Kodalux Print”)

Ektacolor 2001 Paper
Ektacolor Edge Paper
Ektacolor Royal II Paper
Ektacolor Portra Paper
Ektacolor Portra II Paper
Ektacolor Supra Paper
Ektacolor Ultra Paper
Kodak Duraflex RA Print Material

(not

disclosed) A

(Process RA-4NP, Stabilizer rinse)
(“Kodalux Print”)

7

65

140

2,400

10

95

200

3,400

(Process R-100)
(Process R-100)

Ektachrome Radiance Paper
Ektachrome 22 Paper [improved]

(not disclosed) F

Ektar 25 Film (1988—)

(not disclosed) G

Ektar 100 Film (1991—)

(not disclosed)

Ektar 125 Film (1989—)

(not disclosed) H

Ektar 1000 Film (1988—)

(not disclosed) I

Ektapress Gold 100 Prof. Film (1988—)

(not disclosed) J

Ektapress Gold 400 Prof. Film (1988—)

(not disclosed) K

Ektapress Gold 1600 Prof. Film (1988—)

(not disclosed) L

Vericolor II Prof. Film Type S

6

55

120

2,000

Vericolor II Prof. Film Type L

3

28

60

1,000

Vericolor II Commercial Film Type S

3

28

60

1,000

23

220

460

7,800

Vericolor III Prof. Film Type S
Ektacolor Gold 160 Prof. Film

(not disclosed)

Vericolor 400 Prof. Film (1988—)
Ektacolor Gold 400 Professional Film

(not disclosed) M

Vericolor HC Professional Film

(not disclosed) N

Vericolor Copy/ID Film

(not disclosed)

(Process R-3) (1991–92)

8

Kodacolor Gold 1600 Film (1989–91)
Kodak Gold 1600 Film (new name: 1991—)

(not disclosed)

(Process R-3) (1991—)

Ektachrome Copy Paper (R-3)
Ektachrome HC Copy Paper
Ektachrome Overhead Material
Ektachrome Prestige Paper
Ektachrome 22 Paper (1984–90)

6

(formerly Kodacolor VR-G 200 Film)
Kodak Gold 200 Film (new name: 1991–92)

Ektacolor 2001 Paper
Ektacolor Edge Paper
Ektacolor Royal II Paper
Ektacolor Portra Paper
Ektacolor Portra II Paper
Ektacolor Supra Paper
Ektacolor Ultra Paper
Kodak Duraflex RA Print Material

Ektachrome 14 Paper

Kodacolor II Film

Kodacolor Gold 200 Film (1989–91)

(Process EP-2)
(“Kodacolor Print”)
(“Kodalux Print”)

Ektachrome 2203 Paper

Color Negative Films

75

160

2,700

Vericolor Internegative Film 6011

5

48

100

1,700
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Years of Storage at:*

Ektachrome Films (Process E-3) O

5

48

100

1,700

(Process E-4) P

15

140

300

5,100

Kodak Photomicrography
Color Film 2483 (Process E-4)

3

28

60

1,000

Ektachrome Films (Process E-6)

52

500

Ektachrome Films

1,100 18,000

[“Group I” types since 1979]

Ektachrome Plus & “HC” Films Q
110
Ektachrome 64X, 100X, & 400X Films
Ektachrome 64T and 320T Films

Years of Storage at:*

Motion Picture Laboratory
Intermediate Films

75˚F
45˚F
35˚F
0˚F
(24˚C) (7.2˚C) (1.7˚C) (–18˚C)

Eastman Color Reversal
Intermediate Film 5249 & 7249
Eastman Color Intermediate II
Film 5243 and 7243

8

75

160

2,500

22

210

440

7,500

Eastman Color Intermediate
Film 5243 and 7243 Improved

(not disclosed)

1,000 2,200 37,000

Motion Picture Print Films

[“Group II” types since 1988] (Process E-6)

Kodachrome Films (Process K-14)

95

900

1,900 32,000

Eastman Color Print Film 5381 & 7381 S

[5

48

100

1,700]

Eastman Color SP Print Film 5383 & 7383

5

48

100

1,700

Eastman Color Print Film 5384 & 7384

45

430

900

15,000

Eastman Color LC Print
Print Film 5380 & 7380

45

430

900

15,000

[all types]

Motion Picture Color Negative Films
Eastman Color Negative II Film 5247 (1974)

57

120

2,000

Eastman Color Negative II Film 5247 (1976) 12 115

240

4,000

Eastman Color Negative II Film 5247 (1980) 28 270

550

9,500

Eastman Color Negative Film 5247

550

9,500

6

28 270

(1985 name change)

Eastman Color High Speed
Negative Film 5293

(not disclosed) R

Eastman Color High Speed
Negative Film 5294

(not disclosed) R

Eastman Color High Speed SA
Negative Film 5295

(not disclosed) R

Eastman Color High Speed Daylight
Negative Film 5297

(not disclosed) R

Eastman Color Negative II
Film 7247 (1974–83)
Eastman Color Negative II
Film 7291

694

6

57

50

475

120

2,000

1,000 17,000

Eastman Color High Speed
Negative Film 7294

(not disclosed) R

Eastman Color High Speed
Negative Film 7292

(not disclosed) R

Eastman Color High Speed Daylight
Negative Film 7297

(not disclosed) R

Eastman EXR Color Negative
Film 5245 and 7245

22

210

440

7,500

Eastman EXR Color Negative
Film 5248 and 7248

30

285

600

10,000

Eastman EXR High Speed Color
Negative Film 5296 & 7296

50

475

1,000 17,000

* Notes:
The estimates given here have been derived from data in Evaluating Dye Stability of Kodak Color Products, Kodak Publication
No. CIS-50, January 1981, and subsequent CIS-50 series of dyestability data sheets through 1985; Kodak Ektacolor Plus and
Professional Papers for the Professional Finisher, Kodak Publication No. E-18, March 1986; Dye Stability of Kodak and Eastman
Motion Picture Films (data sheets); Kodak Publications DS-100-1
through DS-100-9, May 29, 1981; Image-Stability Data: Kodachrome Films, Kodak Publication E-105 (1988); Image-Stability
Data: Ektachrome Films, Kodak Publication E-106 (1988); and other
published sources.
For many products, including Process E-6 Ektachrome films;
Vericolor III, Vericolor 400, Kodacolor VR, Kodacolor Gold (formerly
Kodacolor VR-G), Kodak Gold, and Kodak Gold Plus color negative
films; and Eastman color motion picture films, storage at 60% RH will
result in fading rates of the least stable dye (yellow) approximately
twice as great as those given here for 40% RH; that is, the estimated
storage time for reaching a 10% dye-density loss will be cut in half.
Furthermore, the dye stability data given here were based on
Arrhenius tests conducted with free-hanging film samples exposed to
circulating air. Research disclosed by Eastman Kodak in late 1992
showed that storing films in sealed or semi-sealed containers (e.g.,
vapor-proof bags and standard taped or untaped metal and plastic
motion picture film cans) could substantially increase the rates of dye
fading and film base deterioration. Therefore, the estimates given
here for color motion picture films probably considerably overstate
the actual stabilities of the films when they are stored in standard film
cans under the listed temperature and humidity conditions. (See: A.
Tulsi Ram, D. Kopperl, R. Sehlin, S. Masaryk-Morris, J. Vincent, and
P. Miller [Eastman Kodak Company], “The Effects and Prevention of
‘Vinegar Syndrome’,” presented at the 1992 Annual Conference of
the Association of Moving Image Archivists, San Francisco,
California, December 10, 1992.) See Chapter 9 for further discussion.
A) Kodak declined to release stability data for Ektacolor 2001 Paper
introduced in 1986, or Ektacolor Edge Paper introduced in 1991
(processed with either the “washless” RA-4NP Stabilizer or with a
water wash). However, according to a Kodak press release dated
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Color Transparency Films

75˚F
45˚F
35˚F
0˚F
(24˚C) (7.2˚C) (1.7˚C) (–18˚C)
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January 21, 1986, and titled “New Kodak Color Paper/Chemicals
Offer Exceptionally Fast Processing,” the stability of Ektacolor 2001
Paper (Processes RA-4 and RA-4NP) is “comparable to Ektacolor
Plus Paper.” This author’s accelerated dark fading tests with 1988type Ektacolor 2001 Paper (processed in a Kodak Minilab with
Process RA-4NP “washless” chemicals) also indicate that the
stability of the paper is generally similar to that of Ektacolor Plus
Paper (processed in EP-2 chemicals with a water wash). Ektacolor
2001 Paper was introduced in mid-1986 for use in Kodak minilabs;
this was the first Process RA-4 (“rapid access”) color negative paper.
Ektacolor Portra Paper, a lower-contrast “professional” version of
Ektacolor 2001 Paper, was introduced in 1989. Ektacolor Supra,
Ektacolor Ultra, and Ektacolor Royal papers were introduced in
1989. Kodak Duraflex RA Print Material (a high-gloss, polyesterbase print material) was also introduced in 1989. Ektacolor Royal II
Paper was introduced in 1991 and Ektacolor Portra II Paper was
introduced in 1992.
B) Kodak declined to release specific stability data for Kodacolor Gold
200 Film, introduced in 1986 under the Kodacolor VR-G 200 name.
This author’s tests indicate that the stability of this film is similar to
that of Kodacolor VR-G 100 Film (i.e., 12 years storage at 75°F [24°C]
and 40% RH for a 10% loss of the yellow dye to occur).
C) Kodak declined to release stability data for Kodak Gold Plus 100 Film
(called Kodak Gold II 100 Film in Europe) that was introduced in 1992
as a replacement for Kodak Gold 100 Film.
D) Kodak declined to release stability data for Kodak Gold Plus 200 Film
(called Kodak Gold II 200 Film in Europe) that was introduced in 1992
as a replacement for Kodak Gold 200 Film.
E) Kodak declined to release stability data for Kodak Gold Plus 400 Film
(called Kodak Gold II 400 Film in Europe) that was introduced in 1992
as a replacement for Kodak Gold 400 Film.
F)

Kodak declined to release specific stability data for Kodak Gold 1600
Film, introduced under the Kodacolor Gold 1600 name in 1989.
Kodak has, however, provided data (Kodak Publication E-107, dated
June 1990) which indicates that when this film is kept in the dark at
75°F and 40% RH, a storage life of between 19 and 33 years may be
expected before a 10% loss of the least stable image dye (yellow in
this case) occurs.

G) Kodak declined to release specific stability data for Kodak Ektar 25
Film, introduced in 1988. Kodak has, however, provided data
(Kodak Publication E-107, dated June 1990) which indicates that
when this film is kept in the dark at 75°F and 40% RH, a storage life
of between 8 and 14 years may be expected before a 10% loss of the
least stable image dye (yellow in this case) occurs.
H) Kodak declined to release specific stability data for Kodak Ektar 125
Film, introduced in 1989. Kodak has, however, provided data
(Kodak Publication E-107, dated June 1990) which indicates that
when this film is kept in the dark at 75°F and 40% RH, a storage life
of between 8 and 14 years may be expected before a 10% loss of the
least stable image dye (yellow in this case) occurs.
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and 40% RH, a storage life of between 8 and 14 years may be
expected before a 10% loss of the least stable image dye (yellow in
this case) occurs.
K) Kodak declined to release specific stability data for Kodak Ektapress
Gold 400 Professional Film, introduced in 1988. Kodak has, however, provided data (Kodak Publication E-107, dated June 1990)
which indicates that when this film is kept in the dark at 75°F and 40%
RH, a storage life of between 19 and 33 years may be expected
before a 10% loss of the least stable image dye (yellow in this case)
occurs.
L)

Kodak declined to release specific stability data for Kodak Ektapress
Gold 1600 Professional Film, introduced in 1988. Kodak has,
however, provided data (Kodak Publication E-107, dated June 1990)
which indicates that when this film is kept in the dark at 75°F and 40%
RH, a storage life of between 19 and 33 years may be expected
before a 10% loss of the least stable image dye (yellow in this case)
occurs.

M) Kodak declined to release specific stability data for Kodak Vericolor
400 Professional Film, introduced in 1988. Kodak has, however,
provided data (Kodak Publication E-107, dated June 1990) which
indicates that when this film is kept in the dark at 75°F and 40% RH,
a storage life of between 19 and 33 years may be expected before a
10% loss of the least stable image dye (yellow in this case) occurs.
N) Kodak declined to release specific stability data for Kodak Vericolor
HC Professional Film. Kodak has, however, provided data (Kodak
Publication E-107, dated June 1990) which indicates that when this
film is kept in the dark at 75°F and 40% RH, a storage life of between
8 and 14 years may be expected before a 10% loss of the least stable
image dye (yellow in this case) occurs.
O) The estimate for Process E–3 Ektachrome films is from an article by
Charleton Bard et al. (Eastman Kodak) entitled: “Predicting LongTerm Dark Storage Dye Stability Characteristics of Color Photographic
Products from Short-Term Tests,” Journal of Applied Photographic Engineering, Vol. 6, No. 2, April 1980, p. 44. The
accelerated-test data given in the article were for Ektachrome
Duplicating Film 6120 (Process E-3) and are assumed to apply to
Process E-3 Ektachrome camera films; Kodak declined to release
dye-stability data for these films.
P) From Kodak sources; Kodak has not officially released dark fading
data for most Process E-4 Ektachrome films (e.g., Ektachrome-X and
High Speed Ektachrome).
Q) Kodak declined to release stain-formation data for its high-saturation “Group II” Ektachrome 100 Plus Professional film and its
amateur counterpart, Ektachrome 100 HC Film, both of which were
introduced in 1988. Ektachrome 50 HC Film, Ektachrome 64X, 100X,
400X, 64T and 320T films, all of the “Group II” type, were introduced
during 1989–1992. This author’s accelerated tests with these new
films indicate that when yellowish stain formation is considered, their
dark storage stability is, overall, similar to that of Ektachrome 100
and other “Group I” Ektachrome films.

I)

Kodak declined to release specific stability data for Kodak Ektar
1000 Film, introduced in 1988. Kodak has, however, provided data
(Kodak Publication E-107, dated June 1990) which indicates that
when this film is kept in the dark at 75°F and 40% RH, a storage life
of between 19 and 33 years may be expected before a 10% loss of
the least stable image dye (yellow in this case) occurs.

R) Kodak declined to release stability data on which to base estimates
for low-temperature storage for these films; however, the company
has implied that the films have stability characteristics similar to
current Eastman Color Negative Film 5247 — which for 40% RH
storage calculates to be about 270 years at 45°F (7.2°C), 550 years
at 35°F (1.7°C), and 9,500 years at 0°F (–18°C).

J)

Kodak declined to release specific stability data for Kodak Ektapress
Gold 100 Professional Film, which was introduced in 1988. Kodak
has, however, provided data (Kodak Publication E-107, dated June
1990) which indicates that when this film is kept in the dark at 75°F

S) Kodak declined to release stability data for Eastman Color Print Film
5381 and 7381; however, examination of films in collections indicates that the stability of these film is certainly no better and is quite
possibly even worse than Eastman Color Print Film 5383 and 7383.

End of Notes for Table 20.1
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Figure 20.1 This graph, which illustrates color film and color print fading rates versus temperature at 40% RH, may be used
to calculate the approximate fading rate for a color material in cold storage at any selected temperature when an Arrhenius
estimate for that product is available (e.g., for storage at 24°C [75°F]). This graph is based on fading-rate temperaturedependence data published by Eastman Kodak Company in Dye Stability of Kodak and Eastman Motion Picture Films
(Kodak Publication DS-100 [May 1981]) and Conservation of Photographs (Kodak Publication F-40 [March 1985]).
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Recommendations
Who Should Install Cold Storage Facilities?
• Motion picture studios and film libraries: Because of the
immense commercial value, future earnings potential, and cultural importance of motion pictures and television productions,
it is inexcusable not to preserve these films in humidity-controlled cold storage vaults. Cold storage affords simple and
accessible long-term preservation of original negatives, intermediates, sound negatives, and magnetic tapes, and, perhaps
of equal importance, enables unprojected release prints to be
kept the way they looked the day they were made. The cost of
suitable facilities is small, and savings in retiming and reprinting
will quickly repay the initial investment. With films instantly
available in their brilliant, original condition, there will be no
delays in future releases, television broadcast, or conversion to
high-definition television or other future formats while costly
“restoration” efforts are made to salvage faded films. With cold
storage available, there is no need to make black-and-white
separations, which are not only extremely expensive but are a
much inferior method of preserving film images, compared with
cold storage of color originals. It is especially urgent that
movies made on pre-1985 film stocks (e.g., Eastman Color Print
Film 5383 and previous Eastman Color print films), which in
general are far less stable than current materials, be refrigerated
without further delay.
• Museums and archives: Cold storage is the only way to
preserve color photographs in their original form for long periods of time. It is absolutely essential that institutions with
valuable color photographs or motion pictures in their collections provide humidity-controlled cold storage. Neglecting to
do so is shortsighted and irresponsible. Cold storage not only
preserves color images but also preserves plastic film base, RC
paper, and other support materials. Albumen prints and other
unstable 19th-century prints — indeed, all black-and-white photographs as well as books, manuscripts, and works of art on
paper — will last far longer if they are kept in cold storage.
Restoration and conservation projects involving various works
of art can be documented precisely on color film and be preserved unchanged for the benefit of future generations of conservators. Color photographic calibration standards for densitometric print monitoring can also be preserved unchanged to
maintain the long-term accuracy of a monitoring program. It is
highly unlikely that museums without cold storage facilities will
in the future be offered photographers’ archives or significant
donations of color photographs. No photographer or benefactor wants to donate work to an institution that is unwilling to
properly care for it.
• Commercial picture collections: Many of the world’s most
historically and culturally important photographs are found in
newspaper and magazine picture collections and in the files of
commercial picture agencies — the priceless collections at Time
Warner Inc., the National Geographic Society, and the Magnum
and Black Star picture agencies are prime examples. For many
reasons, commercial picture collections should operate with
duplicates and not send precious originals to clients, or otherwise handle them any more than absolutely necessary. Cold
storage of inactive originals ensures that they will always be
available in excellent condition. It is crucial that particularly
unstable films, such as Process E-1, E-2, E-3, and E-4 Ektachrome films and all color negatives prior to around 1985, be
refrigerated without delay to prevent further deterioration. Many
commercial collections have large quantities of extremely un-

stable Process E-3 Ektachrome sheet and roll films (1959–1977)
in their files. The cost of suitable cold storage facilities is very
small in relation to the benefits.
• Microfilm archives: Because of the inherently poor stability of
the fine-grain silver images of black-and-white microfilms, as
well as increasing concern about the long-term stability of cellulose triacetate and earlier types of acetate film base in typical
storage conditions, it is strongly recommended that microfilms
be kept in humidity-controlled cold storage (e.g., at 40°F [4.4°C]
and 30% RH). With microfilms, it is particularly important that
the relative humidity in storage areas be kept at a low level —
never above 40% RH.
• Nitrate film storage: Cellulose nitrate film still in good condition can be preserved almost indefinitely when stored at or
below 0°F (–18°C), with the relative humidity in the range of 30 to
40%, in explosion-proof freezers (see Appendix 19.1 at the end
of Chapter 19). When large quantities of nitrate film are involved, storage vaults should be constructed in isolated areas,
away from other storage facilities. It is strongly recommended
that original nitrate negatives and motion pictures be permanently preserved, with duplicate copies made as required for
printing, projection, or other applications. It is particularly important to save all of the nitrate Technicolor imbibition prints —
and the original nitrate camera separation negatives — that still
survive (see Chapters 9 and 10).

Containers for Motion Picture Films in
Humidity-Controlled Cold Storage Vaults
• Packaging: For long-term storage in humidity-controlled cold
storage facilities, color and black-and-white motion picture films
should be placed in “vented” plastic cans or vapor-permeable
cardboard containers. Standard metal and plastic film cans
(taped or untaped), vapor-proof bags, and other sealed containers are not recommended for the long-term storage of acetatebase motion picture films (see page 321 in Chapter 9 for an
important discussion concerning the detrimental effects of sealed
containers on dye stability and film base stability).

Storage Temperature and Relative Humidity
• Temperature: For museums, archives, and motion picture libraries — most of which have a variety of color materials in their
collections — a temperature of 0°F (–18°C) or lower is recommended. This will afford essentially permanent preservation of
even the most unstable types of color films and prints. Large
collections may find it economical to segregate color materials
in groups, according to their dark fading stability characteristics.
The most unstable products should be stored at low temperatures and, for economy, the more stable materials can be kept in
more moderate conditions. Although many factors can influence the choice of a specific storage temperature, some are
difficult to quantify (e.g., how long a particular color print or
motion picture should be preserved and how much fading can
be tolerated); it is therefore always best to opt for the lowest
temperature that funds permit.
• Relative humidity: In most situations, 30% RH is recommended.
For older motion picture films, which may become excessively
brittle at very low humidities, 40% RH is suggested. If materials
will be subjected to higher relative humidities in work and study
areas when they are withdrawn from a vault, it is preferable to
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avoid wide-range humidity cycling by selecting a higher relative humidity in the vault for storage. The reduction in image
stability caused by the higher humidity can be compensated
for by maintaining a lower storage temperature. Recent studies of emulsion stress and moisture relationships conducted
by Mark McCormick-Goodhart of the Smithsonian Conservation Analytical Lab have underscored the dangers to prints
and films posed by storage in cycling — or in very low —
relative humidities. For reasons discussed in this chapter and
in Chapter 9, the practice of pre-conditioning materials to a
low moisture content, packaging them in vapor-proof containers, and then storing the packages in vaults with high, uncontrolled relative humidity generally is not recommended.

Design of Humidity-Controlled
Cold Storage Facilities
• Dehumidifiers: Cargocaire automatic dry-desiccant dehumidifiers with HEPA filters in the air stream are recommended.
Redundant systems should always be specified — in the event
that one unit fails (which eventually it most certainly will), the
second unit will automatically take over. In most instances, it
is recommended that dehumidifier units be installed outside
of the storage vault; this will simplify service and also eliminate a potential source of fire danger.
• Refrigeration and air filtration equipment: Vaults should
be equipped with redundant, independent refrigeration systems. When one system fails, the other should automatically
take over. The two systems should be designed so that one
can be serviced and even disassembled without impairing the
operation of the other. Air filtration systems to remove acetic
acid vapors and oxidizing gases should be provided.
• Alarms and automatic shutdown systems: It is essential
that all cold storage facilities for photographs or motion pictures be provided with fail-safe automatic shutdown systems
that will cut off electrical power to all refrigeration and dehumidification equipment, vault door-frame heaters, interior lights,
etc. if pre-set limits of temperature or relative humidity deviation are exceeded. At the same time, alarms should sound to
alert personnel of the malfunction. Automatic shutdown systems should be tested periodically to be certain they are
functioning properly. In the event of an equipment or power
failure, the vault door should be kept closed until the interior
of the vault reaches ambient temperature; this will prevent
excessive humidity levels from developing in the vault and
prevent moisture condensation on film cans, print boxes, and
other containers within the vault. Storage vaults should be
provided with continuous recorders for temperature and RH.
• Recommended vault contractors: The design and construction of a properly functioning humidity-controlled cold
storage vault for photographic materials involve special expertise, and it is essential that an experienced contractor be
selected. Bonner Systems, Inc. is recommended. Bruce
Bonner, head of Bonner Systems, Inc., supervised the design
and construction of the cold storage vaults at the John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library, the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Harvard University, and the Art Institute
of Chicago, among other institutions. For large installations,
Turner Construction Company of New York City is recommended. Turner was the general contractor for the construction of the sophisticated archive buildings for the cold storage
of motion picture film at the Warner Bros. and Paramount
Pictures movie studios in California.
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the zero-degree level in the future.)
Cold storage not only preserves the photographic image
but also correspondingly lengthens the life of gelatin emulsions, paper supports, film bases, mount board, photograph
albums, mounting adhesives, and so forth.

Increases in the Life of Color Materials
Afforded by Cold Storage
The stability characteristics of color photographic materials have been discussed in detail in Section I of this
book. Dark fading data for a representative group of Kodak
color film and print materials are given for four different
temperatures in Table 20.1; the estimated times are computed from the day the material was processed. The estimates given in Table 20.1 are for a 10% loss, or “just noticeable fading,” of the least stable image dye. Most of the
dark fading data elsewhere in this book are given in terms
of a 20% loss of the least stable image dye; however, this
author believes that for critical museum and archive applications, a 20% dye loss is in most cases unacceptable, and
that a 10% loss is a more meaningful basis on which to
calculate storage times.
Kodak has not yet released estimates of minimum-density stain formation (almost always yellowish in color) during long-term dark storage. In critical museum and commercial applications, yellow stain is a more serious problem than dye fading with most products, especially color
prints (e.g., Kodak Ektacolor prints and similar chromogenic materials made by other manufacturers). Rates of
stain formation with most color materials are directly related to storage temperature and relative humidity, and
cold storage at low humidity will probably reduce stain
formation to a degree that approximates the reductions
given in Table 20.1 for dye fading.

Many Color Films and Prints Will Have
Already Faded More Than 10% by the Time
They Arrive in a Museum or Archive
In many instances, a color film or print will already
have surpassed a 10% image dye loss and/or suffered excessive yellowish stain by the time it arrives at a museum,
archive, or film library. If further deterioration is to be
prevented, the color materials must immediately be placed
in low-temperature storage. To obtain approximately the
same life for a variety of products — which may have distinctly different fading rates — larger institutions may want
to have two or more storage vaults which can be operated
at different temperatures. For example, to reduce the rate
of fading to approximately the same level, it is necessary to
store motion picture negatives and prints that have inherently very poor image stability (e.g., most Eastman color
film stocks in use prior to about 1985) at a lower temperature than is necessary with more recent Eastman and Fuji
color negative and print films, nearly all of which have
improved stability compared with the earlier products.
The greatly extended keeping times made possible by
very-low-temperature storage (in the range of 0°F [–18°C])
are obvious from Table 20.1. In most cases the additional expenses of constructing and operating a very-lowtemperature facility — instead of one that can maintain a
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more moderate temperature of 35°F (1.7°C) — are relatively small. However, for the same amount of dye fading,
a given color photograph will last approximately 17 times
longer at the lower temperature. An Ektacolor 74 RC print,
which will show a noticeable loss of cyan dye in about 8
years when stored at room temperature, will last about
160 years at 35°F before the same amount of fading takes
place. Even 160 years is not an adequate life in terms of a
permanent museum collection. At 0°F, however, the print
is calculated to last about 2,700 years before the same
“just noticeable” amount of fading takes place. Figure
20.1, which is based on data published by Kodak, shows the
approximate fading rate factor for any selected storage
temperature.
In some cases — particularly for already-deteriorated
materials that have poor inherent stability — temperatures below 0°F (–18°C ) may be advised. The often-recommended 0°F temperature is a rather arbitrary figure that
had its origin in the frozen food industry. Many food products have only a limited storage life if kept at temperatures
just below the freezing point of water, but it was found that
colder temperatures could meet most commercial storage
requirements. As a result, much of the commercial equipment designed for food storage operates at approximately
0°F. Kodak has recommended storage temperatures as
low as –15°F (–26°C ) to maximize the life of color materials;
at this extremely low temperature, Kodak estimates the
life of color films and prints will be approximately 1,000
times greater than when stored at 75°F (24°C ).4

The Moisture Content of Films and Prints
as Influenced by Temperature
and Ambient Relative Humidity
Films and prints normally contain significant amounts
of moisture (as a percentage of weight) in the emulsion
and support materials. With films, the gelatin emulsion
accounts for most of the moisture uptake, but even solid
plastic support materials absorb some moisture. Archivists have occasionally expressed fears about possible adverse effects of low-temperature storage on photographic
materials, and a frequent concern is that the moisture content of films and prints will rise as the storage temperature
drops (in a manner analogous to the way the relative humidity in a closed container of air rises as the temperature
decreases — see the discussion of relative humidity in
Chapter 16).
It is important to note, however, that the moisture content of paper, film base, gelatin emulsions, and many other
solids is not affected by changes in temperature alone.5
Even the actual moisture content, or absolute humidity, is
not the critical factor. Instead, the moisture content of
most photographic materials is determined by the relative
humidity of the surrounding air. Therefore, film stored
with the surrounding air at a temperature of 0°F (–18°C )
and a relative humidity of 60% will have almost the same
moisture content as film stored at 90°F (32°C ) and a relative humidity of 60%. Although the relative humidity of the
air is the same 60% at both temperatures, the warmer air
would contain about 20 times the moisture content by weight
as the colder air. Nonetheless, the moisture content of the
films is nearly the same at both temperatures.
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Figure 20.2 Effect of storage temperature on moisture
content of typical motion picture color negative film on
cellulose triacetate base. When stored at 60% RH, changes
in storage temperature have very little effect; at lower
humidities the effect is negligible.
(From: Adelstein,
Graham, and West, “Preservation of Motion-Picture Color
Films Having Permanent Value,” Journal of the SMPTE,
Vol. 79, November 1970. With permission of SMPTE .)

Film sealed with little excess air in a vapor-proof can at
room temperature and placed in a freezer at a temperature of 0°F (–18°C) will not experience any increase in moisture
content. The moisture content of a typical motion picture
film stored at three different temperatures and at various
relative humidities is illustrated in Figure 20.2. The general relationship shown also applies at temperatures below freezing.
The reader may wonder what happens to the relative
humidity of the air which is contained in a film can along
with the film itself. The answer is that as long as the can
does not leak air, the relative humidity of the air packed in
the can with the film will remain essentially unchanged
regardless of the storage temperature. This is because
the moisture-holding capacity of the air is exceedingly small
compared with that of the film, when equal volumes of air
and film are compared.
For example, film in equilibrium with air at 50% RH
might contain 3% moisture by weight.6 Thus a reel of film
weighing 1 kg (2.2 lb.) would contain about 30 grams of
moisture. Assuming this reel of film occupies a volume of
1048 cc, the amount of air in the can might be about 174 cc,
or one-seventh of the total volume of the can. If the can
were sealed with the 174 cc of air at 70°F (21°C) and 50%
RH , the volume of air in the can would contain only about
0.0015 gram of moisture. This is about 1⁄ 20,000 the quantity
of moisture in the film.
When a can containing film and a comparatively small
quantity of air is put in a refrigerator or cold storage vault,
the relative humidity of the air starts to rise as the temperature drops. The film (principally the gelatin emulsion)
then begins to absorb moisture from the air to re-establish
equilibrium with the relative humidity of the air. Because
of the large moisture-holding capacity of the film, virtually
all the excess moisture in the air is quickly absorbed by the
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film, resulting in essentially no change in relative humidity
of the air, or in the moisture content of the film by weight.
The important point here is that the equilibrium moisture
content of a roll of film in a sealed container is determined
by the ambient relative humidity where the film was stored
before being placed in the cold storage vault.
If, however, a single strip of film containing only a few
frames were placed in a large and otherwise empty film
can, and then put in a refrigerator and cooled, there would
be a significant rise in both the relative humidity of the air
and the actual moisture content of the small piece of film.
This is because of the proportionately very small volume of
film compared with the volume of air. The problem can be
easily avoided by keeping free air space in packages to a
minimum; if necessary, crumpled paper of good quality
can fill excess space.

Can Moisture in Films Form Ice Crystals
at Temperatures Below Freezing?
An often-voiced fear is that moisture contained within
an emulsion might form ice crystals at temperatures below
freezing (the way water in fruits and vegetables crystallizes when it freezes) and that such crystal formation could
distort, blister, or otherwise damage films.
Unlike frozen food, which may contain 90% or more water by weight, a gelatin emulsion contains only about 15%
moisture by weight when equilibrated with air at 80% RH.
Even if stored in air with a relative humidity as high as
95%, there will not be enough moisture in a film or print to
form ice crystals. John Calhoun of Eastman Kodak wrote
in 1952 that:
. . . ice crystals or damage from ice formation has never been found in photographic film
stored at below freezing temperatures. The
small amount of moisture normally found in
photographic emulsions or dry gelatin is not
present in the form of liquid droplets but is
molecularly adsorbed within the colloid.
In one experiment made by the Eastman Kodak
Company in 1939 several types of film were stored
for three weeks completely surrounded with
dry ice (solid carbon dioxide) in an insulated
container. Thermocouples indicated the film to
be at a temperature below –100°F [–73°C]. After
removal the film was subjected to microscopic
examination and no change in the emulsion structure found. Exhaustive photographic tests, and
physical tests made on the film before and after processing, showed no detrimental effect of
any kind.
. . . there has been considerable practical
experience in the storage of film at low temperatures, in some cases for as long as three
years at –10°F. Never has any detrimental effect been found, provided that the film was pro-

tected from the penetration of moisture from
outside the package . It makes no difference
whether the film is cooled slowly or is quickly
frozen in dry ice, or how low a temperature is
used.7
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Physical Effects of Low-Temperature Storage
on Films and Prints
Some film archivists have also expressed vague worries
that storage of photographic materials at temperatures
below freezing — especially if films and prints are repeatedly taken in and out of cold storage, producing temperature fluctuations over a wide range — could eventually
cause the following: the emulsion to fall off of films; the
base to become so brittle that (even after the film has
warmed up to room temperature) the film would break;
rolls of motion picture films to become deformed; or other
types of physical damage.
There is no published evidence that any of these things
have actually occurred as a consequence of cold storage,
even though many people have an “intuitive feeling” that
rapid fluctuations between 0°F (–18°C ) and room temperature must put terrific physical stress on rolls of film, and
that this stress will eventually cause damage. Such fears
probably arise because people themselves feel uncomfortable, and can be harmed, as a result of exposure to very
low temperatures, and therefore they think that cold storage must be harmful to film, also.
In 1981, in response to this author’s questions about
possible adverse effects on motion picture film of repeatedly cycling storage temperatures over a wide range, Kodak
said:
Based on our lab data, no physical harm is
predicted. We cycle these films repeatedly from
deep freeze to room temperatures without detecting any problems. Of course, it’s important
to protect the film from moisture condensation
during the warm-up period.
We have tested 35mm (but not 70mm) thousand-foot rolls of processed film, cycling repeatedly from deep freeze (as low as –61°F
[–52°C ]) and observing them physically, our
main interest being roll integrity (spoking,
for instance). . . . On shorter lengths (from
several feet to several hundred feet), we have
examined the film for all physical properties —
image stability, emulsion adhesion, support
stability, etc.
There is no demonstrated advantage to lowering or raising the temperature of rolls of film
in gradual stages.8
Kodak went on to say that in the company’s experience
over many years, cold storage poses no problems if care is
exercised to prevent condensation during warm-up. A great
deal of processed and unprocessed film is shipped in the
winter, and during transit the temperature of the film may
occasionally drop below –30°F (–34.4°C ); Kodak reports that
it is unaware of any damage caused by this. Roll and
motion picture films have also been extensively used in the
Space Shuttle, manned trips to the Moon, and other space
flight missions where at times films have been subjected to
extremely low temperatures; again, Kodak indicates that
no problems have been reported.
More recently, Kopperl and Bard of Eastman Kodak
published results of a number of freeze/thaw cycling tests
conducted by the company.9 In one experiment, “samples
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of film and papers included in the Image Stability Technical Center’s long-range sample collection were stored in
heat-sealed foil bags in a freezer and removed, thawed,
and measured approximately annually for 10 to 15 years.
No adverse effects on image stability were seen.” In another test:
Samples of seven films and one color paper
were pre-equilibrated at 24°C [75°F] and 45%
RH , heat-sealed in foil envelopes, and stored in
a freezer at –15 to –12°C [5 to 10°F] for 6 months.
During each working day, the samples were
removed from the freezer for 4 hours. This was
sufficient time for the samples to be at room
temperature for several hours during each cycle.
They were then replaced in the freezer. Wedge
brittleness, mushiness, and wet and dry cycle
adhesion tests, similar to those in ANSI PH1.41
[ANSI IT9 .1-1991 ], as well as image stability
tests, were performed after the 6 months of
cycling. No adverse effects were seen as a
result of the freeze/thaw cycling.
In other experiments, rolls of processed black-and-white
(Type 5302) and color (Type 5384) motion picture films in
taped cans, untaped cans (which afford little protection
from moisture), and cans sealed in vapor-proof foil bags
were cycled 100 times in and out of a freezer with high,
uncontrolled relative humidity. After each 25 cycles, the
films were projected and then machine-rewound to simulate actual customer use. “No projection problems or physical
defects were observed upon projection of any of the test
samples, regardless of the storage method.” The films
were tested for coefficient of friction, humidity curl, brittleness, and multimetric scratch properties. The slight differences observed between the cycled films and control
samples were “not considered to be significant.” Image
stability tests on the cycled films were also reported, and
“no significant changes in density were observed.”

Does the Moisture Content Matter if Film
Is Stored at Temperatures Below Freezing?
It has been suggested that at temperatures below freezing, the moisture content of film and the relative humidity
of the storage environment may not matter. In fact, there
could be serious problems. If a film were stored at 0°F
(–18°C ) with an ambient relative humidity of 95%, the film
would eventually reach equilibrium with the 95% RH air.
The moisture content of the film would then be essentially
the same as if it were stored at room temperature at 95%
RH . Upon removal from the freezer, the film would stick
together, swell, and likely support fungus growth. This
was dramatically illustrated a few years ago when a large
quantity of cellulose nitrate motion picture film was found
buried in permafrost in the Canadian Yukon. Much of the
film was in good physical condition — even though saturated with frozen moisture — when the find was uncovered. However, once the film was dug up and allowed to
thaw, some of it was ruined by the moisture it had absorbed during burial. Films and prints must always be
protected from excessive humidity, regardless of the temperature.
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Humidity-Controlled Storage versus Sealing
Films and Prints in Vapor-Proof Packages for
Storage in Uncontrolled Environments
For many years the standard cold storage facility for
motion picture films was a vault with a temperature of
about 55°F (13°C ) and relative humidity in the range of 45–
60%. Refrigeration equipment with cool-and-reheat systems provided marginal control of relative humidity. Films
were generally placed in taped cans (which are not totally
vapor-proof), and no attempt was made to pre-condition
the films at a low relative humidity before placing them in
the vault. This was — and still is — typical of “refrigerated” storage facilities in the motion picture industry in
Hollywood and elsewhere. Actually, most of the color material produced by the entertainment film industry worldwide is not even stored in refrigerated vaults; instead it is
kept in air-conditioned buildings at about 70°F (21°C), or
even in totally uncontrolled warehouses. With only rare
exceptions, still negatives and prints have not been stored
in refrigerated environments.
The development of continuous high-volume dry-desiccant dehumidifiers has made it economically feasible to
maintain constant and low relative humidity in a vault,
regardless of the temperature — even if the temperature
is well below 0°F (–18°C ).
Given the total cost of building a cold storage vault, the
additional expense of a desiccant humidity control system
is not great — typically about 10% of the total vault cost for
large-scale installations. Assuming that the walls, ceiling,
and floor of the vault have low moisture permeability (as is
the case with the low-cost steel- or aluminum-covered prefabricated-panel vaults in virtually all the cold storage facilities constructed in the U.S. in recent years), the added
electrical energy required for dehumidification is comparatively small. Once the vault is in operation and the relative
humidity is brought down to the desired level, the only
additional moisture that must be removed is that which
enters the vault when the door is opened, and the very
small amount that diffuses through the seals joining the
metal vault panels and that seeps in through small leaks.
Little or no fan-forced air exchange is needed in most installations. High levels of air exchange with the outside
(sometimes called “makeup air”) will of course increase
dehumidification and refrigeration costs.
Maintaining the relative humidity in a low-temperature
storage facility at the recommended level of 30% offers a
number of important advantages:
1. The need for vapor-proof storage containers is eliminated, saving time, labor, and, in large collections, considerable expense. Commonly used heat-sealable, laminated paper/aluminum-foil/polyethylene bags and envelopes are cumbersome, waste storage space inside a
vault, and must be replaced each time a film or print is
accessed. If one follows the recommendations of Kodak
and this author, films and prints destined for low-temperature storage with uncontrolled humidity must first
be heat-sealed inside one vapor-proof bag or envelope,
and then that package must be heat-sealed inside a
second vapor-proof container to minimize risk of a defective seal or puncture. This double-sealing proce-
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dure requires additional expense and labor. Also, sheet
films, short strips of films, and prints can be damaged
or destroyed should they accidentally slip into the heated
area when an envelope is being sealed.
2. There is no danger of damage to films and prints, as
could occur if a vapor-proof package failed in an uncontrolled, high-humidity storage vault, especially a vault
operated at temperatures above freezing. A defective
seal or puncture in a vapor-proof package stored in
uncontrolled conditions could go unnoticed for years,
allowing the contents to slowly absorb moisture until
they have equilibrated at near 100% RH — which likely
would result in the destruction of the materials. Storage in two individually sealed vapor-proof bags or envelopes (one inside the other) minimizes, but does not
eliminate, this potentially catastrophic hazard.
3. Films and prints need not be pre-conditioned at a low
relative humidity before placing them in a low-humidity vault. This not only saves time and labor (pre-conditioning a reel of 35mm motion picture film may require
up to 4 weeks) but also greatly simplifies access to
materials. The need for expensive pre-conditioning equipment or special conditioning rooms is eliminated. Films
that have previously been stored in high relative humidity environments will slowly re-equilibrate to the
lower relative humidity inside a low-humidity vault, even
if the films are in taped metal film cans. Still photographs in the usual paper or plastic enclosures will
generally re-equilibrate to the lower humidity in only a
few days.
4. Steel film cans, cabinets, shelving, other equipment,
and even the walls of the vault itself will not corrode
over time in 30% RH . This eliminates the need for
replacement of film cans and other equipment and keeps
the storage area free of abrasive rust particles.
The two principal advantages of sealing films in vaporproof packages are: (1) a humidity-control system in the
storage vault is not needed, thereby reducing the initial
cost and complexity of the vault and somewhat reducing
the cost of operation, and (2) the films will be better protected from water damage which might result from burst
pipes in the area, roof leaks, floods, and other disasters.
Sealed films are also protected from airborne pollutants;
depending on the storage conditions, this may be of value
for black-and-white materials. With color films, however,
especially when contained in motion picture cans, normally
encountered levels of air pollutants are probably of negligible significance.
Vapor-proof bags, envelopes, or other containers for storing films and prints must be made of materials that have
no adverse effects on image stability. Although accelerated test data have not been published, it is generally believed that vapor-proof bags made of a paper/aluminumfoil/polyethylene laminate are adequate for long-term storage of color materials.
Finally, it should be noted that some researchers have
expressed concern that cellulose acetate safety-base films
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may be subject to increased rates of base decomposition if
they are sealed in air-tight containers during long-term
storage. This is based on the fact that some of the decomposition reactions are autocatalytic and if gaseous decomposition products are not allowed to escape, the rate of
deterioration could accelerate (in a manner similar to that
which has been documented with cellulose nitrate films).
But compared with room-temperature storage — with films
packaged in sealed containers or not — low-temperature
storage will greatly slow the rate of film-base deterioration
(and will also greatly slow the rate of image deterioration).

Pre-Conditioning Films or Prints Before
Sealing in Vapor-Proof Bags or Envelopes
Although it has often been recommended that films and
prints be pre-conditioned (or “pre-equilibrated”) in a 30–
40% RH environment before sealing in vapor-proof packages, it has never been demonstrated that in fact this is
actually necessary.
At any given temperature, storage at 30% RH , instead
of, for example, 60% RH , will slow color image fading and
staining, discoloration and fading of black-and-white images, and film-base deterioration. However, with color materials in cold storage, it is the low temperature of storage
that is primarily responsible for the slowing of deterioration. The increase in the life of the image afforded by preconditioning to a low relative humidity is small by comparison. Moreover, with the majority of older color materials,
such as most pre-1983 Eastman Color print and negative
films, the cyan dye is the least stable image dye, and the
fading rates of the cyan dyes in these products are not
greatly influenced by the level of relative humidity; preconditioning to a low moisture content will be of little
benefit.
There also is concern that pre-conditioning fragile historical films and prints to a very low moisture content —
and then periodically taking them out of cold storage and
placing them into work areas or darkrooms with significantly higher relative humidity — could cause unwanted
physical stress on the emulsions, increase the amount of
curl of films and prints without gelatin anti-curl backings,
and possibly cause other kinds of physical damage. The
ANSI film-storage standards caution against widely cycling
relative humidity. From a physical point of view it might
indeed be safer to keep films in cold storage under approximately the same moisture conditions that (hopefully)
are found in work areas and darkrooms in collecting
institutions.
Whatever gain in storage life that might be afforded by
pre-conditioning to a low relative humidity can more simply be achieved by lowering the temperature of the storage
vault 5° or 10°F. Insofar as the fading rate of a particular
color film or print material is concerned, the equilibrium
moisture content and the temperature at which it is stored
are two essentially unrelated subjects — and they should
be thought of separately. The reader is referred to Chapters 2 and 5 for a more detailed discussion of the specific
effects of temperature and relative humidity on color
image stability.
In large collections in particular, omitting the pre-conditioning step will avoid a great deal of extra handling and
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National Archives of Canada – 1988

Constructed in 1987, the cold
storage vault serving the
Moving Image, Data and Audio Conservation Division of
the National Archives of
Canada in Ottawa is kept at
28°F (–2.2°C) and 28% RH.
William O’Farrell, head of the
Film Unit, wheels film into
the vault. The National Archives is responsible for the
preservation of films produced by the National Film
Board of Canada, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, and other government
agencies. Canadian feature
films are also acquired for
the collection. In late 1996
the unit will move to a large
new National Archives installation in nearby Gatineau,
Quebec. The motion picture vault in the new facility
will operate at 0°F (–18°C)
and 25% RH. An advanced
air-filtration system will be
employed to remove acetic
acid vapors, nitrogen oxides,
ozone, dust, and other airborne contaminants.

expense. Many films and prints have been stored for years
in environments with uncontrolled relative humidity, and
there is no compelling need to pre-condition them to a low
moisture content simply because the decision has been
made to place them in cold storage; in terms of the future
life of the materials, the most important consideration is
simply to put them in cold storage as soon as possible —
and to keep the temperature as low as possible.
Furthermore, as discussed on page 321 in Chapter 9,
recent research conducted by Eastman Kodak has shown
that storing color films in sealed containers (e.g., ordinary
taped or untaped metal and plastic film cans or vaporproof laminated bags) can markedly increase rates of both
color image dye fading and acetate film base deterioration!

A Study at the National Archives of Canada
Indicates That Vapor-Proof Bags for a Collection
Could Cost More Than an Entire Film Vault
In 1986, in the course of planning a new cold storage
vault to house the rapidly growing collection of the Moving
Image, Data and Audio Conservation Division at the National Archives of Canada in Ottawa, the staff of the Film
Section examined the costs of pre-conditioning motion picture films and packaging them in vapor-proof bags versus
the expense of adding humidity-control equipment to the
vault — and thereby eliminating the need for the bags.
Capable of housing approximately 17,300 one-thousandfoot cans of 35mm motion picture film and maintaining a
temperature of 28°F (–2.2°C) with a relative humidity of
28%, the new vault cost about $100,000. Of that amount, the
Cargocaire HC-1125-EBA continuous dry-desiccant dehu-

midifier cost about $11,000. The high-quality, vapor-proof
bags available from the Swedish Film Institute, on the other
hand, cost $1.30 each (shipping from Sweden additional).
For the 17,300 cans of film that eventually will be stored in
the vault, the bags would cost $22,490. If one were to follow
Eastman Kodak’s recommendations for cold storage in nonhumidity-controlled facilities, and use two bags for each
roll of film (with the film sealed inside one bag and the
resulting package sealed inside a second bag to minimize
the chance that a tiny pinhole puncture or defective seal
could ultimately lead to the destruction of the film), the
bag expense would double to a total of $44,980.
Expenditures associated with the equipment and labor
to pre-condition and package the films would increase the
total cost of the vapor-proof bag method even more. In
addition, each time a film is withdrawn from the vault, the
bag is destroyed when it is opened and a new $1.30 bag is
required when the film goes back to storage. The number
of rolls of film than can be kept in a vault is also reduced
because a roll of film sealed in a vapor-proof bag requires
more space than a roll in a film can.
By controlling the humidity in the vault with an $11,000
dehumidifier, the Archives saved at least $11,500 in additional costs for vapor-proof bags (and that savings assumes
only a single bag for each roll of film). If one adds to that
figure the $72,600 cost of the Swedish FICA film-conditioning machine discussed later in this chapter, a total of $84,100
was saved. Labor costs associated with the film conditioning and bag sealing process would almost certainly push
the actual savings to above $100,000 — enough for the National Archives to build a second humidity-controlled vault
capable of storing an additional 17,300 rolls of film!
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A computer-based catalog system tracks the films in the
Archives. Operator Dennis Waugh inputs film titles and other
data manually at a Hewlett-Packard computer terminal and
uses a lightpen to read data from standardized preprinted bar
codes. The bar-code labels are then affixed to the film cans.

Old metal film cans are replaced with new, color-coded
plastic cans, which are stored horizontally on shelves
within the vault. The vault can accommodate approximately 17,300 one-thousand-foot cans of 35mm film.

Sign on the vault door. A study conducted by the Film
Section of the Moving Image, Data and Audio Conservation
Division in Ottawa showed that it was far less expensive and
much less labor-intensive to control the humidity in the vault
than it would be to pre-condition and package films in vaporproof bags for storage in a vault with uncontrolled humidity.

National Archives of Canada – 1988 (4)

Four refrigeration compressors operating in a redundant
mode cool the vault at the National Archives of Canada.
Behind the compressors is a Cargocaire dry-desiccant
dehumidifier that maintains 28% RH in the vault.
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Other suppliers of vapor-proof bags have quoted prices
for bags as low as $0.64 each when purchased in quantities
of 50,000 or more at one time (made of less-expensive materials, these bags are less durable than the $1.30 Swedish
Film Institute bags, which are heavy-duty bags made with
a double layer of aluminum foil to minimize the chance of
pinhole punctures). But even at $0.64 each, the cost of
17,300 bags comes to $11,072 — about the same as the price
of the Cargocaire dehumidifier in the new Archives vault.
According to William O’Farrell of the Film Section, the
comparison of the two storage methods made it clear that
it was much simpler and far less expensive to incorporate
a desiccation dehumidifier into the design of the vault.10
Headed by Roger Easton, the Moving Image, Data and
Audio Conservation Division of the National Archives of
Canada is the Canadian government’s central repository
for motion picture films and videotapes, with new material
arriving weekly from the National Film Board of Canada,
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, various government agencies, and even from private citizens. Prints from
more than 1,000 Canadian feature films have also been
purchased by the Archives and are now preserved in the
cold storage vault (unlike the U.S. and some other countries, Canada does not have a mandatory copyright deposit
law, and all films must be purchased from their producers). O’Farrell says there are over 200,000 cans of film in
the collection, of which perhaps one-third are in color. “We
are looking at another few years to identify exactly what
additional color films in our collection warrant being placed
in the cold storage vault.”
The Moving Image, Data and Audio Conservation Division is replacing old metal film cans with new color-coded
plastic cans, “as a visual identifier for different types of
films and also acts as a deterrent to the deterioration of
acetate film base,” according to O’Farrell. “Everything is
recanned because many of the original cans are rusted,
dented, or otherwise in poor condition.” To simplify record
keeping as films are moved in and out of the vault, computer bar-code labels have been applied to the new cans.

Methods of Pre-Conditioning Films and Prints
If proper humidity-controlled cold storage is simply not
available and it is necessary to pre-condition films or prints
before sealing them in vapor-proof containers, there are
several methods of accomplishing this. The most obvious
way is to store the materials for a period of time in a room
in which the desired relative humidity is maintained. Conditioning times may range from a few hours for individual
films and prints that are open to the air, to a month or
longer for 1,000- or 2,000-foot rolls of 35mm motion picture
film. In most geographic locations, maintaining low relative humidity (e.g., 25% RH ) on a year-round basis requires
the use of a continuous dry-desiccant dehumidifier. If a
more moderate level of relative humidity is acceptable,
one or more home-type refrigeration dehumidifiers may be
placed in a small, air-conditioned room; home dehumidifiers are much less expensive than desiccant units and are
capable of reducing the relative humidity to about 45%.
In temperate climates, the simplest solution of all is to
restrict the time that materials are sealed in vapor-proof
containers to the cold months of the year. In non-humidi-
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A Swedish FICA film-conditioning and vacuum-sealing
machine at the Motion Picture, Broadcasting, and Recorded
Sound Division of the Library of Congress in Washington,
D.C. Film technician David Lee Reese prepares to vacuumseal a vapor-proof bag containing a roll of film that has
been equilibrated to a low moisture content in the machine. The system is no longer used by the Library.

fied buildings during the winter, the indoor relative humidity is normally at a very low level; for example, as this was
being written in Iowa in the winter of 1992, the relative
humidity in this author’s office was about 25% — the humidity generally remains below 30% for 5 months of the
year. Films and prints may be pre-conditioned simply by
laying them in the open for a period of a few weeks — they
are then ready for sealing in vapor-proof containers. During warm months, when indoor relative humidity is higher,
materials destined for cold storage can be accumulated
until the next winter; the amount of fading that might occur during an additional few months of storage at room
temperature is negligible.
A pre-conditioning method that has been suggested by
Eastman Kodak requires placing film in a sealed container
along with a measured amount of activated silica gel; the
amount of silica gel required is computed from (a) the
amount of film being conditioned, (b) the relative humidity
in which the film has been stored in the past, and (c) the
final humidity desired at equilibrium.11 Particularly when
large amounts of motion picture film are involved, this is a
laborious and time-consuming procedure.
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Because films sealed in vapor-proof bags are too bulky to fit in standard film cans, the Library had to purchase custom-made
boxes and further added to the overall cost of the FICA procedure. After using the FICA system for several years, the Library
was forced to give up the procedure because of insufficient staff. David Parker, a film curator at the Library of Congress, is
shown here with color films packaged in the FICA vapor-proof bags (left) in the Library’s large, 37°F (2.8°C) cold storage
facility in Landover, Maryland, outside of Washington, D.C. Although the vault is controlled at 25% RH and sealing films in
vapor-proof containers was not necessary to protect them from moisture, the Library staff felt that the FICA system was
worthwhile because of the protection afforded to films by the waterproof bags in the event of a mishap during shipping, or of
flooding caused by a burst water pipe near the vault. Films are now placed in the vault in standard metal or plastic film cans.

The Swedish Film Institute Film
Conditioning Apparatus (FICA)
A more sophisticated pre-conditioning method, currently
in operation at the Swedish Film Institute (Svenska
Filminstitutet) in Stockholm, Sweden, involves a specially
constructed temperature- and humidity-controlled conditioning cabinet to re-equilibrate rolls of motion picture film
in 25% RH air before double-sealing the films in vaporproof bags in a vacuum chamber. 12 Called the Film Conditioning Apparatus (FICA), the unit incorporates a continuous desiccant dehumidifier; a Purafil air filter to remove
airborne contaminants; an air conditioner to remove heat
produced by the dehumidifier and other mechanical equipment, and to maintain the temperature inside the cabinet
at 68°F (20°C ); a device to rewind film under controlled
tension; and a vacuum-chamber and heat-sealing unit with
which to double-seal rolls of film in vapor-proof bags.
Designed by Roland Gooes and Hans-Evert Bloman of
the Swedish Film Institute, the FICA unit is available from
the Institute for about $75,000 (with shipping from Sweden

additional). 13 The time required to pre-condition (equilibrate) rolls of film to the desired 25% RH varies from 4 to 7
days, depending on the prior storage conditions of the film.
The 80x30–inch cabinet can accommodate more than fifty
1,000–foot rolls of film at one time. For greater capacity,
up to four satellite conditioning cabinets, which cost $20,200
each, can be attached to a central FICA unit.
The heavy-duty vapor-proof bags supplied by the Swedish Film Institute for the FICA unit cost $1.30 each (price
applies to any quantity, with shipping additional). When a
roll of film is first placed in the cabinet, it is rewound under
controlled 10.5-ounce tension. After pre-conditioning and
sealing in the vapor-proof bags, films may safely be stored
in non-humidity-controlled, low-temperature vaults.
The Swedish Film Institute is attempting to preserve all
Swedish motion picture films; the major funding for the
Institute (which is also heavily involved in film production)
comes from a 10% tax on all box office receipts and a set
fee paid by the video industry for each videocassette sold
to the public.14 The Institute developed the FICA machine
to pre-condition and seal camera negatives and printing
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Figure 20.3 A schematic of a moderate-size humidity-controlled cold storage vault, similar to the installation at the Peabody
Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Harvard University. Although this drawing shows a dry-desiccant dehumidifier
inside the vault, the author recommends that dehumidifiers be located outside of a vault. (Courtesy Harris Environmental
Systems, Inc.)

masters for storage in its preservation facility in Stockholm
(the color film vaults are kept at 23°F (–5°C) and 40% RH).
In 1986 a FICA unit was purchased by the Library of
Congress for pre-conditioning films prior to placing them
in the Library’s cold storage vaults in Landover, Maryland.
Even though the Library of Congress storage vault for color
film is maintained at 25% RH and vapor-proof containers
are not necessary in such an environment, the Library felt
that pre-conditioning color films in the FICA unit and then
sealing the film in vapor-proof bags afforded added protection to the films. According to Paul Spehr, assistant chief
of the Motion Picture, Broadcasting, and Recorded Sound
Division of the Library, sealing films “is sort of a double
insurance — it offers the film some protection against water and other types of damage that may happen.”15
Citing a basement flood a few years ago at the Chicago
Historical Society caused by a large water main outside
the building that fractured during a construction project,
Spehr said that the Library of Congress has had problems
with malfunctioning fire sprinklers and burst pipes (although to date there has been no damage to films in the

cold storage vaults). Spehr noted that one difficulty with
films sealed in the bags is that they no longer fit in standard film cans or film boxes, so the Library had to purchase costly, specially made, oversize boxes. After using
the FICA system for a few years, the Library was forced to
abandon the procedure because of budget constraints.

Construction of Cold Storage Vaults
Most of the photographic cold storage vaults built in
recent years have been constructed with prefabricated
metal-clad panels with 4- or 5-inch-thick polyurethane foam
insulating cores — similar in structure to the walk-in refrigerators found in food stores and restaurants. Indeed,
one of the major suppliers of such refrigerated vaults, Bally
Engineered Structures, Inc., sells most of its equipment to
the food industry; Bally introduced its first urethane foamcore sectional prefabricated vault in 1962. The units are
available in virtually any size, up to and including large
drive-in buildings.
The aluminum, galvanized steel, or stainless steel cov-
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A pressure-relief vent in the wall of the vault is provided
to equalize air pressure differences that occur when warm,
room-temperature air enters the vault and is cooled when
the door to the vault is opened.

The floor plan for the vault shows locations of the file
cabinets containing more than one million color transparencies that were moved into the vault after its completion
and testing.

An exterior view of the vault. A vestibule and door in front
of the vault door provide an air lock to minimize the influx
of room-temperature air when the vault is entered. The
vault is located in the Time Inc. Magazines Picture Collection in the Time & Life building in New York City.

ering on both sides of the vault walls not only provides a
rigid surface and structural support but also serves as an
effective moisture barrier to prevent outside water vapor
from entering the vault, thus reducing the dehumidification requirements of the facility. In low-temperature installations, the floor as well as the walls must be insulated.
Vaults of this design can be readily constructed in almost any part of an already-existing building. When located on the ground floor or in the basement of a building,
additional floor insulation may be required to prevent the
earth beneath the floor from freezing and expanding, possibly causing structural damage to the building; the vault
supplier can give advice on this point. The prefabricated
vaults can be disassembled and moved to another location
with relative ease, and sections can be added in order to
expand the size of the vault. The load-bearing capacity of
the building floor must be considered in deciding where to
locate a vault — particularly when large quantities of motion picture film are to be stored on high-density movable
shelving, the weight of the materials in a vault can be
considerable.

Carol Brower – May 1983

Henry Wilhelm – 1981

Picture collection staff member George Gonzalez in the
interior of the cold storage vault at the Time Inc. Magazines Picture Collection; when this photograph was taken
in 1981, the vault was in the final stages of construction.

The cold storage vault in operation (although built to
maintain 0°F [–18°C] and 30% RH, the vault currently is
operated at 60°F [15.6°C] and 35% RH).
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The roof of the vault should be waterproof to protect the
contents from water dripping on the top as a result of burst
pipes, leaking building roofs, fire-extinguishing water sprinkler systems, etc. There are several ways to waterproof
the top of a vault: if the vault is not too large, covering it
with a large sheet of plastic may suffice. The best approach is to install an “outdoor” roof on the vault; such
roofs are available from most vault manufacturers. In
general, photographic storage vaults should not be installed
in basements because of the danger of flooding from natural causes (e.g., hurricanes), broken water mains, or backedup sewers. Should a fire break out in the building, a basement may flood with tons of water released by automatic
sprinkler systems or with water poured into the building
by firefighters.
The design of a typical photographic storage vault is
shown in Figure 20.3. Ideally, a vault should have a second door with a small air-lock section to reduce the air
exchange each time the vault is entered. Doors should be
large enough to accommodate shelves, file cabinets, or
other equipment that must be moved in and out of the
vault. Low-temperature vaults require a pressure-relief
port to allow changes in air pressure (caused by sudden
temperature changes when the door is opened) to equalize
with the air pressure outside the vault.
For the lowest electrical requirements and operating
costs, the urethane foam-insulated walls, ceiling, and floor
of the vault should be as thick as possible — a minimum of
5 inches is recommended (5 inches is currently the thickest panel construction offered by Bally Case and Cooler,
Inc. and most other suppliers).

Refrigeration and Dehumidification Equipment
The refrigeration equipment for photographic storage
facilities is usually of fairly typical design and can be either
air or water cooled. It is suggested that two — or even
three — completely independent, redundant refrigeration
and dehumidification systems be installed so that in the
event of mechanical failure, one system will remain operating while the other is being repaired. In many facilities
installed recently in the U.S., the equipment has been designed so that the dual refrigeration compressors alternate after each running period. If an upper temperature
limit is reached, both compressors will switch on at the
same time. Should one compressor fail, the other automatically takes over and will continue to cool the facility
until the defective compressor can be returned to service.
Dehumidification equipment should also operate as a
redundant system with two or more units. Because the
photographs in storage will probably be kept for many hundreds of years — if not forever — many equipment failures
will occur as the years pass, and this must be taken into
account both in the design of the vault and in the maintenance procedures adopted for the equipment. As James
Wallace, Curator/Director of the Smithsonian Institution’s
Department of Photographic Services in Washington, D.C.,
said about the design of a cold storage system:
You have to remember that a cold storage
room is a mechanical thing — like an automobile. It runs all the time and you either have to
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build in some redundancy or you can expect it
to quit every once in a while. You simply cannot put in all of the refrigeration and dehumidification equipment, smoke and temperature
alarms, air filters, and everything else and not
expect some of this mechanical stuff to break
down every now and then. The mistake is to
have someone build a vault and present you
with the key and then expect it to work absolutely perfectly forever. If we have a temperature where our Ektachrome slides will last 500
years — there isn’t a piece of equipment made
that will last even a fraction of that time.16
Wallace went on to say that the staff should understand
the equipment and have both the knowledge and spare
parts to do simple repairs. In addition, procedures for
handling the collection in the vault during equipment failures should be worked out in advance.
Should all the equipment fail — or in the event of a
prolonged power outage — no harm need be done. The
temperature inside the vault will gradually rise to ambient
conditions and the fading rates of the color materials inside will increase accordingly for as long as the vault is out
of operation. A few months at room temperature during a
hundred-year period will be of no great significance. If the
vault door is kept closed until the inside of the vault has
reached room temperature, the relative humidity in the
vault will not rise to unacceptable levels during the warmup period.
Allan Goodrich of the John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library
reported that during a power outage, which lasted 2 days,
the temperature inside the Library’s 0°F (–18°C) cold storage vault rose to about 30°F (–1.1°C ) before the electricity
was restored; the relative humidity inside the vault remained low throughout the 2-day period. 17
As discussed below, every vault should be equipped with
temperature and relative humidity indicators that can be
read from the outside as well as fail-safe automatic highand low-level temperature electrical shutdown systems and
alarms which will sound both at the vault and at a remote
location to alert the maintenance staff immediately should
conditions in the vault reach unacceptable levels.

High-Volume Dry-Desiccant Dehumidifiers
for Humidity Control in Cold Storage Vaults
Ordinary refrigerated vaults and freezers do not have
any system of humidity control, and relative humidities are
often close to 100% — far too high for safe storage of unprotected photographs. Conventional refrigeration-type dehumidifiers do not function efficiently at low temperatures,
and with most designs it is impossible to obtain relative
humidities as low as 30%. In addition, refrigeration dehumidifiers with heated defrost cycles consume large amounts
of electricity during operation.
Much more satisfactory are continuous high-volume drydesiccant dehumidifiers, principally the lithium-chlorideimpregnated wheel machines invented by Carl Munters in
Sweden and manufactured in the U.S. by Cargocaire Engineering Corporation, Amesbury, Massachusetts (for a description of these machines, see Chapter 16). Cargocaire
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The Department of Photographic Services at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. constructed this humiditycontrolled cold storage vault in 1982 (40°F [4.4°C] and 27% RH). James H. Wallace, Jr., director and curator of Photographic
Services, pulls negatives from an upper-level file cabinet in the vault. Color slides, large-format color transparencies, color
negatives, black-and-white negatives, and safety-film duplicates of historical cellulose nitrate negatives are stored in the vault.
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Constructed in 1982, the humidity-controlled cold storage vault at the Art Institute of Chicago was the first facility of this type
in any fine art museum in the world. Shown here are Douglas Severson, conservator (left), and David Travis, curator of
photography, looking at Kodak Ektacolor prints in the collection. Although now being operated at 40°F (4.4°C) and 40% RH
for the convenience of the curatorial staff, the vault is capable of operating at 0°F (–18°C), and it is likely that in the future the
temperature will be lowered to this level. A second, larger vault operating at the more moderate temperature of 60°F (15.6°C)
and 40% RH contains all of the black-and-white photographs in the collection.

dehumidifiers have been installed in most of the photographic cold storage facilities built in the United States
during the past 10 years.
A number of institutions, including the Art Institute of
Chicago and the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Harvard University (see below), have reported
failures with the reactivation heaters in Cargocaire dehumidifiers. Reactivation heaters drive moisture off the rotating lithium-chloride-impregnated wheel in the Cargocaire units — when the heaters fail, the dehumidifiers cease
to function. Humidity control in the vault will be lost and,
unless backup dehumidifiers have been installed, the vault
will have to be shut down until repairs are made.
Cargocaire acknowledged the problems with the reactivation heaters and introduced several redesigned models
in 1989 which, according to the company, should prove to
be far more reliable in cold storage applications (for further discussion, see Chapter 16).

Cold Storage Vaults Must Have
a Fail-Safe Automatic Shutdown System
It is essential that cold storage facilities be equipped
with a fail-safe shutdown system to cut off all electrical

power to refrigeration equipment, dehumidifiers, air makeup fans, door-frame heaters, lights, and all other electrical
equipment in a vault, should either the temperature or
relative humidity exceed pre-set upper or lower limits. The
shutdown limits should be set somewhat outside of the
maximum temperature and humidity fluctuations observed
in normal operation. The limits should be sufficiently wide
so that the system does not unnecessarily shut down when,
for example, the vault is frequently entered and exited
during a short period.
The shutdown system should sound an alarm when activated and must operate independently and be separate from
the controls that normally regulate vault temperature and
relative humidity, or that are incorporated in dehumidifiers and other equipment. To make certain the shutdown
system is functioning properly, it should be tested periodically by separately forcing temperature and relative humidity levels in the vault to exceed the pre-set upper and
lower limits. With total system shutdown, failure of a dehumidifier, for example, will not result in the relative humidity inside the vault reaching dangerously high levels.
If a vault shuts down, the door should remain closed
until the interior temperature rises to that of the ambient
room temperature (during this period the materials stored
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in the vault are in no danger — as long as the doors are left
shut during the warm-up period, the interior relative humidity will probably even drop somewhat as the air temperature rises to ambient conditions).

Cost of Complete Cold Storage Installations
Most of the museum and archive cold storage vaults
constructed in the past few years have cost between $35,000
and $125,000. Harris Environmental Systems, Inc., which
built the storage vaults at the John Fitzgerald Kennedy
Library, the Art Institute of Chicago, the Peabody Museum,
and a number of other institutions, gives the following price
estimates for complete installed systems: 19
• About $42,000 for a 12x12–foot vault with dual refrigeration equipment, and a single 150 CFM (cubic feet per
minute) dehumidifier — capable of maintaining 38°F
(3.3°C ) and 30% RH . Operating costs are estimated at
about $285 per month.
• About $55,000 for a 12x12–foot vault with dual refrigeration equipment, a higher-capacity dehumidifier, and a
vault air lock — capable of maintaining 0°F (–18°C ) and
30% RH . Operating costs are estimated at about $410
per month.
• About $125,000 for a 25x25–foot vault with dual refrigeration equipment, a 500 CFM dehumidifier, and a tem-

Cargocaire dry-desiccant dehumidifiers and refrigeration
compressors for the Art Institute facility are located in a
room adjacent to the vaults. Two compressors are used
for each vault; the compressors operate in a redundant
mode and if one of the units should fail, the other automatically takes over.

perature- and humidity-controlled vestibule — capable
of maintaining 0°F (–18°C ) and 30% RH . Operating costs
are estimated at about $1,250 per month.
As can be seen by comparing the first two examples, the
cost of building and operating a 0°F (–18°C ) vault is not
much greater than the cost of a 38°F (3.3°C) vault. The
colder storage temperature, however, can add thousands
of years to the useful life of color films and prints. From a
cost-effectiveness point of view — given the cultural and
monetary worth of most photographic collections — it would
seem foolish to build the higher-temperature facility simply to save a little money.

Access to Materials in Cold Storage
Materials to be stored in a humidity-controlled low-temperature vault should be placed in boxes, portfolio cases,
motion picture film cans, and other types of containers
that are suitable for the long-term storage of photographs
(see Chapter 15). Vapor-proof packing is not necessary,
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The importance of a total-shutdown system was dramatically illustrated to Daniel W. Jones, Jr., photographic
archivist at Harvard University’s Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, when, during a hot and humid
July weekend, the Cargocaire dehumidifier in the vault
ceased to function (the vault normally operates at 35°F
[1.7°C ] and 25% RH ). Improper wiring in the vault control
circuitry caused a failure in the vault’s supposed “fail-safe”
shutdown system, and the refrigeration compressors continued to cool the vault. According to Jones, “The warm
and humid makeup air kept coming in and the walls inside
the vault became dripping wet. When I came in and saw
the mess, I was mortified.”18
Fortunately, the malfunction was detected before damage was done to the collection. Some of the motion picture
film cans in the vault became rusted, but the films inside
were not harmed. Color slides mounted in slide pages
inside of cardboard boxes were also spared from damage.
The defects in the control system have since been corrected and Jones says that now, “If anything goes awry,
the whole system shuts down.”
Jones stressed the need to periodically test vault control systems in various failure modes, saying that with the
Peabody vault, “Nobody had ever put it through its paces
to see what would happen.” He also advised that a single
contractor be hired to perform all aspects of the vault installation, doing both the mechanical and electrical work.
“When you get a lot of subcontractors involved, you greatly
increase the chances of things going wrong.”

February 1983

When a Dehumidifier Failed and the
Relative Humidity Went Out of Control
at Harvard’s Peabody Museum

Chapter 20
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Daniel W. Jones, Jr., photography curator at the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Harvard
University in Cambridge, Massachusetts, looking at a page of color slides in the Museum’s cold storage vault (35°F
[1.7°C] and 25% RH). Completed in 1979, this was the first example of a humidity-controlled cold storage vault for
photographs to be built at an educational institution. For a description of the Peabody’s innovative method for
making compact color reference copies of the slides kept in the vault, see Chapter 18 (page 638).

Jones changes the charts in the recorder for temperature
and humidity in the control panel outside the vault door.

and under normal circumstances should not be used. Packages can be put in ordinary polyethylene bags if desired.
Cans of motion picture films should be placed horizontally
on shelves, with not more than ten cans in a stack.
When a package is removed from a vault, it must be
protected from moisture condensation until it has warmed
to room temperature — or at least until it has warmed
above the dew point of the ambient air. Internal warm-up
times from 0°F (–18°C ) to room temperature for a number
of different types of packages are given in Table 20.2 on
page 715. With a walk-in cold storage vault, a supply of
polyethylene bags can be kept inside the vault for wrapping packages. Ziploc bags, which can be quickly sealed
with the top-locking seam, are handy for this purpose.
A package or can of motion picture film should be placed
in a polyethylene bag during warm-up even if the package
itself is adequate for protecting its contents from moisture.
Moisture condensation on a steel film can will produce rust
in areas where the can has been scratched or abraded.
Moisture can also harm package labels, cause ink to run or
smear, and lead to other damage.
With proper planning, most institutions will find it practical to accumulate requests for material from the vault
during each working day and then to remove all the material to the warm-up area at the end of the day. By the next
morning, all except very large packages will have warmed
to ambient conditions and can be opened. Smaller packages (e.g., a single print or 35mm slide in a plastic bag),
which have very short warm-up times, can be available for
use almost immediately upon removal from cold storage.

Signs on the vault door. The vault was constructed with a
grant from the National Science Foundation.

Zero-Degree F (–18°C), Humidity-Controlled
Cold Storage Facilities for the Permanent
Preservation of Color and B&W Motion
Pictures and Still-Camera Photographs
At the time this book went to press in 1992, institutions
in the United States and Canada with cold storage facilities that were operating (or planned) with the temperature
and relative humidity conditions recommended by this author for the permanent preservation of color and blackand-white photographic materials included:
• The John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library in Boston, Massachusetts. This was the first collecting institution in the
world to have a humidity-controlled, low-temperature storage facility. Opened in 1979, the Kennedy Library vault
operates at 0°F (–18°C) and 30% RH (an outer vestibule is
maintained at about 55°F [12.8°C] and 30% RH). The thirtyfifth President of the United States, John F. Kennedy was
in office from 1961 until November 22, 1963, when he was
assassinated in Dallas, Texas.
• The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
( NASA) at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. A color film storage vault maintained at 0°F
(–18°C ) and 20% RH was constructed in 1982, replacing a
facility built in 1963 which was operated at 55°F (12.8°C )
and 50% RH . In 1987, two new 0°F (–18°C) and 20% RH
vaults were constructed — one located in a remote corner
of the Johnson Space Center in Houston and the other at
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the NASA test facility in White Sands, New Mexico. These
two vaults house duplicate sets of the more than 150,000
feet of spaceflight originals preserved in the primary NASA
vault. These off-site duplicates serve as backups to insure
that the color images of the first humans to set foot on the
moon during the Apollo 11 mission in 1969, and other priceless still photographs and motion pictures from space, will
not be lost in the event of fire, tornado, earthquake, war,
sabotage, theft, or other disaster.
NASA has also made sets of polyester-base black-andwhite separations from color films made during space missions that took place from 1961 until 1975 (see page 323);
these separations are stored at 70°F (21°C ) and 50% RH in a
separate building located in NASA’s Houston complex.
• The Historic New Orleans Collection, in New Orleans,
Louisiana. Completed in 1987, one vault is used to store
color photographs, early safety-base film, and cellulose nitrate negatives and is maintained at 0°F (–18°C) and 30%
RH . A second, larger vault, kept at 30°F (–1.1°C ) and 30%
RH , is for storage of modern black-and-white prints and
safety-base film.
• The Jimmy Carter Library at the Jimmy Carter Presidential Center, in Atlanta, Georgia. A vault maintained at
0°F (–18°C ) and 30% RH is provided f or color negatives,
transparencies, and motion pictures; the vault was placed
in operation in 1990. Another vault, which began operation
in 1987, is kept at 55°F (13°C ) and 30% RH and is used to
store black-and-white materials and replaceable color films
and prints. The thirty-ninth President of the United States,
Jimmy Carter was in office from 1977 to 1981. The Jimmy
Carter Library opened in 1986. (Carter and his wife Rosalynn
are residents of Plains, Georgia.)
• The National Archives of Canada – Moving Image,
Data and Audio Conservation Division, in Gatineau, Quebec.
In late 1996 the National Archives of Canada will open a
new Archives building in Gatineau, near Ottawa, that is to
include what will probably be the world’s best large-scale
motion picture and color photography preservation facility. A large vault maintained at 0°F (–18°C) and 25% RH
will be provided for the Archives’ vast collection of color
and black-and-white motion pictures; the vault will also be
used for still photographic materials and to preserve selected paper documents.
Other temperature- and humidity-controlled vaults will
be provided for storage of audio materials, videotapes, and
computer tapes, disks, and other EDP records. A separate
storage area maintained at 65.5°F (18°C) and 50% RH will
be used to store oil paintings. In all, the new building will
have eight separate controlled-environment zones, each of
which will meet specific requirements for temperature and
relative humidity. A sophisticated air-filtration system will
keep airborne contaminants at low levels in all storage and
laboratory areas.
The new National Archives of Canada facility, which
will establish new standards for motion picture preservation in film libraries, archives, and museums worldwide,
will replace the present 28°F (–2.2°C) and 28% RH color
film storage vault located in Ottawa. The current National
Archives of Canada motion picture film storage facility is
discussed elsewhere in this chapter and in Chapter 9.

Chapter 20

Table 20. 2 Approximate Warm-Up Times
to Room Temperature for
Various Types of Packages

Type of Package

From
From
0°F to 75°F
35°F to 75°F
(–18°C to 24°C) (1.7°C to 24°C)

36-exp. box of slides . . . . . . . . . . 1 hour
in Kodak paper box

45 min.

Single slide or negative . . . . . . . . 8 min.
strip in polyester or
acetate sleeve

5 min.

Envelope with 6 strips of . . . . . . 20 min.
35mm film in polyester or
acetate sleeves inside envelope

15 min.

1,000-ft. reel of 35mm motion . . 5 hours
picture film in metal film can

3 hours

1,000-ft. reel of 16mm motion . . 2 hours
picture film in metal film can

11⁄2 hours

10 paper prints in flat . . . . . . . 11⁄2 hours
cardboard box

1 hour

100 paper prints in flat . . . . . . . 5 hours
cardboard box

3 hours

Approximate warm-up times are for single containers of the types
listed, with the container wrapped in a single-layer polyethylene
bag to prevent moisture condensation on the package during
warm-up and placed on a table so air can freely circulate around
the container. Do not stack containers during the warm-up
period unless much longer warm-up times are provided. The
listed times will allow the package to warm up to a temperature
above the dew point of air at 75°F (24°C) and a relative humidity
not above 60%; somewhat longer warm-up times may be needed
if more humid conditions are present in the work or study area.

Medium-Temperature, 25° to 45°F (–3.9° to 7.2°C)
Humidity-Controlled Cold Storage Facilities for
the Long-Term Preservation of Color and B&W
Motion Pictures and Still-Camera Photographs
Institutions in the U.S. and Canada with medium-temperature, humidity-controlled cold storage facilities include:
• The Lyndon Baines Johnson Library in Austin, Texas.
The photographic storage vault for color films and prints
in the Library’s collections is maintained at 45°F (7.2°C )
and 50% RH . Lyndon B. Johnson served as Vice-President
under President John F. Kennedy. Johnson became the
thirty-sixth President of the United States after Kennedy
was assassinated on November 22, 1963; Johnson continued to serve as president until 1969. The Lyndon Baines
Johnson Library, located on the campus of the University
of Texas in Austin, opened in 1971. Johnson died in 1973.
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NASA staff members Frank Zehentner (left) and Terry Slezak prepare to remove an aluminum case containing rolls of
original color film from the primary NASA humidity-controlled cold storage vault built for the permanent preservation of
spaceflight films. This is one of the two vaults maintained at 0°F (–18°C) and 20% RH located at the NASA facility in Houston,
Texas; the other vault, situated in a remote corner of the NASA property, is used to store a complete duplicate set of the
films, together with written documentation. A third NASA vault at the White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico, which also
operates at 0°F (–18°C) and 20% RH, houses a second duplicate set of backup copies and documentation of the spaceflight
films. See Chapter 9 for additional information on NASA’s outstanding preservation program for color materials.
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The cold storage vault at the National Anthropological Film Center at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C.
Constructed in 1975 under the guidance of E. Richard Sorenson, at the time the director of the center, the vault operated at
39°F (3.4°C), and a dry-desiccant dehumidifier was used to keep the relative humidity at 50%. In 1985 the archive was
moved to a different location in the Smithsonian and is now called the Human Studies Film Archive (35°F [1.7°C] and 25%
RH). The original 1975 vault is pictured here. Most of the film in the vault is 16mm Eastman Color Negative Film 7247 which,
when stored at room temperature, has very poor image stability. This vault, and the cold storage facility at the Cinematheque
Quebecoise in Montreal, Quebec, also completed in 1975, are believed to have been the first humidity-controlled cold
storage vaults for color film constructed anywhere in the world.

• The Human Studies Film Archive, Smithsonian Institution, in Washington, D.C. A storage vault built in 1975
and operated at 39°F (3.4°C ) and 50% RH was replaced in
1985 by a new vault in a different building which is maintained at 35°F (1.7°C ) and 25% RH . The Human Studies
Film Archive was formerly known as the National Anthropological Film Center. The original 1975 vault, and the
Cinematheque Quebecoise facility described below, also
completed in 1975, are believed to have been the first humidity-controlled cold storage vaults for color film constructed anywhere in the world.
• The Cinematheque Quebecoise in Montreal, Quebec.
In 1975 the Cinematheque began operation of a cold storage facility for motion picture film. A vault maintained at
35°F (1.7°C ) and 35% RH is provided for color films, and
other vaults operating at 50°F (10°C ) and 50% RH are used
for cellulose nitrate films and black-and-white safety films.
• The Library of Congress in Landover, Maryland. Located in Maryland just outside of Washington, D.C., this
large facility was opened in 1978. The vault for color materials (mostly motion picture film) is operated at 37°F (2.8°C )

and 25% RH . Three additional vaults capable of housing
between 150,000 and 175,000 cans of 35mm motion picture
film were constructed in 1986. These vaults are used to
store black-and-white motion picture film and operate at
55°F (12.8°C ) and 25% RH . The Library of Congress also
operates a storage facility for cellulose nitrate motion picture film at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base near Dayton,
Ohio (see Appendix 19.1 at the end of Chapter 19).
• The Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Harvard University in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Constructed in 1979 with the aid of a grant from the National Science Foundation, the vault is used for storing
color slides and color motion pictures and is maintained at
35°F (1.7°C ) and 25% RH .
• The Gerald R. Ford Library, on the campus of the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Opened in
1981, the cold storage vault is maintained at 40°F (4.4°C )
and 40% RH ; all films in the collection, including black-andwhite negatives, color negatives, and color transparencies,
are stored in the vault. Gerald Ford, the thirty-eighth President of the United States, had served as Vice-President
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The Records Center of Kansas City (a division of Underground Vaults & Storage, Inc. of Hutchinson, Kansas) operates a
cold storage facility maintained at 38°F (3.3°C) and 40% RH in an inactive portion of a huge underground limestone mine on
the outskirts of Kansas City, Missouri, and rents space at moderate cost. Among the collections stored in the high-security
facility is the backup color film archive for the Los Angeles based Turner Entertainment Co. Film Library, which includes
original color negatives, interpositives, and other pre-print elements for such films as Gone With the Wind, 2001: A Space
Odyssey, The Wizard of Oz, The Maltese Falcon, Ben Hur, and other classics (see Chapter 9). Black-and-white
separations (YCM’s), sound negatives, and other black-and-white film elements from the Turner Entertainment Co. Film
Library are stored in the Underground Vaults & Storage, Inc. high-security underground facility in Hutchinson, Kansas.

under Richard M. Nixon. Ford became president upon the
resignation of Nixon on August 9, 1974 because of the
“Watergate” scandal; Ford served as president until 1977.
• The Art Institute of Chicago in Chicago, Illinois. The
cold storage vault, constructed in 1982, was the first facility
of its kind in an art museum. The vault was designed to
maintain a temperature of 0°F (–18°C) and a relative humidity of 20 to 40%. However, at the time this book went to
press in 1992, the unit was being operated at 40°F (4.4°C )
and 40% RH to make access to the color prints stored in the
vault more convenient for the curatorial staff. At some
point in the future, however, the temperature of the vault
probably will be lowered to 0°F (–18°C). Adjacent to the
low-temperature vault is a larger vault housing all of the
black-and-white collection; this vault is maintained at 60°F
(15.6°C ) and 40% RH .
• The Smithsonian Institution, Photographic Services
Department, in Washington, D.C. Constructed in 1982 and
operated at 40°F (4.4°C) and 27% RH , the cold storage vault
houses the large collection of color transparencies and
negatives produced by the staff of the Photographic Ser-

vices Department. The vault is also used for storing modern black-and-white negatives as well as duplicate negatives made from cellulose-nitrate-base negatives (the nitrate originals were disposed of after duplication). The
vault was expanded in 1992. (Note: The Photographic Services Department is not part of the Smithsonian’s Division
of Photographic History, which, at the time this book went
to press in 1992, did not have a cold storage facility for its
important collection of color photographs.)
• Time Inc. Magazines Picture Collection, Rockefeller
Center, in New York City. Constructed in 1983 and designed to operate at 0°F (–18°C) and 30% RH, the vault
provisionally is being operated at 60°F [15.6°C] and 35% RH
to simplify access. The facility is used by the Picture Collection to store the more than one million 35mm slides and
roll and sheet film color transparencies from Time, Sports
Illustrated, Life, People, Fortune, and other Time Inc. magazines; some of the transparencies date back to the 1930’s.
(Time Inc. Magazines is a part of Time Warner Inc.)
• The San Diego Historical Society in San Diego, California. A cold storage vault for color materials, early safety
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National Archives and Records Administration staff member Frank Stephens entering one of the three large humiditycontrolled cold-storage vaults for motion pictures at the National Archives’ temporary facility in Alexandria, Virginia, just
across the Potomac River from Washington, D.C. Two of the vaults, for color motion pictures, are maintained at 35°F (1.7°C)
and 30% RH; the third vault, for black-and-white films, is kept at 50°F (10°C) and 30% RH.

films, and cellulose nitrate negatives is maintained at 55°F
(12.8°C ) and 40% RH ; the vault was constructed in 1983
under the direction of Larry and Jane Booth of the Historical Society.
• Stokes Imaging Services in Austin, Texas. With a cold
storage facility operating at 45°F (7.2°C ) and 35% RH , Stokes
is believed to be the only commercial color processing lab
in the world with a humidity-controlled cold storage vault
for storage of processed color negatives, internegatives,
and transparencies. The vault was constructed in 1983.
• The National Archives and Records Administration
in Alexandria, Virginia (across the Potomac River from
Washington, D.C.). This large storage facility constructed
in 1985 consists of two vaults maintained at 35°F (1.7°C )
and 30% RH , and one vault kept at 50°F (10°C) and 30% RH.
In December 1993 the National Archives will open a large
new facility (to be called Archives II) in nearby College
Park, Maryland. Color motion pictures will be stored at
25°F (–3.9°C) and 30% RH in the new building. Color still
photographs will be stored at 38°F (3.3°C) and 35% RH;
general storage for black-and-white prints, negatives, and
glass plate negatives will be maintained at 65°F (18.3°C)
and 35% RH. After the move to College Park is completed,
the Alexandria cold storage facility will be closed.

• Records Center of Kansas City (a division of Underground Vaults & Storage, Inc.) 20 in Kansas City, Missouri.
Located in a high-security complex constructed 175 feet
below ground in a worked-out section of a huge limestone
mine on the outskirts of Kansas City, RCKC operates a
large refrigerated vault, constructed in 1986, that maintains a temperature of 38°F (3.3°C ) and 40% RH . For small
amounts of film or other material, space in the Kansas City
vault is rented for $5 per cubic foot per year; the cost is
reduced to $3 per cubic foot per year when 2,500 cubic feet
or more of space is rented. RCKC handles retrievals, shipping, and refiling of stored materials.
Among the materials stored in the Kansas City cold
storage vault are original color negatives, interpositives,
and other color pre-print elements for films in the Turner
Entertainment Co. Film Library that was acquired when
Turner Broadcasting System Inc. purchased MGM/UA in
1986 (retaining the film library, Turner subsequently sold
most of the other assets acquired in the purchase; MGM
Communications Inc. now operates as an independent company). The Turner Entertainment Co. Film Library, which
is valued at more than $1 billion , now contains more than
3,300 feature films, including such motion picture classics
as Gone With the Wind, Casablanca, The Maltese Falcon,
2001: A Space Odyssey, Ben Hur , and The Wizard of Oz .
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The three National Archives cold storage vaults were constructed in 1984 in a rented building. Film storage will be relocated
to the new National Archives and Records Administration facility located 8 miles northeast of Washington D.C. in College
Park, Maryland; it is scheduled to open in December 1993. The National Archives has been designated as the eventual
repository for much of the motion picture film, still photographs, and videotapes produced by U.S. government agencies.

• The National Archives of Canada – Moving Image,
Data and Audio Conservation Division, in Ottawa, Ontario. In 1986 the Conservation Division of the National
Archives (at the time known as the Public Archives of Canada)
constructed a color motion picture storage vault which maintains a temperature of 28°F (–2.2°C ) and 28% RH . As discussed on page 715, in 1996 the National Archives will open
a large new facility in nearby Gatineau, Quebec, that will
provide 0°F (–18°C) and 25% RH storage for its vast collection of motion pictures and still-camera photographs.
• The Arthur M. Sackler Gallery and the Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution, in Washington, D.C.
Constructed in 1987, the cold storage vault was designed to
maintain 40°F (4.4°C) and 30% RH. The vault serves both
the Sackler Gallery and the Freer Gallery.
• The National Museum of African Art, Smithsonian
Institution, in Washington, D.C. Constructed in 1987, the
cold storage vault is maintained at 42°F (5.6°C) and 28%
RH. Color and black-and-white motion pictures, 35mm color
slides, black-and-white negatives, glass lantern slides, and
videotapes are stored in the facility.
• The National Gallery of Canada in Ottawa, Ontario.
For preservation of the National Gallery Photograph Col-

lection, two temperature- and humidity-controlled vaults
were provided in the new National Gallery building, completed in 1988. For storage of 19th-century prints and contemporary black-and-white photographs, one vault is maintained at 59°F (15°C) and 40% RH; for storing color materials, a smaller vault operates at 39°F (4°C) and 40% RH .
• The Canadian Centre for Architecture in Montreal,
Quebec. With construction of its new building completed
in 1988, the Centre has two temperature- and humiditycontrolled vaults for its photographic collection. The larger
vault, for black-and-white materials, is maintained at 55°F
(12.8°C ) and 40% RH. A smaller vault for storing chromogenic color prints is kept at 40°F (4.4°C ) and 40% RH.
• National Underground Storage, Inc. in Boyers, Pennsylvania.21 Located in an abandoned limestone mine 220
feet below the hills of western Pennsylvania 57 miles north
of Pittsburgh, National Underground Storage provides commercial and governmental clients with high-security storage for vital records. Rental space for color and black-andwhite motion picture films and other photographic materials is available in vaults maintained at 40°F (4.4°C) and 25%
RH and 50°F (10°C) and 35% RH. Some private clients have
their own film storage vaults in the underground facility,
and at least one well-known movie director stores film here
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The color film storage vault in the Paramount Pictures Film and Tape Archive, located on the Paramount Pictures studio lot
on Melrose Avenue in Hollywood. The color film vault, one of nine vaults in the high-security building, is maintained at 40°F
(4.4°C) and 25% RH. The Paramount archive building, which was Hollywood’s first adequate preservation facility for color
motion pictures, went into operation in June 1990. Shown here in a section of the color film vault, which is equipped with
movable shelving to conserve space, is Robert McCracken, a supervisor in Archive Operations. McCracken and Bill Weber,
Director of Operations Resources at Paramount, manage the operation of the multi-million dollar, 40,000-square-foot
facility. See Chapter 9 for further discussion of the motion picture preservation program at Paramount Pictures.

in a vault kept at 0°F (–18°C). The Social Security Administration, the U.S. Patent Office, the National Archives, and
other government agencies store vast quantities of microfilm and other types of records at National Underground
Storage. It is also a high-security repository for black-andwhite separations (YCM’s) and other backup film elements
for many of the major Hollywood movie studios.
• Paramount Pictures in Hollywood, California. In June
1990, Paramount Pictures began operating a new cold storage facility on its Melrose Avenue studio lot in Hollywood
for the preservation of its vast film and videotape collection. Consisting of nine vaults, which operate at different
temperature and humidity conditions depending upon the
film or videotape elements stored in them and how long it
is expected that the items will be retained, the facility currently houses over 270,000 reels of motion picture film, as
well as a huge amount of videotape from television productions. The facility, which was built at the behest of former
Paramount studio head Frank Mancuso, was designed with
enough space to accommodate Paramount’s expected film
and videotape production for the next 20 years.

Color film intended for long-term keeping is stored at
40°F (4.4°C ) and 25% RH. Black-and-white films are stored
at either 50°F (10°C) and 40% RH for long-term keeping, or
60°F (15.5°C) and 50% RH for medium-term keeping. Paramount is continuing its policy of making a set of fully timed
separations (YCM’s) for all of its feature films.
Like most other Hollywood studios, Paramount has a
strict policy of dividing the various preprint elements for a
given film between two or more geographic locations. For
example, an original camera negative is kept in Paramount’s
Hollywood cold storage vault, and the separations are stored
in a high-security underground storage facility on the east
coast. In recent years the Hollywood studios have become
acutely aware of the potential for catastrophic loss of their
irreplaceable collections because of fires, earthquakes, or
other disasters. The Paramount Pictures cold storage facility is discussed in more detail in Chapter 9.
• Ronald Reagan Library, Simi Valley/Thousand Oaks,
California. A vault maintained at 35°F (1.7°C) and 45% RH
is used for storage of color negatives, black-and-white negatives, color transparencies, and color and black-and-white
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One of the three film storage vaults in the new Warner Bros. high-security motion picture cold storage building on the Warner
Bros. studio lot in Burbank, California. The color film vault, which is maintained at 35°F (1.7°C) and 25% RH, and the other
vaults were operating and in the final phase of testing when this photograph was taken on October 8, 1992. Warner Bros.
began moving its film collection into the vaults a few weeks later. Shown here in the larger black-and-white film vault, which,
like the two other vaults in the building, is equipped with movable shelving that permits high-density film loading, are John
Belknap, manager of Film Vaults/Assets, and Bill Hartman, manager of Asset Inventory Management and Research in
Corporate Film Video Services at Warner Bros. The $9-million cold storage facility was designed under the direction of Peter
R. Gardiner, vice president of Operations in Corporate Film Video Services at Warner Bros. (a division of Time Warner Inc.).
See Chapter 9 for additional discussion of the film preservation program at Warner Bros.

motion picture films (some of which date back to the 1950’s).
Videotapes, audiotapes, replaceable motion picture prints,
and black-and-white prints are kept in a second vault maintained at 60°F (15.6°C) and 45% RH. Manuscripts, books,
magazines, newspapers, and other paper documents are
stored at 70°F (21.1°C) and 45% RH. The Reagan Library
collection includes 1,560,000 still photographs; 88,000 feet
of motion picture film; 20,000 videotapes; 22,000 audiotapes;
47 million pages (23,500 linear feet) of manuscripts; 15,000
books; and 25,000 serial publications and other items. Ronald
Reagan, who was the fortieth President of the United States,
was in office from 1981 until 1989. The Reagan Library was
opened in 1991.
• Warner Bros., Burbank, California. The Warner Bros.
motion picture studio opened a new high-security cold storage
facility on its Burbank studio lot in October 1992 (Burbank
is adjacent to Hollywood, just north of Los Angeles). The
sophisticated Warner Bros. facility consists of three vaults,
one of which is for color film and is maintained at 35°F

(1.7°C) and 25% RH. A second vault is used for separations
(YCM’s) and other black-and-white materials and is maintained at 45°F (7.2°C) and 25% RH. The third vault is used
to store less-critical duplicate film elements and circulating materials and is kept at 50°F (10°C) and 45% RH. An
advanced air-filtration system is provided to remove any
acetic acid or other gases resulting from film degradation,
from Los Angeles air pollution, or from other sources.
Like Paramount Pictures, Warner Bros. has for a long
time stored sets of black-and-white separations (YCM’s)
for each of its feature films in a high-security underground
storage facility in Pennsylvania. Warner Bros. is a part of
Time Warner Inc. which, with its Home Box Office (HBO)
movie service for cable TV subscribers, a far-flung cable
TV system, and extensive magazine publishing operations,
is the world’s largest entertainment company. The architect for the Warner Bros. film storage building was
Archisystems International, of Santa Monica, California. 22
As was the case with the Paramount Film and Tape Archives building, the general contractor for the Warner Bros.
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facility was Turner Construction Company, which is based
in New York City (see Suppliers list on page 726 at the end
of this chapter). The Warner Bros. motion picture preservation facility is discussed in more detail in Chapter 9.
• Eastman Kodak Company, Hollywood, California. In
May 1993, Eastman Kodak will open a new building adjacent to the company’s Hollywood Marketing and Technology Center that will include three motion picture film storage vaults, totaling 12,000 square feet, in which space will
be available on a rental basis. 23 Two of the vaults will be
maintained at 45°F (7.2°C) and 25% RH; the third vault will
operate at 32°F (0°C) and 25% RH. Operation of a film
storage rental facility is a new type of business for Kodak.
In announcing the new cold storage facility, Kodak said,
“We expect to identify and develop products, practices,
and services for asset protection of images and sound originated on motion picture film and magnetic media.”
• The Richard M. Nixon Presidential Materials Project,
under the auspices of the Office of Presidential Libraries
of the National Archives and Records Administration in
Washington, D.C. Richard M. Nixon, the thirty-seventh
President of the United States, held office from 1969 until
he resigned on August 9, 1974 because of the “Watergate”
scandal. The controversy surrounding his administration
and the legal proceedings that began while he was still
president and continued after his resignation effectively
prevented the establishment of a presidential library for
Nixon along the lines of those built for Kennedy, Johnson,
Ford, Carter, and Reagan.
Traditionally, the construction of a presidential library
is financed with privately raised funds, and the project
generally is completed within a few years after a president
leaves office. The Ronald Reagan Library, for example,
cost $40 million and was completed in less than 3 years
after Reagan left office in 1989. Although construction is
privately financed, after completion the presidential libraries are maintained and operated by the National Archives
and Records Administration through its Office of Presidential Libraries.
At the time this book went to press in 1992, there were
nine presidential libraries, the oldest being the Franklin D.
Roosevelt Library, which is located in Hyde Park, New
York, and was dedicated in 1941. Franklin Roosevelt was
the thirty-second President of the United States and was in
office from 1933 until 1945. Hyde Park was Roosevelt’s
birthplace. There is also a presidential library for Herbert
Hoover, who was the thirty-first President of the United
States. Hoover, who was in office from 1929 until 1933, died
in 1964. Located at Hoover’s birthplace in West Branch,
Iowa, the Herbert Hoover Library was not dedicated until
1962, many years after the Roosevelt Library was established. Presidential libraries are usually located in the
president’s home state.
In the case of President Nixon, the photographs, motion
pictures, audiotapes, videotapes, and manuscripts from the
White House years were retained by the government and
are handled by the Nixon Presidential Materials Staff in
the Office of Presidential Libraries of the National Archives.
The materials have been stored at 70°F (21°C) and 50% RH
in a building in Alexandria, Virginia, across the Potomac
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River from Washington, D.C. All of the original color negatives, color transparencies, black-and-white negatives, audiotapes, and many of the videotapes have been duplicated
for reference and study purposes. In 1993 the Nixon materials will be transferred to the new National Archives and
Records Administration building in nearby College Park,
Maryland. There, the color still photographs will be placed
in a cold storage vault maintained at 38°F (3.3°C) and 35%
RH. Color and black-and-white motion pictures will be
stored at 25°F (–3.9°C) and 30% RH.
Many duplicate White House photographs have been
supplied by private collections to the Richard Nixon Library & Birthplace, a privately constructed and administered museum and archive in Yorba Linda, California that
opened in 1990. This library, which is not part of the federally administered presidential libraries program, also contains an extensive collection of photographs, manuscripts,
and other materials that predate Nixon’s presidency. Additional materials from the years following his resignation
in 1974 continue to be added to the collection.
• Future libraries for President George Bush and President Bill Clinton. George Bush, the forty-first President
of the United States and in office from 1989 until 1993, will
have a library dedicated in his honor in Texas. Bill Clinton,
who will be inaugurated as the forty-second President of
the United States on January 20, 1993, is expected to have
a library established in Arkansas after he leaves office.
Both of these future presidential libraries are almost certain to include low-temperature, humidity-controlled cold
storage facilities to preserve their collections of color and
black-and-white still photographs, videotapes, audio tapes,
and motion pictures.
• The J. Paul Getty Museum, Malibu, California. The
Getty Museum is constructing a new museum complex in
Brentwood (near Los Angeles), and tentative plans call for
a 40°F (4.4°C) and 40% RH cold storage vault to be provided
for the color photographs in its collection. The new building is scheduled for completion in 1996. At the time this
book went to press in 1992, the museum’s collection of
mostly black-and-white photographs was being temporarily
housed in an office building in Santa Monica, California;
the temperature in the photograph storage area is maintained at 68°F (20°C ) and 40% RH.
In keeping with the collecting philosophy of the Getty
Museum, which is generally to refrain from acquiring contemporary art, the museum’s Department of Photographs
has purchased mostly 19th-century photographs and 20thcentury photographs up until around 1950. Because color
photography did not gain serious attention in the fine art
world until the 1970’s, the Getty collection, focused as it is
on earlier black-and-white periods, presently contains comparatively few color photographs.
The Getty’s modest collection of contemporary color
photographs came into the museum as a result of the purchase of several major private collections in 1984, such as
those of Chicago collector Arnold Crane and the late New
York City collector Samuel Wagstaff. Weston J. Naef, Curator of the museum’s Department of Photographs, acknowledges that contemporary photographs presently are
not a high priority for his department in terms of new
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acquisitions, but he says that this emphasis could change
in the future.24 The Getty Museum, as a beneficiary of the
J. Paul Getty Trust, is said to have the largest acquisitions
and conservation budget of any art museum in the world.
Also supported by the Getty Trust is the Getty Conservation Institute, a major center for conservation research
located in Marina del Rey, California.

Cold Storage Facilities in Other Countries
Cold storage facilities for preserving color motion pictures and still photographs are also found in a number of
other countries, including England, Germany, Japan, Norway, Russia, and Sweden. It is not possible to describe
most of them here.
In 1970, the Swedish Film Institute in Stockholm, Sweden opened a large motion picture preservation facility
which is maintained at 23°F (–5°C ) and 40% RH .
In 1987, the National Museum of Modern Art in Tokyo,
Japan, began operating a large cold storage facility for
motion picture films. Part of the museum’s Film CenterArchive in Fuchinobe, Japan, the two-story underground
vault can accommodate 120,000 two-thousand-foot cans of
35mm film (approximately 22,000 feature films). One floor
of the archive is used to store color film and is kept at
41°F (5°C ) and 40% RH . The second floor is for blackand-white film and operates at 54°F (12°C ) and 40% RH .

George Eastman House Sets Aside Plans for
a Critically Needed Cold Storage Vault
in Its New $7.4 Million Archives Building
In late 1988 the International Museum of Photography at
George Eastman House in Rochester, New York, completed
construction of a new $7.4 million archives building. The
original plans for the building called for a cold storage vault
for the museum’s priceless collection of historical and fine
art color photographs; the vault was also to be used to store
cellulose nitrate still-camera negatives (including a large
number of nitrate negatives made by George Eastman, the
founder of Eastman Kodak Company). Tentative specifications for the vault were set at 35°F (1.7°C) and 25% RH.
When the new building opened, however, the cold storage vault was nowhere to be seen. Despite protests from
the conservation staff, plans for the vault had been set
aside; apparently, dropping the vault was seen as a convenient way to reduce construction costs.
As a consequence of years of neglect, many of the early
color prints and transparencies in the Eastman House collection have already suffered substantial image deterioration. The image stability of many of these early materials is
very poor and, with no cold storage provided, deterioration
continues at a steady rate. At the time this book went to
press in 1992, the Eastman House color motion picture and
still photograph collections continued to be stored — and
to deteriorate — without adequate cold storage. It is earnestly hoped that Eastman House will find a way to correct
this very unfortunate situation.

Conclusion
The commitment to build and maintain a cold storage
vault for preserving photographs has far-reaching implica-
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tions. It tells the general public in no uncertain terms that
the collections have lasting value — and that the institution will take whatever steps necessary to maintain them
for generations far into the future.
Once a color photograph — or motion picture — has
been placed in a low-temperature storage vault, it is very
likely that it will be preserved forever. The longer the
photograph is in a cold storage vault, the more significant
it will become. Materials that have not been refrigerated
will progressively fade until they become useless. Four or
five hundred years from now, after most color photographs
and motion pictures from this era have faded into oblivion,
those relatively few refrigerated movies and photographs
that remain in pristine condition will be so prized that their
caretakers will see to it that they are refrigerated — at
very low temperatures — forever.
Even if “perfect” electronic systems become available
for recording and storing high-resolution photographs with
no discernible loss of image quality, the original color photographs and motion picture films of the 20th century will
continue to have great value as artifacts.
One can cite a number of important collections of color
photographs that are now being preserved in humiditycontrolled cold storage: Ektachrome transparencies photographed on the surface of the moon by astronauts Neil
Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin on July 20, 1969, now securely
stored in darkness at 0°F (–18°C) and 25% RH at the Lyndon
B. Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas (with backup
sets of color duplicates stored under identical conditions
at another site at the NASA facility in Houston, and at
White Sands, New Mexico); and Life magazine’s color photographs of Martin Luther King’s nonviolent demonstrations in Selma, Alabama in 1965 (which led to the passage
of the Voting Rights Act by Congress), now being preserved
in the cold storage vault at the Time Inc. Magazines Picture Collection in New York City.
One can also cite the Ektachrome 35mm color slides
photographed by the late Larry Burrows during the Vietnam War, preserved under refrigeration by the Larry Burrows Estate in New York City and by the Time Inc. Magazines Picture Collection; the Joel Meyerowitz and Stephen
Shore Ektacolor 37 RC and 74 RC prints in cold storage at
the Art Institute of Chicago; the Kennedy White House
color negatives, preserved at 0°F (–18°C) and 30% RH at
the John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library; the thousands of
color movies in the Paramount Pictures, Warner Bros.,
and Turner Entertainment Co. film libraries; and the color
motion pictures of the Stone Age Dani people of western
New Guinea, filmed by Robert Gardner in 1961 and now
preserved in cold storage at the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Harvard University.
It is not wishful thinking to believe that these important
color images from our time will be preserved, quite literally, forever.
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Public Archives of Canada), August 7–8, 1978; the workshop was
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Suppliers
Equipment and General Contractors for
Humidity-Controlled Cold Storage Facilities

Vapor-Proof, Heat-Sealable Bags
for Cold Storage

Bonner Systems, Inc.

Conservation Resources International, Inc.
8000-H Forbes Place
Springfield, Virginia 22151
Telephone: 703-321-7730
Toll-free: 800-634-6923 (outside Virginia)

(Bonner is recommended by this author
as a designer and general contractor for
humidity-controlled cold storage vaults.)

Turner Construction Company
375 Hudson Street
New York, New York 10014
Telephone: 212-229-6000
(Turner is recommended by this author as a general
contractor for large, humidity-controlled cold storage
installations and archive buildings.)

Archisystems International
1106 Broadway
Santa Monica, California 90401
Telephone: 310-395-7088
(Archisystems is recommended by this author as an architect
for large, humidity-controlled cold storage buildings.)

Harris Environmental Systems, Inc.
11 Connector Road
Andover, Massachusetts 01810
Telephone: 508-475-0104

Cargocaire Engineering Corporation
79 Monroe Street
P.O. Box 640
Amesbury, Massachusetts 01913
Telephone: 508-388-0600

(Cargocaire is recommended by this author as a
manufacturer of dry-desiccant dehumidifiers for
humidity-controlled cold storage vaults and buildings.)

Bally Engineered Structures, Inc.
P.O. Box 98
Bally, Pennsylvania 19503
Telephone: 215-845-2311

Kester/Dominion Refrigeration Corporation
2929 Eskridge Road, Suite P-3
Fairfax, Virginia 22031
Telephone: 703-560-6644

Southeast Cooler Corporation
1520 Westfork Drive
Lithia Springs, Georgia 30057
Telephone: 404-941-6703
Toll-free: 800-241-9778 (outside Georgia)

North Brothers Company
P.O. Box 105557
Atlanta, Georgia 30348
Telephone: 404-622-4611

(large quantities only)

Light Impressions Corporation
439 Monroe Avenue
Rochester, New York 14607-3717
Telephone: 716-271-8960
Toll-free: 800-828-6216

(several sizes; available in small or large quantities)

Quality Packaging Supply Corporation
24 Seneca Avenue
Rochester, New York 14621
Telephone: 716-544-2500
(custom-made; flexible packaging)

Shield Pack, Inc.
411 Downing Pines Road
West Monroe, Louisiana 71292
Telephone: 318-387-4743
Toll-free: 800-551-5185 (outside Louisiana)
(custom-made; large quantities only)
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7 Doris Drive – Suite 2
N. Chelmsford, Massachusetts 01863
Telephone: 508-251-1199

The Permanence and Care of Color Photographs:

INDEX
This index was compiled by Rus Caughron for Carlisle Publishers
Services, and was edited by John Wolf, Henry Wilhelm, and Carol Brower.
Many of the color films, color papers, and other products appear in this
book far too many times to be able to include all page references. The
reader is referred to the Table of Contents (pages viii and ix) for additional guidance on where to find image stability data and other information for specific products.
Note especially the recommendations for the longest-lasting color
films, color papers, and digital printing systems listed in Chapter 1 (pages
3–6). In addition, special recommendations sections can be found in
most chapters (see Table of Contents for “Recommendations” page numbers). Also refer to the “Suppliers” lists located at the end of Chapters 4,
8, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, and 20 for the names, addresses, and telephone
numbers of manufacturers, distributors, and other sources of products.

Abrasives, resistance of print coatings to, 156, 158, 160
Academic slide libraries, 644–645
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, 636, 649, 659–660
Accelerated test methods, 61–100
and ANSI standards, 65–67
color image fading and staining, 61–64
and correlation with normal display conditions, 72
and dark fading test methods, 83–87, 166–167
and fluorescent illumination, 81, 111–112
light fading, 80–81, 101–144
need for, 64
and projector-caused fading of color slides, 229–230
types of, 64
Acetate Negative Survey: Final Report, The, 675
Adair, William, 403
Adams, Ansel, v, 371–373, 376, 384, 385, 387, 389, 403, 405, 410, 431,
469, 493, 594–599, 612
Adelstein, Peter Z., 33, 37, 66, 67, 85, 320, 321, 322, 459, 471, 546, 678
Ademco dry mounting tissues, 375, 376
Ademco-Seal, Ltd., 153, 376, 377
Adhesives, and plastic laminates, 152–153. See also Print mounting
Adobe Photoshop software, 42, 47, 52, 54
Advertisements for Kodak Ektacolor papers, 18, 170, 273–274
Agfa. See Agfa Corporation and Agfa-Gevaert AG
Agfa Agfachrome papers for printing color transparencies
Agfa’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 195
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 186
light fading of, 135–36
Agfa Agfachrome color slide and color transparency films
Agfa’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 196
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 193–194
and projector-fading stability of color slide films, 216
and slides, 213, 627–628
Agfa Agfachrome CU-410 silver dye-bleach color print process
and abandonment of world’s most stable conventionally-processed
color print material, 28
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 186
light fading stability of, 135
Agfa Agfachrome-Speed Color prints
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 185
fading with incandescent tungsten illumination, 141
fading with tungsten versus fluorescent illumination, 142
light fading stability of, 136
Agfa Agfacolor color negative films
Agfa’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 195–196
dark fading of current color negative films, 189
dark fading of discontinued color negative films, 190–191
Agfa Agfacolor Neu color transparency film
and beginning of modern era of color photography, 20–22
Agfa Agfacolor papers
Agfacolor PE Paper Type 4, the worst color paper in modern times, 16,
28–29, 134, 184
Agfa’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 195–196
dark fading and yellowish staining of current EP-2 papers, 182
dark fading and yellowish staining of current RA-4 papers, 180
dark fading and yellowish staining of discontinued papers, 183–184
and light fading, 70, 71, 80, 103
light fading with incandescent tungsten illumination, 140
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light fading with north daylight illumination, 143–144
light fading stability of current EP-2 papers, 132
light fading stability of current RA-4 papers, 131
light fading stability of discontinued papers, 134
and reciprocity failure in light fading and light-induced staining, 74
and stabilizers and water wash, 173
tungsten versus fluorescent illumination, 142
and UV protection, 145, 147, 152, 156, 159
Agfa AgfaProof and EverColor Pigment Color Prints, 14, 122–123, 135, 185
Agfa Brovira black-and-white paper, 375, 409, 593
Agfa Corporation (Agfa-Gevaert AG), 66–67
Agfa Corporation (address and telephone number), 293
and basic image stability data, 24
challenging Eastman Kodak, 7–8
and Arrhenius dark fading predictions for Agfa products, 195–196
and inherent dye stability, 7
and listing of longest-lasting color films, 2–8
poor quality of color motion picture films, 26, 34, 316
Agfa Digital Printing Systems, 5
Agfa-Gevaert AG, 6, 28–29, 34, 66, 67, 97, 165, 195–196, 594
Agfa-Gevaert Colloidal Silver test strips, 565–568
Agfa MSP printers, 45
Agfa Portriga-Rapid B&W paper, 409, 593
Agfa Print color motion picture films, table of, 316
Agin, Joerg D., 299
Air conditioners, 555–557
Air pollution, 539, 562–568
Albright, Gary E., 397, 506
Albumen prints, 455, 471–472, 530, 608–609, 611, 614
Albums, 511, 530–33
Aldrin, Edwin E., Jr., 33, 327
Alexander, Max, 345, 360
Alexanderson, Ernst, 40
Allen, Casey, 163
Allen, Norman, 320
Allen, Vijaya, 642
Allen, Woody, 310
Allred, Donald R., 67
Altena, W.F. van, 501–502
Aluminum backing sheets, in frames, 520
Aluminum frames, 513–14
American Archives of the Factual Film, The, 299
American Association of Museums, 539
American Broadcasting Company (ABC), 40
American Cinematographer, 310, 314
American Film, 299, 306
American Film Institute, 34, 302, 684, 691, 692
American Institute for Conservation – Photographic Materials Group (AICPMG), 34, 263, 439, 471, 527, 540
ANSI IT9.9-1990, American National Standard for Imaging Media–Stability of
Color Photographic Images–Methods for Measuring, 65–67, 109, 151,
166–167, 221, 230, 313–314
ANSI IT9.2-1991, American National Standard for Photography (Processing)–Processed Films, Plates, and Papers–Filing Enclosures and
Containers for Storage, 455, 648
ANSI PH1.42-1969, American National Standard Method for Comparing the
Color Stabilities of Photographs, 65, 83, 91–93, 166–167, 233
American National Standards Institute (ANSI), 37, 65–67, 83, 91–93, 109,
151, 166–167, 221, 230, 314, 460, 543–544, 599–602 and color stability
accelerated test methods standard, 65–67, 83, 91–93
and life expectancy (LE) ratings, 92–93, 460, 543–544
recommendations for environmental conditions for storage of paperbased archival materials, 563
See also ANSI publications preceding
ANSI Photographic Activity Test (in ANSI IT9.2-1991), 373–374, 440,
457–460, 466–467, 494, 498–499, 503–504, 513
American Paper Institute (API), 413
America’s Museums: The Belmont Report, 539
Ampex Corporation, 39
Ancient Biblical Manuscript Center, Claremont College, 548
Anderson, Richard, 112
Anderson, Ronald, 370
Anderson, Stanton, 112
Andrews/Nelson/Whitehead. See ANW/Crestwood
ANSI. See American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
ANW/Crestwood (papers and boards), 409–410, 414–415, 417, 440, 442,
475–477, 479–480
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Aono, Toshiaki, 71
Aperture, Inc., 397, 405
Apple Macintosh computers, iv, 47, 52, 53, 54, 283
Apollo, mission to the moon, 323–327
Architecture & Allied Arts Library, 646
Archival, ANSI replaces term with “LE ratings,” 92–93, 460, 543–544
Archival Medium, and ANSI ratings, 92
ArchivalMount, 376
Archivart (boards and papers), 409–410, 414–416, 433, 440, 442, 477–480
Archive collections, conservation recommendations summary, 480
Archives
limits of color print fading and staining for, 255–260
monitoring collections in, 239–366
Armstrong, Neil A., 33, 327
Arnold, Eve, 443
Aronson, Emily, 402
Arrhenius, Svante August, 84–85
Arrhenius accelerated dark fading and yellowish staining tests, 65, 84–88,
167–168, 169, 177–179, 195–209
dark fading predictions for Agfa products, 195–196, 316
dark fading predictions for Fuji products, 87, 168–169, 197–98, 316
dark fading predictions for Ilford products, 199–200
dark fading predictions for Kodak products, 86, 201–204, 315,
661–663, 693–696
dark fading predictions for Konica products, 61, 87–89, 177, 205–206
dark fading predictions for Polaroid products, 207–208
dark fading predictions for 3M products, 209
Art Business News, 477
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, 720
Art Institute of Chicago, 37, 38, 85, 239, 240, 248, 251, 261–264, 394,
398, 509, 510, 529, 540, 548, 566, 598, 610, 613, 687, 711, 712, 718
Artists, limits of color print fading and staining for, 255–260
Art of Black-and-White Enlarging, The, 389
Art of Photography: Past and Present, From the Collection of the
Art Institute of Chicago, 261, 262
Art slide libraries. See Slides
Associated Press Leafdesk Digital Darkroom, 47
Ataraxia Studio, Inc., Polaroid Permanent-Color lab (address and
telephone number), 293
Ataraxia Studio Collectors Color (Polaroid Permanent-Color) prints, 51, 121
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 185
light fading of, 135
light fading with incandescent tungsten lamps, 139
Atlantis Paper Company, and products, 410, 416, 433, 440, 478–481, 525,
529
Atlas Fadeometer, 156, 159
Auer, John H., 66, 67
Australian Colour Laboratories, UltraStable lab (address and
telephone number), 293
Autochromes, 20, 242, 260
Autologic imagesetter, 47
Azochrome. See Kodak Azochrome
Back-illuminated transparencies, and advertising, 109
Backlit Displays with Kodak Materials, 154
Bainbridge. See Nielsen & Bainbridge
Baird, John Logie, 39
Ball, J.A., and Technicolor camera, 355
Balogh, Karen, 603
Banks, Paul, 571
Barbanel, Josh, 408
Barcham Green & Company, Ltd., interleaving papers, 440
Bard, Charleton C., 32, 35–36, 66, 85, 87, 178
Bark Frameworks, Inc., 421
Barney, Tina, 103
Barrier sheets, 519
Barrow, Thomas, 395, 399, 442
Barrow, William, 470
Bartos, Adam, 655
Barth, Miles, 373, 395
Baruch, Jacques and Anne, 600
Bass, Lea, 282
Beckett Paper Company, and products, 414
Becky Sharp, 27, 41, 356–357, 365
Beecher, Thomas, 163, 164, 486
Beeler, Robert, 229
Belknap, John, 333, 564, 722
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Ben-David, Arnon, 403, 440
Berger, Charles, 14, 15, 50, 51, 96, 289
Berns, Roy S., 603
Bettmann Archive, 625
Bischofberger, Bruno, 443
Billboards, 154, 155
Bill of Rights of the United States, 110, 245, 516
Bjorndal, Mark, vii
Black
black printer in 4-color images, 15
and in UltraStable Permanent Color prints, 50–51
Black-and-white films
ANSI life expectancy (LE) ratings for, 92–93
and cold storage, 328–29
Black-and-white movies, and colorization, 19
Black-and-white photography, conversion to color photography, 17–19, 284
Black-and-white prints, 575–624
conservation recommendations summary, 480
display of. See Display
facilities for long-term preservation, 715–724
framing and storage of, 509–513, 518
frost-free refrigerators for storing, 655–686
large-scale storage for permanent preservation of, 687–726
and life expectancy (LE) ratings, 92–93, 460, 543–544
and metallic silver images, 2
and monitoring in museums and archives, 239–266
and relative humidity, 545
Black-and-white RC prints, display of, 578–580, 582
brownish base staining of developer-incorporated B&W RC prints, 585
cracking of RC prints, 580
discolored B&W RC prints (color reproductions of), 600–601
drying methods of, 591–592
image discoloration of, 581–588
Kodak’s early claims concerning B&W RC papers, 588
Black-and-white separations (YCMs), and motion pictures, 301–302322–329
Black Star Publishing Company, 625
Black Pirate, The, 351
Blancophores (optical bleaches), 604
Bleach, and controlled-diffusion bleach of Kodachrome, 21
Bleckner, Fern, 580
Bonner Systems, Inc., and cold-storage vaults, 658, 667
Booth, Larry and Jane, 504, 685–686
Borger, Irene, 400
Boston Globe, 299
Boxes. See Storage
Brandt, Bill, 403, 404
Brannan, Beverly W., 164, 486
Bravo, Manuel Alvarez, 443
Bremson Laser Color Recorders, 5
Brooks, Ellen, 655
Brotmeyer, Gary, 401
Brower, Carol, v, vii, 83, 95, 373, 393, 441, 451, 473–474, 477,
484, 529, 531, 585
Brown, Max, 9–12, 14, 30, 36, 268, 270–272, back cover
Brownish base-stain in developer-incorporated RC papers, 585
Brown Photo, 157
Bruno, Tony, 34, 308
Burgi, Sergio, 260, 261, 471, 608
Burrell, Donald J., Burrell Colour, Inc., 290–291
Burrows, Larry, 401, 439, 655–656
Burrows, Russell, 655–656
Burrows, Victoria, 656
Bush, George, vi. See also Presidential Libraries
Cabinets and shelves for photographs, 511, 533–35
and Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 612–613
Cactus Digital Color Printing System, 5, 55
Cadena, Sue, 268, 282
Calhoun, John M., 677–678, 680
Callahan, Christy, at WHO-TV in Des Moines, Iowa, 271
Callahan, Harry, 396, 397, 425
Calloway, Lisa, 529
Camcorders, 39, 48
Camera negative films, list of, 313
Camera 35, 497
Camera Work, 409
Cameron, Joe, 580
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Cameron, Julia Margaret, 240, 264
Canadian Centre for Architecture, 548, 720
Canadian Conservation Institute, 499, 648
Canon Color Laser Copier/Printers, 5, 15, 55, 123, 146
Canon Color Laser Copier/Printers, color prints (output), 5
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 188
light fading stability of, 137
Canson, boards and papers, 410
Caponigro, Paul, 595
Cardboard boxes, for storing photographs, 525–526
Cardboard mounts, 645
Cardcrafts, Inc., 414–415
Cardillo, Robert, technical director of Project VIREO, 660
Care and Identification of 19th-Century Photographic Prints, 36, 597–598
Cargocaire dehumidifiers, 334, 338, 559–560, 712
Carter, Jimmy, vi. See also Presidential Libraries
Cartier-Bresson, Henri, 402, 405
Cartwright, Guenther, v
Castelli, Leo and Toiny, 423
Castelli Gallery, 105
Castelli Graphics, v, 423, 442
Cataloging, with CD-ROM and Photo CD, 56, 640–643
Cathode-ray tube (CRT), 40
CD-ROM
cataloging and distribution with, 640–643
printing from, 5–6, 56
Cellulose acetate motion picture film, 319–320
Cellulose nitrate motion picture film, 320, 361
Cellulose nitrate, as a component of print lacquers, 148, 150
Cellulose nitrate still-camera negatives, and freezer storage, 675–686
Cellulose triacetate enclosure materials, 490, 493–94
Center for Creative Photography, 442, 548, 683
Centre de Recherches sur la Conservation des Documents Graphiques, 86
Ceramic color photographs, 123
Chandler, Colby, 294, 308
Charge-coupled device (CCD) sensors, 42, 43, 47, 53, 56, 244, 246
Charters of Freedom, monitoring of, 244–246
Chen, Chi C., 412, 413, 420, 477
Chlorinated hydrocarbons in print lacquers, 149
Chrisman, Paul V., 340
Christenberry, William, 386, 397
Christo, 443
ChromaPro slide duplicator, 636
Chromogenic development, and color image dyes, 20, 21–23
Chromogenic dyes, and instability in dark storage, 23
Chromogenic prints
and reciprocity failures in light fading, 73–74
Chubb, Caldecot, 397, 442
Cibachrome. See Ilford Cibachrome and Ilford Ilfochrome
Ciba-Geigy Cibacolor silver dye-bleach prints, 29–30
Cieciuch, Ronald, 66, 67
Cieply, Michael, 300
Cinecolor. See Motion Pictures, early processes
Cinematheque Quebecoise, 717
CJ Laser Corp., 156, 159
Clamshell boxes, 530
Clark, Mike, 345
Clark, Walter, 25, 470
Clearman, June, vii, 94, 99
Climo, David, 463
Clinton, Bill, vi. See also Presidential Libraries
Coda, Inc., 147, 153
Coda Overlam, 153
Coda plastic films, 147, 153
Coe, Brian, 598, 612
Cohn, Lawrence, 345
Cold storage
facilities for long-term preservation, ii, 33, 38, 564, 687–726, 715–724
and fail-safe automatic shutdown system, 711–712
and motion picture films, 301, 317, 328
and motion picture films, cost of, 328–329
in other countries, 724
suppliers, 726
vault construction, 707–709
Yukon discovery, 322
“Cold Storage of Motion Picture Films” conference in 1980, 34
Collecting color photographs, 37–38
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Collectors, limits of color print fading and staining for, 255–260
T. J. Collings, silver-tarnishing tests, 437, 456
Collins, Glenn, 509, 531
Collins, Tom, 357
“Colloquium on the Collection and Preservation of Color Photographs,” 31–32
Color As Form: A History of Color Photography, 37, 242, 260, 576, 612
Color couplers, 21–23
Color electrophotography. See Electrophotography
Color hardcopy. See Photorealistic digital color prints
Colorization, and movies, 19, 350
ColorMount Dry Mounting Tissue, 376–377
Color negatives. See Negatives
Color offset printing, light fading stability of, 137–138
Color photography
historical replacement of black-and-white photography, 17–19
modern era of, 20–21
Color Place, The (lab in Dallas, Texas), 20
Color prints. See Prints and associated entries
Color slides. See Slides and Transparencies
Color transparencies. See Transparencies and Slides
Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS), 40
Columbia Pictures, 303
Columbia Corporation, 414
Comandini, Peter, 350, 361
Compact discs (CD’s), 123
Comparative tests, versus predictive tests, 64
Computer-generated images (hardcopy output)
and dark fading, 174–176, 187–188
light fading stability of, 137–138
Computers
and acquisition and processing of densitometer data, 94–96
and analysis of densitometer data, 94, 99–100
and colorization process, 19
digital color images from, vi, 5–6, 42–44
and image processing, 42–44, 46–56
and ink jet color printers, 52–54
and Kodak film scanner, 47
Comstock, Daniel F., 349
Conde Museum, 613
Conservation matting, 393–450
aesthetic considerations, 400–411
attitudes regarding care of photographs, 393–399
board texture, 409–410
board tone or color, 410–411
constructing a mat, 416–439
and dry mounting, 403–404
erasers, 421, 426
handling photographs, 395–398
image cropping, 406–408
interleaving paper, 439–440
mount boards. See Mount boards
physical damage to prints, 396–397
portfolios, 402–403
presentation of photographs, 400–411
of private collection, 398–399
recommendations and summary, 441–442
signature, 404–406
survey regarding care of prints, 393, 447
Conservation matting, construction, 416–439
basic steps, 421
binding a mat, 428–431
blades, 426–427
board grain, 418
corner mounting, 432–436
cutting board to size, 417–419
cutting the window, 423–428
for delicate prints, 438
designing a mat, 422–425
cloth tape, taping, 428–430
hinges, 432, 436–437
mount board thickness, 422, 430, 448
paperweights, 432
polyester barriers, 438
portfolio matting, 438–439
print borders, 422–425
standard sizes, 399, 418–419
suppliers, list of, 448–450
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working environment, 420–421
See also Print Mounting
Conservation of Photographs, 149, 587, 594
Conservation Resources, Inc., and products, 417, 440, 442, 480, 504, 520
Conserving Works of Art on Paper, 437
Constitution of the United States, 110, 245, 516
Consumer Reports, and the poor stability of Kodak instant color prints, 31
Controlled-diffusion bleach, development method for Kodachrome, 20, 21
Cool White fluorescent lamps, 108
Copiers, 5–6, 15, 44, 55, 503, 566
dark fading and yellowish staining of prints, 188
light fading stability of, 137
and print mounting, 383
Copies, display of, 37, 613, 614
Coppola, Francis Ford, 35, 310, 332, 365
Corcoran Gallery of Art, 37, 242, 260, 510, 576, 580, 612
Corner mounting. See Conservation matting construction and Print mounting
Corrugated board, 521
Cosindas, Marie, 125
Costello, Mark del, 34, 308
Cotton fiber boards vs. wood pulp boards, 412–413, 468–469
Counter-mounting of prints. See Print mounting
Couplers. See Chromogenic development
Coupling color development. See Chromogenic development
CPAC, Inc., 155–156, 159
CPAC FilmCOAT, 156, 159
Craig, Thomas, 67
Crane, Arnold, 723
Crescent Cardboard Company, and products, 410, 412–415, 473–477, 480
Crestwood Paper Company. See ANW/Crestwood
Cropping of photographs, 406–408
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young, 52, 53
Cruz, Carlos, 463
C. S. Osborne & Company, 248
Ctein, 585
Culhane, John, 358
Cullison, Bonnie Jo, 569, 570, 571
Cunningham, Ed, 334
Cunningham, Imogen, 404
Curl, prevention of, 524
Custom Craft Photography, Mac McKinley, 281
CVI Color Lab (Dye Transfer color lab in New York City), 603
Cyan
and color coupler, 23
dark fading of, 471
fading characteristics of, 63
and image layers in color photographs, 15
and image-life limits, 89–90
and light fading of Ektacolor portraits, 78–80
objectionable factors of staining, 89–90
reciprocity failures in light fading and light-induced staining, 73–75
and stability of color slide films, 215–216
and Technicolor, 351
and UltraStable Permanent Color prints, 50–51
Dacar Chemical Company, 155
Dacar ImageGARD, 155
Dacar REZCOAT, 155
Daguerre, Louis, 17
Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd., 67
Damage to prints, 561–562, 569–570, 677. See also Conservation matting
Dame, Ferne, 212
Dark aging tests, 153
Dark fading, 163–209
and ANSI standards, 166–167
and chromogenic dyes, 23
of color negative print papers, 172
and color transparencies, 13
and computer-generated images, 174–176
and digitized images, 174–176
and Ektacolor RC papers, 16, 76, 79, 180–184
and Ektacolor 74 RC papers, 76, 79, 184
and Ektaprint EP-3 Stabilizer, 170, 173, 184
fading and staining described, 61–64
Fujicolor and Ektacolor compared, 11–12
and ink-jet color images, 174–176, 188
Kodak unpublished estimates of discontinued films and papers, 204
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and manufacturers’ Arrhenius predictions, 177–179, 195–209
color microfilm stability, 176
and color motion pictures, 312, 315–316, 318
and print lacquering, 151, 152
stability tables (Agfa-Gevaert), 195–196
stability tables (chromogenic reversal), 185–186
stability tables (color offset printing), 187–188
stability tables (current color negative films), 180, 181–182, 189–190
stability tables (digital copier/printer color prints), 183–184, 187–188,
191–192
stability tables (dye-imbibition), 185–186
stability tables (EverColor), 185–186
stability tables (Fuji), 197–198
stability tables (Ilford), 199–200
stability tables (ink jet prints), 187–188
stability tables (Kodak), 201–204, 205–206, 226
stability tables (Mead Cycolor prints), 187–188
stability tables (Polaroid), 185–186, 207–208
stability tables (silver dye-bleach), 185–186
stability tables (thermal dye transfer [dye sublimation]), 187–188
stability tables (3M Scotch), 209
stability tables (transparencies), 193–196
stability tables (UltraStable), 185–186
and stabilizers, 173
test methods and staining characteristics, 83–84, 166–167
and thermal dye transfer (dye sublimation), 174–176
See also Yellowish stain formation
Dark fading stability, defined, 163
“Dark Stability of Photographic Color Prints from the Viewpoint of Stain
Formation,” 168
Dark storage yellowish stain formation, defined, 163–165
Dark storage stability
and chromogenic dyes, 23
and dye fading, 16, 63
and post-processing treatment, 64
and effects of relative humidity, 88–89, 178
and effects of temperature, 178
and yellowish stain formation, 63
Dater, Judy, 569
Davey Corporation, and binders board, 529
Daylight. See Indoor daylight tests and North daylight and
Outdoor daylight tests
Dayton, Richard, 357
Declaration of Independence, 110, 244–245, 454, 516
Dehumidification equipment, 709–711, 712
DeMenil Foundation, 402
DeNiro, Robert, 35, 332
Densitometers
and Arrhenius tests, 87
computer acquisition and processing of data, 94–96
computer analysis of data, 94, 99–100
and densitometric correction for yellowish stain, 93–94
and filters and response drift, 253–255
and freezer check samples, 94
for measuring fading and staining, 94
MacBeth TR924, 248, 256
and monitoring museums and archives, 241, 247–260
and photographic densitometers, 247
recommended, 241
response variations of four color densitometers, 260
Density losses, and framing effect and original density, 77–78
Density measurements, and projector-caused fading of transparencies, 230
Density units, 77, 256
Desiccant dehumidifiers, 558–559
Deterioration limits, for color prints, 255–260
Development, chromogenic. See Chromogenic development
Dexter mat cutter, 426–428
Dieu Donne Press & Paper, 409
Dieuzaide, Jean, 596
Digital color images from computers, 5–6, 42–44, 46–54
Digital copier/printer color prints, light fading stability of, 137–138
Digital Equipment Corporation VAX, 283
Digital imaging
and definition of what constitutes a photograph, 44
ink jet color printers, 52–54
and dark fading, 174–176, 187–188
digital imaging systems, 42–44, 637–640
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digital image storage systems, 56, 329–330
digitized pictorial images, light fading stability of, 137–138
and motion picture industry, 329
transmission of slide and negative images, 637–640
Digital television broadcast standards, 41–42
Display of black-and-white and color photographs, 575–624
of albumen prints, 455, 471–472, 608–609, 611, 614
ANSI recommendations for viewing and exhibiting color prints, 599–602
of black-and-white RC prints, 578–579, 580, 582
design of area, 610–612
drying and RC prints, 590–592
dye fading and RC base cracking compared, 129
of expendable color prints, 575
and facsimile copies, 241, 613–614
fluorescent lamps for, 606–607
and fluorescent brighteners in prints, 603–605
and Ilford Galerie paper, 596–597
illumination levels for, recommendations, 241, 577–578, 597–602
lamp placement, 609
and light exposure tests, 583–585
and light fading stability, 61–63, 72, 101–44
longest-lasting materials, 5, 103–104
and museums/archives/fine art photographers, 593–596, 603
and print monitoring, 239–266, 577
of nonreplaceable color prints, 575–578
“normal” conditions considered, 107–111
and Plexiglas, 607–608
predicted years of, 131–144
printing photographs for, 602–603
quartz halogen lamps for, 605–606
RC papers and fiber-base papers, 585–587, 593–596
standard display conditions for predictive tests, 82–83
survey of lighting conditions in display areas, 83, 620–624
tungsten lamps recommended for, 605
UV radiation and UV filters, 607
D-min correction, 93–94
Draber, Edgar, 67
Drivers licenses, and plastic laminates, 152
Drying, of RC prints, 590–592
Dry mounting. See Print mounting
Drytac Corp., 153
Ducos du Hauron, Louis, 49–50
Duganne, Jack, 52, 53
Duggal, Baldev, 157
Duggal Color Projects, Inc., color lab in New York City, 156–157
Dunlap Society, 226–227
Duplicating films (duplication)
dark fading stability and Arrhenius tests, 203
of films and slides, 634–637
and transparencies, 659–660
unpublished estimates of dark fading time, 204
DuPont Mylar, 152
DuPont Tyvek, 501–502
Dust, control of, 539, 568–569
Dust-spotting prints, dyes for, 389–390
Duvall, Robert, 332
Dye density, and light fading, 77–78
Dye diffusion-transfer prints, and reciprocity failure in light fading, 75
Dye fading
and dark storage, 63
and RC base cracking compared, 129
and relative humidity, 178
and yellowish stain formation, 168–171
Dye-imbibition processes, and dark fading, 185–186
Dye-imbibition motion picture color print process, 345–366. See also Motion
picture films
Dye-imbibition prints
and light fading, 135–136
and reciprocity failure in light fading, 74
Dyes
and chromogenic development, 21–23
for dust-spotting prints, 389–390
magenta dye percentage losses in Ektacolor, 259
used as inks, 386
Dye Stability of Kodak and Eastman Motion Picture Films, 86
Dye-transfer prints, 20, 44, 362
and dark fading, 13, 174–176, 187–188
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and tricolor carbro prints, 20, 50
See also Kodak Dye Transfer
Earth Resources Observation Systems (EROS) Data Center, 504
Eastman Color motion picture color negative, intermediate, and color print
films, 3, 305–308, 313–314
table of, 313, 315, 318
See also Motion Picture Films
dates of introduction, 313
processes and major problems, 26–27
Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 315
Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for color motion picture
films kept in humidity-controlled cold storage, 318, 694
unpublished Kodak Arrhenius dark fading predictions, 204
Eastman Ektachrome Video News Film, 39
Eastman House. See International Museum of Photography
Eastman Kodak Company, 66–67
Eastman Kodak Company (address and telephone number) 293
and Arrhenius equation application, 85–86
and IS&T conference, 34
See also Kodak
Eastman Kodak Dry Mounting Tissue, 374–375
Eastman, George, 611
Eaton, George, 454, 468, 472
Echave, John, 637
Edge effect, 582–583
Edge, Michele, 320
Edison, Thomas, 305, 350
Edward Steichen Photography Center, 394
Eggleston, William, 38, 51
Eisenhower, Dwight D., 39
faded portrait of, 36
Eisenstaedt, Alfred, 104, 531
Eisner, Michael, 299
Ektachrome. See entries under Kodak
Ektacolor. See entries under Kodak
Electrocolor process, 27
Electronic imaging, 56
Electronic news gathering (ENG), 8, 39
Electronic printmaking, and definition of photograph, 44
Electronics, and photography, 39–40
Electronic still camera, 5–6, 42–43
Electrophotography, 27, 55
Elias, Paul A., 500
Elite Fine-Art Paper, 375
Elman, Matthew R., 43
Emerson, Ronald, 260, 415
Encapsulation of photographs, 504
Enchave. John, and National Digital system, 637
Enclosure effect. See Framing effect
Enclosures, for films and prints, 485–508
polyester enclosures, 438, 485, 490–493
polyester film encapsulation, 504
polyethylene and polypropylene album pages, 532
polyethylene enclosures, 496–499
polyethylene slide pages, 650
polypropylene enclosures, 494–496
polypropylene slide pages, recommended, 648–650
recommendations, 485
Enhancement. See Print enhancement
Envelopes
diagram of, 492
for storing films and prints, 485–508
vapor-proof packages and freezing, 701–705
Environmental control, 301, 539–574
Epstein, Mitch, 438, 441, 529, 655
Erbland, C. J., 678
Evaluating Dye Stability of Kodak Color Products—Transparencies on These
Kodak Ektachrome Films, 233
Evaluating Image Stability of Kodak Color Photographic Products, 92
Evans, Frederick H., 405, 406, 408
EverColor Corporation, 14, 51
EverColor Corporation (address and telephone number), 293
EverColor Pigment Color prints, 5, 14, 15, 51, 122–123, 135–136, 279, 289–290
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 185–186
light fading for prints, 135–136
Extended-Term Storage Conditions, and ANSI ratings, 92
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Facsimile copies, and display, 509, 608, 613–614
Fadeometer, 156, 158, 159
Fading, 150–151, 153, 157, 158
densitometers for measuring, 94
monitoring in museums and archives, 239–266
and normal display and dark storage, 16
Photogard claims regarding, 156
and portraits and weddings, 267–298
recommended limits for, 255–260
tungsten versus fluorescent, 142
See also Dark fading and Light fading and Yellowish Stain Formation
Fading Away, 406
Fading monitor, 243–244, 250–252, 253
Fail-safe automatic shutdown system, 711–712
Fallon, Walter, 294, 308
Family of Man, The, 403
Far East Laboratories, 157
Farm Security Administration, 21
Faulkner, Douglas, 655
Faurer, Louis, 405
Federal Communications Commission (FCC), 40
Fehrenbach, Robert and Bernice, 2, 128, 267–268, 269, 270, 294
Fehrenbach, Thomas, 270
Fehrenbach Studios, 16, 30, 267, 269
Feldman, Larry, 534, 586
Fiber-base prints, and RC prints, 585–587
Fiedor, Joseph B., 477
Film cleaning, recommendations for, 369, 387–388
Film Comment, 306
Film Conditioning Apparatus (FICA), 706–707
Film Foundation, The, 310
Filters, for UV display illumination, 607
Fink, Larry, 403, 404
Fire
danger of, 327, 569–570, 677
at Design Conspiracy Color Lab, 569
at International Museum of Photography at George Eastman House, 676
at Los Angeles Public Library, 569–570
at National Fire Protection Association, 570
at U.S. National Archives, 677
at Vosburg Lumber Yard, 601
Fischer, Rudolf, 21, 22
Fisher, Bob, 329
Fiske, Betty, 393
Flack, Audrey, 440
Fleckal, Ron, 281
Fleming, Charles, 304
Flieder, F., 86
Flood damage, 570
Fluorescent brighteners, in prints and mount boards, 411, 469, 603–605
Fluorescent illumination, 104, 111–112, 142, 150
lamps and displays, 606–607
and light fading, 104, 111–112
and print lacquers, 150
and tungsten compared, 142
Fluorinated hydrocarbons, 149
Fome-Cor laminate boards, 520–521
Fontani, Walter, 67
Ford, Gerald R., vi. See Presidential Libraries
Ford, Milton, 66
Formica-covered cabinets and shelves, 534–535
Fortson, Judith, 509, 531
Fortune, 626, 718
Fotoflat, 376
Fox Photo, Inc., 284
Framing of prints, 509–524, 577
and ferrotyping, 521
with glass and Plexiglas, 521–523
recommendations, 511
recommendations for cleaning glass and plastic, 523
of lacquered prints, 146–149
materials and storage, 509–538
for personal collection. See Conservation matting
See also Chapter 17
Framing effect, in light fading, 30, 76–77, 106
Frederick H. Evans, 405, 408
Freer Gallery of Art, 720
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Freezer check samples, for densitometer calibration, 94
Freezer storage, and permanent preservation, 675–686
Fresson, Atelier Michel, 123
Fresson, Atelier Michel (address and telephone number) 130
Fresson Quadrichromie Color Pigment prints, 123, 410, 599, 658
and light fading, 135–136
Friedlander, Lee, 396
Friends of Photography Gallery, 612
Frith, Francis, 240
Fugitive Color exhibition at the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, 35
Fuji. See Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.
Fuji Fujichrome color transparency films, 3, 213, 629
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 193–194
Fuji’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 198
longest life color slides when projected, 211–238
Fujichrome Velvia Professional film, 3, 215, 628–630
Fujichrome versus Kodachrome in projector-fading, 215–216
projector-fading stability of, 215
Fuji Fujichrome Duplicating film, Fuji’s Arrhenius dark fading
predictions for, 198
Fuji Fujichrome papers for printing color transparencies, 4
Fuji’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 197–198
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 13, 185–186
and light fading, 135–136
Fuji Fujicolor Internegative film, 4
Fuji Fujicolor color negative films, 6, 301
dark fading stability of current color negative films, 189–190
dark fading stability of discontinued color negative films, 191–192
Fuji’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 197–98
Fuji motion picture films, table of, 316
Fuji Fujicolor papers for printing color negatives, 4
and Ektacolor papers compared for light fading, 8–10, back cover
and Ektacolor papers compared for dark fading, 11–12, back cover
dark fading and yellowish staining of current EP-2 papers, 182
dark fading and yellowish staining of current RA-4 papers, 180
dark fading and yellowish staining of discontinued papers, 183–184
dye fading versus yellowish stain formation, 168–170
Fuji’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 197–198
light fading with incandescent tungsten illumination, 139–140
light fading characteristics, 113, 116
light fading of current EP-2 papers, 132
light fading of current RA-4 papers, 131
light fading of discontinued papers, 133–134
light fading with north daylight illumination, 143
reduction in rates of yellowish stain formation in dark storage
compared with Ektacolor and other color papers, 168–170
and reciprocity failure in light fading and light-induced staining, 74
and stabilizers and water wash, 173
used by H&H Color Lab, 102, 146
and UV protection, 145, 146, 147, 148, 152, 159
Fuji Fujicolor Positive Film LP, the longest-lasting motion
picture color print film, 6, 301
Fuji Fujitrans SFA3 Display Material, 5
Fuji Fujix Pictrography Digital Printers, 5
Fuji-Inax Photocera Color Photographs, 5, 44, 123, 135–136, 185, 198
Fuji Instant Color prints
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 188
Fuji’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 198
light fading stability of, 137–38
light fading with north daylight illumination, 144
Fuji Fujicolor Internegative film, 4
Fuji’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 198
Fuji Minilabs, 46
Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., 66–67
Fuji Photo Film U.S.A. Inc. (address and telephone number), 293
and basic image stability data, 24
challenging Eastman Kodak, 7–8
and inherent dye stability, 7
and longest-lasting color films and color papers, 2–8
Fuji’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for Fuji color films
and papers, 197–198
Fuji Pictrography color prints, dark fading stability and Arrhenius tests, 198
Fuji Research Laboratories, 168
Fumes, and print lacquers, 151–152
Fungicides, 561
Fungus
Photogard resistance to, 149, 154, 156, 159, 160
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prevention of, 539, 560–561
Fuqua Industries Inc., 45
Fusion Ultra, 376
GAF Color Slide films, stability, dark fading, and yellowish staining of, 193, 216
Galassi, Peter, 532, 657, 658
Galleries, limits for color print fading and staining for, 255–260
Gamma-Liason, Inc., 625
Gamble, Myrna, 283
Gardiner, Peter R., 333, 564, 722
Gatorfoam, 520–521
Gee, Helen, 403
Genovese Drugstores, Inc., 157
George Eastman House. See International Museum of Photography
Gerber, Betty J., 29
Gerlach, Klaus, 103, 165
Germann, Robert, 268, 269
Gettner, Monah and Alan, 442
Getty, J. Paul, Museum, 478, 723
Gevacolor Print film, stability of, 218, 219
Giacherio, David J., 67
Gibson, Ralph, 373, 402–403, 409
Gigliotti, Donna, 34, 308
Ginsburg, Michael S., 415
Gioli, Paolo, 261
Gitt, Robert, 357, 365
Glass
cleaning and framing, 521–523
and framing effect, 76–77
and north daylight, 143–144
Glassine paper, 375, 440, 467, 502–504. See also interleaving paper
Glass mounts, 645
with tape bindings, 645
and open-frame mounts, 221
Glick, Earl, 19
Godfather, Part II, The, 35, 332, 365
Godowsky, Leo, Jr., 20
Goldsmith, Arthur, 586, 593–594
Goldwyn, Samuel, 352
Gone With the Wind, 305, 336, 358–361, 680
Gonzalez, George, 681, 708
Goodrich, Allan B., ii, 33, 688, 690–691
Gowin, Emmet, 409
Graham, C. Loren, 85, 322
Granite Mountain Records Vault, 548
Gray, Glen, 470
Greenewalt, Crawford H., 660
Griffiths, Philip Jones, 642
Grinnell College, v, 39, 65, 95–96, 581
Grum, Franc, 603
Grundberg, Andy, 397, 408, 442
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, v
Gulf Between, The, 349
Gulker, Chris, 46, 47
Haeften, Dorothea von, 397
Hagen, Remon, 66, 67
Hallmark Cards, Inc., 533
Halogen lamps, and display lighting, 605–606
Hal Roach Studios, 19
Hamilton, Alden, 412, 414
Hammermill Paper Company, 440
Hammond, Howell, 66, 85, 178
H&H Color Lab, 102, 146, 507
letter to customers, 298
switches to Fuji paper from Kodak, 268, 280–283
Handling prints. See Conservation matting
Hansen, Francis, 465
Hanson, David, 655
Hardcopy. See Photorealistic color prints
Harder, Susan, 395, 401, 407, 409
Harris Environmental Systems, Inc., 540, 726
Harris, Robert, 314
Hart, Frank R., 440
Hartman, Bill, 333, 564, 722
Harvard University. See Peabody Museum
Harwood, Jim, 684
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Hasselblad, Victor, 660
Haub, Wayne B., 268, 280–281, 298
Haylon gas, fire-suppression system, 334, 567
HDTV (high-definition television), 41, 302, 304
Heat, and projector-caused fading, 211
Heat-sealable bags for cold storage, 726
Heiferman, Marvin, 397, 442
Heisler, Gregory, 1
Helyar, John, 300
Hendriks, Klaus B., v, vii, 16, 22, 28, 33–34, 42, 66–67, 78, 212,
456, 466, 470, 570, 582, 601
Henry, Richard J., 604
“Heralding Our Mills,” 415
Hermetically sealed frames, 514–16
Hight, C. A., 349
Hill, Thomas, 31, 533
Hine, Lewis, exhibition, 368
Hinges, 432, 436–37
Hinging and Mounting of Paper Objects, The, 437
Historic New Orleans Collection, 394, 527–528, 548, 566, 567, 613–614,
679, 689, 691, 715
Hodierne, Robert, 13, 40
Hodsoll, Frank, 299, 305
Hoffman, Michael, 397
Holbert, R. Mac, 52, 53
Hollinger boxes, 470, 526–527
Holz, George, 53
Hoover, Herbert, vi, 36. See also Presidential Libraries
Hoover Institution, 509
Horvath, David G., and survey of film deterioration, 320, 675
Hosoe, Eikoh, 409
Hotkiss, Donald R., 27, 66
Howard Paper Mills, Inc., 414, 433, 470
H. S. Crocker printing company, 51
Huffer, Robert L., 270, 271
Humanities Research Center Photography Collection, 533, 643
Human Studies Film Archive, 548, 717
Humidity. See Relative humidity
Hunter Associates Laboratory, Inc., v
Huntington Hartford’s Gallery of Modern Art, 410
Hunt Manufacturing Company, 376
Hurlock Company, and mount boards, 414, 442
Huttemann, Thomas J., 66
Hydrocarbons, 149
Hygrometers, 552–553
recording thermohygrographs, 552–553
IBM, and computer software, 53
ICI Acrylics, Inc., 155
ICI Melinex, 152
Idelson, Martin, 66
Identification badges, and plastic laminates, 152
Ilford. See Ilford Photo Corporation and Ilford AG
Ilford AG, 66–67
Ilford Digital Imager, 5
Ilford Galerie B&W fiber-base paper, 596–597
Ilford Ilfochrome Classic and Ilfochrome Rapid silver dye-bleach color
print and transparent/translucent display materials (formerly called
Cibachrome materials), 4–6, 13, 25, 49, 63
dark fading and yellowish stain formation of, 13, 185
Ilford’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 199–200
light fading with incandescent tungsten illumination, 139
and light fading of prints, 70, 76, 105, 120, 125, 135–136
light fading with incandescent tungsten lamps, 139
light fading with incandescent tungsten versus fluorescent
illumination, 142
light fading with north daylight illumination, 143–144
reciprocity failures in light fading and light-induced staining, 74
and types of accelerated tests, 64
and UV protection, 145, 152–153
Ilford Cibacopy RC papers, Ilford’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 200
Ilford Ilfocolor and Colorluxe chromogenic materials for
printing color negatives
Ilford’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 200
dark fading and yellowish staining of current EP-2 papers, 181
dark fading and yellowish staining of current RA-4 papers, 180
dark fading and yellowish staining of discontinued papers, 183
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Fuji and Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 198
Kodak and Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 202, 203
longest-lasting, 4
slides from, 630–631
Interpolation methods, and densitometer data in computer analysis, 99
“Investigation of Commercially Available Dry Mount Tissues, An,” 374
Iris Graphics, Inc., 52, 67
Iris Graphics Ink Jet Color Printers, 5, 52–53, 123–124
Iris Ink Jet Color prints, 15, 52–54
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 188
light fading stability of, 138
Iska, James, 398
It’s a Wonderful Life, 19
Iwano, Haruhiko, 66, 67
Jackson, William Henry, 240, 264
Jacobson, Harlan, 307
James River Corporation, papers and boards, 412–415, 475–476
J.C. Penney. See Portrait photographers, and mass-market
Jedermann Collection, 399, 400
Jenkins, C. Francis, 39–40
Jenkins, William, 31
Jentink, Roger, 377
Jenshel, Len, 106
Johnson, Lyndon Baines, vi, 36. See also Presidential Libraries
Jones, Daniel W., 638, 639, 712, 713, 714
Jones, Harold, 397, 401, 442, 447
Jones, Peter C., 397
Journal of Imaging Technology, 110
Journal of the SMPTE, 85
Julia and Julia, 41
Kahl, N. Philip, 660
Kalmus, Herbert T., 349, 352, 363
Karmel, Pepe, 395, 655
Karstetter, Mrs. Lloyd, 1
Kaska, Henry, 300, 470
Katcher, Philip, 403
Katz, Robert, 314
Kauffman, Richard N., 51, 289
Keaton, Diane, 332
Keefe, Laurence E., Jr., 517, 519
Kelly, Tom, 26
Kennedy, John F., ii, 32, 249
faded portrait of, 36
See also Presidential Libraries
Keppler, Herbert, 500
Kertesz, Andre, 406–8, 409, 410, 495
Kilborn Photo Products Inc., 50, 51
Killeen, Marty, 36
Kimac sleeves, for slides, 647
King, Rodney G., 46, 48
Kismaric, Carole, 397
Kismaric, Susan, 373
Klett, Mark, 402, 404
K-Mart. See Portrait photographers, and mass-market
Knight, Keith, 442
Knoll, Tom and John, 46
Koch, Edward I., 1
Kodak
cold-storage temperatures and fading of various materials, 693–695, 696
and competition from other manufacturers, 7–8
and Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions, 201–204
facility for long-term preservation of motion pictures, 723
and Fugitive Color exhibition, 35
guidelines for color image fading, 90–92
lacquering recommendations of, 148–150, 151
and longest-lasting color films, 2–8
and modern era of color photography, 20–21
poor quality of motion picture films, 26, 34
and portrait and wedding photograph complaints, 267–298
and projector-caused fading of transparencies, 226
See also Eastman Kodak
Kodak Azochrome color print process, 25
Kodak black-and-white RC papers, 592–593
Kodak Cineon Digital Film System, 329–330
Kodak ColorEdge Copier/Printer, 5, 15
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light fading stability of current EP-2 papers, 132
light fading stability of current RA-4 papers, 131
light fading stability of discontinued papers, 133
Ilford Ilfochrome Color Slide films, dark fading and yellowish
staining of, 194
Ilford Ilfochrome Micrographic films, 6
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 177, 194
Ilford’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 200
projection stability of, 218–219
Ilford Photo Corporation, 66, 67
challenging Eastman Kodak, 7–8
and Cibacolor color negative print process, 29–30
and dark fading stability data tables, 199–200
and longest-lasting color films, 2–8
products dark fading stability based on Arrhenius tests, 199–200. See
also Ilford AG
Illumination levels, and display. See Display
Image
layers of color photographs, 15–16
cropping of, 406–408
and digital storage systems, 56
fading and staining of, 61–64
image permanence and selection of film and paper, 7
and scanning, 52–54
See also Imaging
Image Bank, 625
ImageGARD, 155
ImageGuard rigid plastic slide holders, 647–648
Image-life end points, 65
Image-life limits for fading, 90–92
Image-life parameters, determining failure points for, 100
Image permanence, and selection of film and paper, 7
Image Permanence Institute (IPI), 36–37, 66, 67, 86, 87, 88, 320,
321, 455, 509, 546, 568, 588, 678
Imagesetters, 47
Image-Stability Data: Kodachrome Films, 111
Image Stability Technical Center (at Eastman Kodak Company), 87
Image Transform Ltd., 54
Imaging
and digital imaging, 44
electronic, 56
See also Image
Imaging Processes and Materials-Neblette’s Eighth Edition, 34
“Impact of Modern High-Speed and Washless Processing on the Dye
Stability of Different Colour Papers,” 97
Inax Corporation, 123
Incandescent tungsten lamps, 108
Inch, Dennis, 415, 517, 519
Index slide system, 638, 639, 640
India ink. See Print mounting
Indoor daylight tests, 82
Infrared film, dark fading stability and Arrhenius tests, 203
Ink jet color printers, 5, 15, 52–54, 146
dark fading and yellow staining of, 174–176, 187–188
light fading stability of, 137–138, 138
Inks, dyes used as, 386
Insects, damage to photographs by, 561–562
Instant color prints
and Consumer Reports article, 31
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 187
Fuji dark fading stability and Arrhenius tests, 198
Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 201
light fading stability of, 138
longest-lasting, 6
north daylight, 144
and patent infringement suit, 31
Polaroid Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 201, 207
Instant color slide film, and stability of color slide films, 216
Interleaving paper, 439–440, 445, 467. See also Conservation matting
Intermediate films, 301, 313
International Center of Photography (ICP), 34, 395
International Museum of Photography at George Eastman House
(IMP-GEH), 25, 26, 31–32, 37, 50, 107, 239, 242, 260, 359–361, 406,
523, 529, 540–542, 575–576, 611–612, 676, 683–684, 724
International Paper Company, 521
Internegative film
and duplication, 634–637
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dark fading and yellowish staining of, 188
light fading stability of, 137
Kodak Color Print Material Type C, 25
Kodak Colorwatch System, 277
Kodak Disc cameras, 45
Kodak Dry Mounting Tissue, 369, 374–375. See also Print mounting
Kodak Dye Transfer prints, 13, 44, 49, 63, 261, 264, 290, 441, 472
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 185
Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 201
and light fading, 122, 135–136
light fading with incandescent tungsten illumination, 139
light fading with north daylight illumination, 143
and reciprocity failures in light fading and light-induced staining, 74
and types of tests, 64
and UV protection, 145
Kodak color negative films (Kodak Gold, Vericolor, Kodacolor,
and Ektacolor), 3
dark fading of current Kodak color negative films, 189–190
dark fading of discontinued Kodak color negative films, 191–192
Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 202–203, 204,
661–663, 693–696
Kodak Ektachrome color transparency films, 3, 25–26, 215, 627–628
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 193, 194
Elite color slide films, vii
Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 203–204,
661–663, 693–696
Lumiere professional color transparency films, vii
projector-caused fading of, 215–216
replacing Kodachrome films, 20
Kodak Ektachrome Duplicating film, Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading
predictions for, 203
Kodak Ektachrome EF and MS films, 33, 204
Kodak Ektachrome EPV film (Press and Video film), Kodak’s Arrhenius
dark fading predictions for, 203
Kodak Ektachrome Infrared film, Kodak’s Arrhenius dark
fading predictions for, 203
Kodak Ektachrome Movie film, unpublished Kodak Arrhenius
dark fading predictions for, 204
Kodak Ektachrome papers
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 13, 186
Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 201–202, 204,
661–663, 693–696
light fading stability of, 136
and reciprocity failure in light fading and light-induced staining, 74
Kodak Ektacolor papers
and cross-section of an Ektacolor RC print, 16
and dark fading, 76, 79
dark fading and yellowish staining of current RA-4 papers, 180
dark fading and yellowish staining of current EP-2 papers, 181–182
dark fading and yellowish staining of discontinued papers, 183–184
examples of prints that have faded during normal display, 16
and Fujicolor compared for dark fading, 11–12
and Fujicolor compared for light fading, 8–10
and light fading, 71–72, 78–79
and light fading patterns of portraits, 30, 36, 78, 79, 80
and light fading of fiber-base and RC-base papers compared, 30
Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 201–202, 204,
661–663, 693–696
light fading stability for current RA-4 papers, 131
light fading stability for current EP-2 papers, 132
light fading stability for discontinued papers, 133–134
and reciprocity failures in light fading and light-induced staining, 74
and UV protection, 111, 145–148, 150–155, 159
made in the 1960’s and 1970’s, 30, 36
Kodak Ektaprint EP-3 Stabilizer, 77, 119, 170, 173
Kodak Ektatherm Electronic color print papers, 44, 48, 63, 123
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 188
light fading stability of, 137
Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 202
and UV protection, 109, 112, 145–146
Kodak Elite Fine-Art black-and-white paper, 593, 604
Kodak Film Scanner, 47
Kodak Instant Color prints
Consumer Reports article about poor stability of, 31
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 187
Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 202–201
light fading stability of, 137–138
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north daylight stability of, 144
tungsten versus fluorescent, 142
Kodak Internegative films, Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 203
Kodak Kodachrome films, 3, 21, 23, 25–26, 213, 626–627
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 193
Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 203
unpublished Kodak Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 204
and controlled-diffusion bleach, processing, 21
differences in permanence of many types marketed, 23–24
and modern era of color photography, 20
projector-caused fading of, 215–216
replaced by Fujichrome and Ektachrome, 20
Kodak Kodacolor prints, 23–24
dark fading and severe yellowish staining of, 16, 23
Kodak Kotavachrome prints, 20, 260, 261
Kodak LVT Digital Film Recorders, 5
Kodak Minicolor prints, 260
Kodak Photo CD system, vi, 42, 56, 123
Kodak Photomicrography Color film, dark fading stability and Kodak’s
Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 203
Kodak Polycontrast Rapid RC paper. See Black-and-White RC papers
Kodak Polymax RC paper, 512–513
Kodak Polyprint RC paper, 592–593
Kodak Poly-Toner, 578, 587–588
Kodak Print Lacquer, 150
Kodak Professional DCS 200 Digital Camera, 42, 47
Kodak Rapid Color Processor, 96
Kodak Rapid Mounting Cement, recommendations, 369. See also Print
mounting
Kodak Reflection Densitometer Check Plaque, 252, 254
Kodak Studio Light, 1, 18, 101
Kodak XL 7700-series Digital Printers, vi, 5, 44
Kohno, Junichi, 66, 67
Koike, Masato, 67
Kolody, David, 263, 638
Kolstad, Charles, 276
Komenich, Kim, 46, 48
Konica. See Konica Corporation
Konica Chrome color transparency films
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 193
Konica’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 206
and stability of color slide films, 215
Konica Chrome paper for printing color transparencies
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 186
Konica’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 177, 206
light fading stability of, 136
Konica Color color negative films, 3
dark fading stability of, 191, 192
Konica’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 206
Konica Color Paper Type SR, 4
and Konica’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions, 61, 87–89, 177, 205–206
and reciprocity failures in light fading and light-induced
staining, 73, 75–76
and washless stabilizers and water wash, 173–174
Konica Color color papers for printing color negatives, 4
and ANSI standards, 92
dark fading and yellowish staining of current EP-2 papers, 181
dark fading and yellowish staining of current RA-4 papers, 180
dark fading and yellowish staining of discontinued papers, 183–184
Konica’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 61, 87–89, 177, 205–206
and light fading, 71, 76, 117, 118
light fading with incandescent tungsten illumination, 139
light fading with north daylight illumination, 143
light fading with tungsten versus fluorescent, 142
light fading stability of current EP-2 papers, 132
light fading stability of current RA-4 papers, 131
light fading stability of discontinued papers, 133–134
Konica’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 177, 205–206
and pH, 471
and washless stabilizers, 76, 77
and UV protection, 145, 147, 152, 159
Konica Corporation, 66–67
Konica U.S.A., Inc. (address and telephone number) 293
and basic image stability data, 24
challenging Eastman Kodak, 7–8
and Arrhenius dark fading predictions, 205–206
Kopperl, David F., 66, 67, 516
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Koshofer, Gert, 28
Kotavachrome prints, 20
Krause, Peter, 57, 66–67, 533, 590–591
Krider Studios, 297
KSH UV-absorbing polystyrene framing sheets, 147, 154–155
KSH-UVF Picture Saver Panels, 147, 154–155
Kubrick, Stanley, 310, 314
Kulicke, Robert, frames, 513–514
Kula, Sam, 322
Kurihara, Linda, 627
Lab-Line Instruments, 682
Laboratory intermediate films, 301, 313
LaClaire, David B., 49, 290
LaClaire Laboratories, Inc. (address and telephone number), 293
LaClaire Laboratories, Inc., 290
Lacquering, 146–47
Lacquer-Mat lacquers, 147, 148, 151–153
Lacquer-Mat Systems, Inc., 148
Lacquers, with cabinets and shelves, 533–534
Lacquers, print. See Print lacquers
Lamar, Noel, 323, 504
Laminates, plastic. See Plastic laminates
Laminating, and sizing, 467
Land, Edwin H., 1
Langmore, Bank, 291
Lannom, Charles, vii
Lannom, Sharp, IV, v, vii, 442
Lannom, Thomas, vii
Lannom, William, vii
Laporte, Ron, 465
Larson, George W., 32, 85, 178
Laughlin, Clarence John, 679
Laurence Miller Gallery, 106, 401, 404, 439, 655
Lavedrine, B., 86
Lawrence, John H., 528, 567, 683
Lawrence of Arabia, 314
Leafdesk Digital Darkroom, 47
Leaf Digital Studio Camera, 43
Leaf Systems, Inc, 47
Lee, David, 281
Lee, Russell, 21
Lee, William, 513, 521, 529
Lenzner, Robert, 299
Lesser, Brian, 570
Les Tres Riches Heures du Duc de Berry, 613
Leveque, Margaret A., 534
Levin, Hugh Lauter, 443
Levitt, Helen, 397, 409
Lewis, Charles, 277
Lewis, Greg, 46
Lewis, Paul, 613
Library of Congress, 26, 34, 67, 163, 486, 504, 530, 548, 649–650,
705, 706, 717
Film Conservation Center, 683, 684
and motion picture preservation, 339–340
Lieberman, Ken, Laboratories, Inc. (address and telephone number), 293
LIFE magazine, 26, 401, 406, 655, 626, 718
Life expectancy (LE) ratings, 92–93, 460, 543–544
Life of a Photograph, The, 517
LIFE: The First Decade, exhibition, 401
LIFE Gallery of Photography, v, 406, 531, 606
Lifetime warranties, 290–291
Lig-free Type II boxboard, 520, 527–528
Light
and destruction of the silver images of RC prints, 581–582
and display. See Display
fluorescent, 104, 111–112, 150
intensity and spectral distribution compared, 106, 108
and projector-caused fading, 211–212
and projector lamp intensity, 227–228
slides directly exposed to, 651
and ultraviolet (UV) protection, 145
and visible light, 607
visible and UV, 145
and yellowish stain formation, 63
Light exposure tests, and display, 583–585
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Light fading
and accelerated testing, 67
and chromogenic dyes, 23
and dark fading compared, 101–103, 163–165
and display, 61–63
and disproportionate losses at low densities, 77–78
of Ektacolor RC portraits, 16, 78–80
framing effects in, 76–77
and monitoring in color prints, 243
of mount boards. See Mount boards
of neutral gray image areas versus pure cyan, magenta, and yellow
image areas, 79–80
Photogard, lack of resistance to, 157–159
and post-processing treatment, 64
and projection. See Projector-caused fading
and reciprocity failures in light fading, 67–71, 73–75
and skin color, 80, 115–117
stability tables (interpreting), 105–106
and starting density of tests, 78–79, 80
tests, 150–151, 153–154, 157–159
Light Gallery, v, 397, 425, 491, 495, 513, 515–516, 528–530
Light Impressions Corporation, and products, 410, 412, 414–415, 417, 432,
440, 442, 479–481
Light-induced cracking, and RC papers, 101–144
Light-induced staining, of color prints, 73–75
Lighting of photographs. See Display
Light intensity
and spectral distribution compared, 106, 108
types of tests, 80–81
Lignin, in paper products, 467
Liles, Robert, 51
Liles, Robert, Photography and Printmaking lab (address
and telephone number), 293
Limelight Gallery, 403
Link, O. Winston, 386
Linn Photo, 45, 496
Linotronic imagesetter, 47
Lipsky, Larry, 634
Living Color Labs, 157
Lloyd, Harold, 54
LOOK magazine, 163, 339, 486
Lowery, Isabel, 227
Lucas, George, 310, 359
Lumiere Autochrome, 20, 242, 260
Lumiere brothers, 20
Lyndon Baines Johnson Space Center, 504, 714–715
Macbeth ColorChecker, 95, 115, 116, 117, 247, 248, 253, 256, 260
MacDonald, Bruce K., 17
MacGill, Peter, 393, 402, 408, 442
MACtac CoolMount, 152–153
MACtac PermaColor, 147, 152–154
light fading data from, 153–154
plastic laminating films by, 147
MACtac PermaGard, 153
Madeley, Douglas, 456
Magenta
and color coupler, 23
fading characteristics, 63
and image composition layers, 15
and image-life limits, 89–90
and Kodachrome projector-fading stability, 220
and light fading of Ektacolor portraits, 78, 79, 80
objectionable factors of staining, 89–90
reciprocity failure in light fading and light-induced staining, 73–75
and stability of color slide films, 215–216
and Technicolor, 351
and UltraStable Permanent Color prints, 50–51
Magnacolor, 352
Magnetic image storage, 56
Magnum Photos, Inc., 500, 625, 641, 642
Mailliet, Anne-Marie, 546
Maloney, Joe, 402, 530
Mamoulian, Rouben, 357
Mancuso, Frank, 331
Mannes, Leopold D., 20
Manning Paper Company, interleaving papers, 439–440
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Marcos, Ferdinand and Imelda, 48
Markers. See Print mounting
Markle, Wilson, 19
Masking couplers, 21
Mason, Ken, 34, 308
Materials for the Arts, distribution of materials, 418
Matting. See Conservation matting
Mayer, Robert E., 387
McCabe, Constance, 373
McCamy,C.S., 546
McCarthy, Kate, 413
McClintock, Jack, 153
McComb, Robert E., 67
McCord, James, 504
McCormick-Goodhart, Mark, 67, 544, 698
McCracken, Robert, 35, 300, 331, 332, 721
McDonald International, Inc., 150
McDonald Photo Products, Inc., 148, 151, 153
McDonald Pro-Tecta-Cote Florentine, 146
McDonald Pro-Tecta-Cote print lacquer, 150
McDonald Pro-Texture Lacquer, 146
McDonald UV-absorbing print lacquers of, 145, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152
McDonald UV-filtering print lacquers of, 149, 150
McElhone, John, 264
McGonegal, Mary Jane, 627
McLaughlin, Peter, 464
McMillian, Paul, Van Deusen Photography, 281
Mead Cycolor prints
dark fading stability and yellowish staining of, 187–188
light fading stability of, 137–138, 138
Medium-Term Storage Conditions, and ANSI ratings, 92
Mehta, Ashwani K., 158
Meisel Photographic Corporation, 284, 291
Metal print-storage boxes, 530
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 408, 443
Metrum FotoPrint Digital Printer, 5, 44
Metzker, Ray, 404
Meyer, Armin, 29
Meyerowitz, Joel, 17, 240, 261, 655, 664
MGM/UA. See Turner EntertainmentCo.
Michals, Duane, 406
Microfiche
longest-lasting films, 6
Photogard-coated, 160
Microfilm
cellulose acetate-base deterioration, 319
dark fading stability of, 176, 177
longest-lasting films, 6
Photogard-coated, 155, 160
and projection stability, 218–219
Micrographic film
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 194
stability of, 218, 219
Mid-America Art Slide Libraries, 628
Miller Cardboard Company, and boards, 412–415, 442, 474–476
Miller, Laurence G., 401, 404, 439, 442
Miller, Mark, 465
Milwaukee Center for Photography, 398
Minilabs, 45, 46, 63
Minotto, Claude, 419
Misrach, Richard, 569
Mitsubishi Color papers (emulsion components manufactured by Konica)
dark fading and yellowish staining of current EP-2 papers, 181
dark fading and yellowish staining of current RA-4 papers, 180
dark fading and yellowish staining of discontinued papers, 183–184
light fading stability of current EP-2 papers, 132
light fading stability of current RA-4 papers, 131
light fading stability of discontinued papers, 133–134
and washless stabilizers and water wash, 173
Modern Photography, 165, 397, 499, 500
Modulation transfer function (MTF), 7
Mohawk Paper Company, and products, 414
Moisture, and freezing, 700–701
Monadnock Paper Mills, papers and boards, 414–415
Monitoring photographs, in museum and archive collections, 239–266, 577
and early processes, 364
table of density changes, 262
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Monroe, Marilyn, 26, 54
Monroe, Robert B., 39
Montanari, Marie-Claire, 397
Moonrise, photograph by Ansel Adams, 371
Moor, Ian and Angela, 478
Morgan, Barbara, 404, 502
Morilla Company, and boards, 410, 414
Morris, Patrick, 570
Moser, Paul, 270, 271
Motion picture color negative and print films, poor quality of, 26
Motion picture films, 3, 39, 40–41, 301–302
Agfa’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for Agfa motion
picture films, 316
and Arrhenius dark fading predictions, 85, 88
and black-and-white separations, 301–302, 311, 319, 322–329
causes of fading, 312–313
and cellulose nitrate motion picture films, 361
and cold storage, costs of, 328–330
and cold storage rental, 328, 719, 723
and cold storage vaults, 301, 317, 545, 548, 564, 680–682, 714–724
large-scale cold storage for permanent preservation of, 687–726
and colorization, 19, 350
and digital technology, 329–330
early motion picture processes, 352
and Eastman Color history, 310–312
Eastman color negative/laboratory intermediate/ and color
print films, dates of introduction, 313
facilities for long-term preservation, 715–724
and freezer storage, 675–686
Fuji’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for Fujicolor
motion picture films, 316–318
Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for Eastman color
motion picture films, 315
Kodak’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for Eastman color
motion picture films kept in cold storage, 318
and motion picture preservation at the Library
of Congress, 339–340, 705–707
and modern technology for preservation, 329–330
and motion picture preservation at the National Archives and
Records Administration, 323–327, 719–720
and motion picture preservation at the National Archives
of Canada, 337–338, 548, 703–705, 715
and color film preservation at NASA, 33, 323–327, 714–716
and the Paramount Pictures Film and Tape Archive, 331–332, 721
and “Outline for a Preservation Strategy,” 343–344
and the Turner Entertainment Co. backup film library
in Kansas, 335–336
and the Warner Bros. film library, 333–334, 722
Photogard-coated, 155, 160
recommendations for the permanent preservation of color motion
picture films, 301–302, 319, 697–698
and relative humidity, 301–302, 317–321, 322, 327, 545, 564
and separation negatives and Technicolor, 347
and sound, 352–354
and Spartacus camera color negative fading, 314
and storage temperature, 301–302, 314–317, 319–321, 322, 327, 545,
564
and Technicolor dye-imbibition motion picture color print
process, 27, 345–366
unpublished Kodak Arrhenius dark fading predictions, 204
Yukon discovery of nitrate film, 322
Mount boards, 451–484, 409–422
board color, 410–411, 451, 453, 469, 473–477
board grain, 418
cotton fiber, wood pulp, and rag content, 412–413, 468–469
descriptive terms, 412–413
labeling board, 420
light fading of, 473–477
letter to paper companies, regarding, 484
manufacture of Strathmore Museum Board, 460–466
museum board manufacturing industry, 414–416, 477–481
pH, 451, 456, 460, 469–473
PPFA Survey on Mat/Mount Boards, 474, 480
proprietary labeling, 414–416, 481
recommendations, 453, 480–481
standard sizes, 417–419
suppliers, 448–450
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Naef, Weston J., 723
Nakamura, Kotaro, 168
Nakamura, Shinichi, 66
Namuth, Hans, 105, 405
Nash, Graham, 52, 53
Nash Editions, 52, 53, 54, 123
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), 33, 85, 244, 323–
327, 504, 516, 526, 548, 689, 691, 714–715, 716
National Anthropological Film Center, 717
National Archives and Records Administration, 66, 67, 110, 244–246, 548,
564, 719, 720
National Archives of Canada, 22, 33, 34, 66, 67, 301, 311, 322, 337–338,
466, 510, 548, 601, 703–705, 715, 720
National Broadcasting Company (NBC), 40
National Endowment for the Arts, 299
National Film Board of Canada, 311, 337
National Gallery of Canada, 38, 264, 394, 548, 720
National Geographic, 163
National Geographic Society, 26, 66, 67, 212, 625, 644, 647, 651
National Museum of African Art, 548, 720
National Museum of Art (Osaka), 261, 262
National Television Systems Committee (NTSC), 40
National Underground Storage, 548, 720–721
Negative sleeves, 155
Nesbitt, Evan, 684
Newbanks, Rob, 268, 282, 283
Newberry Library, 568, 569, 570, 571
Newhall, Beaumont, 402, 405, 406, 407, 408, 442–443
Newman, Alan B., 442, 566, 679–680
Newman, Arnold, 32, 373, 395, 404, 405
New Orleans Collection, Historic. See Historic New Orleans Collection
New Orleans Museum of Art, 473
Newspaper publishing, 46–48, 593
New York Times, 345, 356, 358–360, 397, 408, 509, 531, 593, 613
Nieboer, Jim, 290
Nielson & Bainbridge, and boards, 409, 410, 412–415, 467, 474–476, 480
Niepce, Claude, 17
Niepce, Joseph Nicephore, 17
Nikon film scanner, 47
Nishimura, Douglas W., 37, 455–459, 546, 506, 678
Nitrate film, aging of, 677–678
Nitrate still-camera negatives, and freezer storage, 675–686
Nitrogen-flushed frames, 514–516
Nixon, Nicholas, 513
Nixon, Richard M., vi. See also Presidential Libraries
Noctovision, 40
Nord Photo Engineering, 156
Norris, Debbie Hess, 506
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North daylight
and light fading, 126–127
and stability of color prints, 143–144
Northeast Document Conservation Center, 397
O’Brian, Richard S., 39
O’Connell, Bill, 305–306
O’Connor, Dennis, 414
O’Connor, Thom, 220, 628
O’Farrell, William, 337
Offset printing, color. See Color offset printing
Oldenburg, Richard, 407
O’Neil, Doris C., 401
Onyx Graphics digital printing systems, 55
Open-frame mounts, 221, 645
Optical bleaches, 604
Orminda Corporation, 409
Ormsby, Mark, 67, 245–246
Ortiz, Fran, 47
Ostroff, Eugene, 66, 67, 467, 503
Outdoor displays of photographs, 154
Outdoor Photographer, 628, 634
Outdoor sunlight tests, 82
“Outline for a Preservation Strategy,” 343–344
Ovens, and temperature control, 83–84
Owens, Darrell, 282, 507
Pace/MacGill Gallery, 393, 402, 408
Pacino, Al, 35, 332
Packaging films, for freezer storage, 685
Packard, Clarence, 85, 178
Pako Leader Belt Processor, 268, 282
PAL, 40
Papageorge, Tod, 396
Paper products, used with photographs, 451–484
for interleaving. See Interleaving paper
for longest-lasting color negatives, 4
for longest-lasting color transparencies, 4
and pH, 469–472
recommendations summary, 480–481
ANSI requirements for, 460, 466–467
See also Mount boards
Paper Technologies, Inc., 416, 417, 433, 440, 442
Paramount Pictures Film and Tape Archive, 35, 42, 300, 303, 331–332, 548,
721
Parker, David, 339, 340, 706
Parks, Gordon, exhibition, 408
Parsons Paper Company, boards, 410, 414–415, 442, 475–476, 479–481
Particle board cabinets and shelves, 534–535
PCA International, Inc., 29, 275–276
Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, 85, 548, 638, 639, 707,
712–714, 717
Pedzich, Joan, 439
Peterson, Roger Tory, 660
Pencils. See Print mounting
Penn, Irving, 410
Pens. See Print mounting
“Perils and Pleasures of Collecting Color, The,” 37
Perkinson, Roy L., 395, 396, 410, 437
PermaColor Corporation, 514–515. See also MACtac
“Permanence of Color – Technology’s Challenge, the
Photographer’s
and Collector’s Dilemma, The,” 34
Pfahl, John, 261
pH, of paper, 469–472
and Dye Transfer prints, 441
and Ektaprint 3 Stabilizer, 173
and interleaving paper, 440
of mount boards. See Mount boards
Phocus, 34
Photech hot-seal plastic sleeving machine, 507
Photo CD, vi, 42
cataloging and distribution with, 640–643
long-term usability problems, 5–6, 56
printing from, vi, 5–6
Photocera ceramic color print process (Fuji-Inax), 44, 123, 135, 185
Photo District News, 1, 101, 220, 628, 637
Photofinishing, 45
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testing of, 455–460, 466–467
texture, 409–410
thickness, 409, 417, 422, 430, 448
See also Conservation matting and Conservation matting construction
Mounting prints. See Conservation matting and Conservation matting
construction and Print mounting
Mormon Church, genealogical records collection, 548
Movies. See Motion picture films
Mowbray, Alan, 27
Muir, Ward, 408
MultiMount, 376
Mulvin, Edward J., 271
Munich Archives, 565
Museum board manufacturing industry, 414
Museum collections, conservation recommendations summary, 480
Museum Environment, The, 553
Museum of Fine Arts (Boston), 17, 31, 368, 395–396, 402, 410, 442, 473,
534
Museum of Fine Arts (New Mexico), New Mexico Survey Project, 672
Museum of Modern Art (New York), 37–38, 50, 103, 157, 394, 403, 406,
407, 408, 452, 454, 502, 512–516, 529, 532, 543, 548, 576, 655–659
Museums
limits of color print fading and staining for, 255–260
monitoring collections, 239–266
responding to color problems, 37–38
Mustardo, Peter, 242
Myers, Dee, 283
Mystic Seaport Museum, 548
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Photofinishing News, 112
Photogard, 3M. See 3M Photogard
Photograph, definition of, 44
Photographers
and historical replacement of black-and-white photography by color
photography, 17–19
and Museum of Modern Art statement, 38
See also Portrait photographers
Photographic Arts, Inc., Dye Transfer and UltraStable lab (address
and telephone number), 293
Photographic Activity Test. See ANSI
Photographic Materials Group (PMG). See American Institution for
Conservation
Photographic Processing magazine, 170, 277
Photokina trade show, 29, 41, 42, 44, 55
Photometrics, Ltd., 53
Photomicrography color film, dark fading stability and Arrhenius tests, 203
Photorealistic digital color prints (color hardcopy), vi, 5, 44, 52–54
Photorealistic ink jet printers, 5, 44
Pierce, Bill, 220
Pigment color prints, 49–51, 121, 135–136
Pioneer Pictures, 355–356
Plastic
cleaning and framing, 522–23
and framing effect, 76–77
and slide pages, 648
Plastic enclosure materials, 489–490
Plastic filters, UV-absorbing.
See UV-absorbing plastic filters
Plastic laminates, 154
effects on color prints, 145–146, 147, 152–153, 154
pressure-sensitive, 152–153, 154
Plexiglas, and display, 607–608
Plexiglas UF-3 UV filter, and UV protection, 145, 153, 411, 469, 522–523,
607–608
Plywood cabinets and shelves, 534–535
Polaroid. See Polaroid Corporation
Polaroid Corporation, 1, 66, 67
challenging Eastman Kodak, 7–8
and dark storage stability tables, 207–208
longest-lasting prints, 6
Polaroid ER Instant prints, dark fading stability and Arrhenius tests, 207
Polaroid HighDefinition Chrome film
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 193
dark fading stability and Arrhenius tests, 208
Polaroid HighDefinition Color print film, dark fading stability and Arrhenius
tests, 189, 191, 208
Polaroid color prints, 6
Arrhenius dark storage tests, 207–208
internal image-receiving layer cracking of Polaroid
SX-70 prints, 31, 124–125
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 174–175, 187–188
humidity, spectral effects, and reciprocity failures
in accelerated light fading, 69, 75
light fading with incandescent tungsten illumination, 140
light fading stability of, 137
light fading with north daylight illumination, 144
storage under normal conditions, 174
light fading with tungsten versus fluorescent illumination, 142
Polaroid Instant 35mm Color Slide film, dark fading stability
and Arrhenius tests, 208
Polaroid OneFilm color negative film, dark fading stability
and Arrhenius tests, 189, 192, 208
Polaroid Permanent-Color prints, 5, 14, 51, 135–136, 279, 289–290
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 185–186
Arrhenius dark fading tests, 207
light fading with incandescent tungsten illumination, 139
invention of, 51, 96
and light fading, 121–122, 135–136
and types of tests, 64
Polaroid PolaChrome Instant Color Slide films, 630
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 194
dark fading stability and Arrhenius tests, 208
projector-fading stability, 216
problems with PolaChrome slides, 235–236
Polaroid Museum Replica prints, 31
Pollack, Sydney, 310
Pollution, air. See Air pollution
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Polyamide, for dry mounting tissue, 374
Polyester overlay sheet, and densitometer head, 247–248
Polyester, polyethylene, and polypropylene pages. See Enclosure materials
Polyethylene plastic (RC) layer, introduced, 16
Polyfiber Paper, 375
Polystyrene foam laminate boards, 520–521
Polystyrene framing sheets, 147, 154–155
Polyvinyl acetate (PVA), for dry mounting tissue, 374
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) enclosures, hazards of, 152, 499–501, 648
Pope, C.I., 522
Popular Photography, 24, 83, 376, 582, 586, 592, 594, 596
Porter, Eliot, 261, 264, 660
Porter, Mary Kay, 410, 471, 506
Portfolios
portfolio cases, 511, 529–530
portfolio matting, 438–439
See also Conservation matting
Portrait and wedding photographers, 78, 79, 80, 267–298
and historical replacement of black-and-white
photography by color photography, 17–19
and mass-market operations, 274–277, 286–288
and prints returned from irate customers, 30, 36
recommendations to, 279–280
and UltraStable Permanent Color prints, 49
See also Photographers and Wedding photographers
Portraits, Photogard-coated, 160
Postal, Matthew, 106, 401, 439
Postprocessing treatments, 64
Pottenger, David, 413
Pouradier, Jacques, 546
Pre-conditioning of films and prints, 702–703, 705–707
Predicted years of display, and papers, 131–144
Predicting Long-Term Dark Storage Dye Stability Characteristics of Color
Photographic Products from Short-Term Tests, 178
Predictive tests
and dark storage stability, 65, 84, 167–168
defined, 64, 84–87
and display, 82–83
Presentation of photographs. See Conservation matting
“Preservation of Motion Picture Color Films Having Permanent Value,” 33,
85
Preservation of Photographs, 148
Preservation of Safety Film, 546
Preservation Publishing Company, v, 62, 66, 67, 68, 96
Presidential libraries
George Bush, future library, 723
Jimmy Carter Library, 301, 394, 689, 715
Bill Clinton, future library, 723
Gerald R. Ford Library, 526, 717–718
Herbert Hoover Library, 723
Lyndon Baines Johnson Library, 36, 715
John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library, ii, 33, 85, 249, 301, 548, 687–692,
394, 714
Richard M. Nixon Presidential Materials Project, 718, 723
Ronald Reagan Library, 721–722, 723
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, 723
Pressure-sensitive plastic laminates, 152–153
Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, deteriorated black-and-white RC print of,
601
Print borders, 424
Print enhancement, 147
Print coatings, anti-static, 156
Printers, 5–6, 15, 44, 45, 52–54, 55, 63
dark fading and yellowish staining of prints, 188
light fading stability of prints, 137
photorealistic ink jet, 5
Print lacquers (and lacquering), 104–105, 146–147
effects on color prints, 145–17
and fumes, 151–152
and image fading and discoloration, 104–105
Kodak recommendations, 148–50
laminates recommended over, 147, 154
UV-filtering print lacquers, 150–152
Printmaking, and definition of what constitutes a photograph, 44
Print mounting
adhesive requirements, 369, 373, 381–383
borders, 369, 378, 424
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cleaning and scratches, 387–388
cold mount pressure-sensitive products, 377
copiers, 383
corner mounting, 369, 372, 432–436
counter-mounting, 381
dry mounting, 367–81, 403–404, 408–409
dry mounting, potential drawbacks, 368–374
dry mounting tissues, 373–377
equipment and techniques, 377–379
marking board, 420, 425–426
marking prints, 369, 383–386
and presentation, 403–404
recommendations, 369
rubber stamps, 369, 386–387
Seal Products Incorporated, 376–377
step-by-step procedures, 379–381
suppliers, 448–450
temperature ideal, 378–379
testing of, 373
tissues, 373–377
See also Conservation Matting, Construction
Print retouching. See Retouching
Prints
Agfa-Gevaert dark fading stability data tables, 195–196
albumen, 608–609
black-and-white. See Black-and-white prints
cleaning and scratches. See Print mounting
counter-mounting. See Print mounting
dark fading and yellowish stain formation, 163–209
display of. See Display
dyes for spotting prints, 369, 389–391
encapsulation of, 504
envelopes for, 485–508
facilities for long-term preservation, 715–724
fading monitors for color prints, 250–251
fading with tungsten versus fluorescent, 142
and fluorescent brighteners, 469
fluorescent brighteners in, 603–605
and framing effect under glass or plastic, 30, 76–77
framing and storage of, 509
frost-free refrigerators for storing, 655–686
Fuji dark fading stability data tables, 197–198
Ilford dark fading stability data tables, 199–200
image-life limits for fading and staining, 90
Kodak dark fading stability data tables, 201–204
Konica dark fading stability data tables, 205–206
large-scale storage for permanent preservation of, 687–726
and lifetime warranties, 290–291
and light fading stability with incandescent tungsten lamps, 139–141
light-induced staining of, 73–75
limits for deterioration of color print images, 255–260
and longest-lasting color films, 2–8
matting. See Conservation matting
and monitoring in museums and archives, 239–266
mounting. See Print mounting
“objectionable” fading and staining, 89–90
Polaroid dark fading stability data tables, 207–208
pre-conditioning for storage, 702–3, 705–707
and predicted years of display, 131–144
RC print and fiber-base compared, 585–587
and reciprocity failure in light fading. See Reciprocity Factor (RF)
recommendations, 3–6
and recommended limits for deterioration, 255–260
recommended deterioration limits, table of, 258
and scratches, 486–487
and secrecy of permanence, 24–25
sleeves for, 485–508
stability of current papers, 112–113
3M dark fading stability data tables, 209
translucent material, 154
and UV protection myth, 145–162
See also specific brand names of prints
Print spotting. See Retouching
Print texturing, 147
Private labeling, of papers and boards, 414–416, 481
“Problems of the Ektacolor Print System, The,” 35
Procedures for Processing and Storing Black-and-White Photographs for
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Maximum Permanence, v
Processing methods
choice of and shortcomings, 63
and postprocessing treatments, 64
Processing of test samples
and dark fading, 171–172
and light fading, 96–97
Process Materials Corporation, and boards, 409–410, 414–415, 475–480
Professional Photographer, 61, 145, 172
Professional Photographers of America, petition and recommendations, 295,
296
Professional Photographers of Wisconsin, 148
Professional Picture Framers Association (PPFA), 474, 480
Professional portrait and wedding photographers, 267–298
Project VIREO. See VIREO
Projection
and light fading, 61–63
of slides, 632–634
Projector-caused fading of transparencies
evaluation methods of fading, 214, 219
Fujichrome films best of all, 219–220
glass mounts versus open-frame mounts, 221
and Kodachrome, 220, 222, 226–228
and lamp intensity, 227–228
and measurement of density changes, 230
reciprocity failure in light fading in, 230–33
stability of projected color slide films, 215–218
stability of projected negative-positive slide print films and Ilford
Ilfochrome color microfilm, 218–219
and test procedures and methods, 229–235
useful life of projected slides, 212–214
See also Transparencies
Projectors, 227
Psychrometers, 551
Psychrometric charts, 549–550, 670
Puglia, Steven, 67
Purcell, Carl, 637
Qualex Inc., 45, 96, 4284, 96
Quark XPress software, 46
Quartz halogen, and display lighting, 605–606
Queen Elizabeth II, deteriorated black-and-white RC print of, 601
Radio Company of America (RCA), 40
Radiotelevisione Italiana (RAI), 41
Rag content of paper, defined, 412–414, 468
Ram, A. Tulsi, 66, 67, 88, 321–322
Rau, William, exhibition, 394
RC papers and prints
RC-base-associated fading and staining, 30, 72, 75–77, 580–590
base cracking and dye fading compared, 129
brownish base-staining in developer-incorporated RC papers, 585
and displayed prints, 579–580, 582
and drying, 590–592
and edge effect, 582–583
and fiber-base prints, 30, 585–587
framing of, 30, 509–513
light fading and yellowish stain formation, 71, 72, 75–76
light-induced cracking, 101–144
and stamp-pad inks, 387
and UV protection, 145, 148, 150–151
Reagan, Ronald, Library. See Presidential Libraries
Reciprocity failure factor (RF)
in light fading and light-induced stain formation, 67–71, 73–75
in projector-caused fading of transparencies, 230–233
in RC-base-associated fading and staining, 30, 72, 75–77, 580–590
Records Center of Kansas City, 335–336, 359, 718, 719
Redford, Robert, 310
Reed, Vilia, 148, 390, 678
Reese, David Lee, 705
Reference Information from Kodak–Image Stability Data: Kodak Ektachrome
Films, 233
Refrigeration
cautions when using frost-free refrigerators, table of, 669
equipment, 709–711
frost-free refrigerators suitable for the storage of photographs, 655–686
list of suitable Sears frost-free refrigerators, 673–674
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and fading of Kodak color materials, table of, 661–663
psychrometric chart, 670
recommended refrigerators, 658, 666–667
and warm-up times, table of, 667
Regent, Jacques, 596
Reilly, James M., 36, 37, 66, 67, 88, 320, 321, 374, 455–459, 466, 472, 477
506, 509, 531, 546, 547, 568, 597–598, 608–609, 678
Reinhold, Nancy, 374, 376
Relative humidity (RH), 151, 153, 159, 539, 540, 542–543, 545–560
ANSI recommendations for film storage, 545
and cold storage, 696, 699–700
and dark fading of Polaroid instant color prints, 174
dark storage tests, 88–89
dehumidification equipment, 709–711, 712
and deterioration, 546–547
and influence on rates of dye fading, 178
and electronic humidity indicators, 553
and facilities for long-term preservation, 715–724
and fading rates of typical Kodak chromogenic yellow dyes, 178
and humidity indicator papers, 553
Mark McCormick-Goodhart’s concerns about low humidity, 544, 698
measurement and control of, 548–560
and print curling, 523–524
and motion picture fading, 301–302, 317–319
and Polacolor ER, 69
and refrigeration, 661–663, 668–669, 672
and slides, 627
“Restoration and Preservation of Photographic Images,” 36
Retouching, 146, 147, 155, 159, 283
Photographic Retouching, Kodak, 148, 391
Fuji Professional Retouching Guide, The, 390
imaging fading and discoloration caused by, 104–105
light fading of Spotone B-&-W retouching dyes, 389
Photogard and, 155, 159
recommendations, 369
spotting black-and-white and color prints, 389–391
Richards, Thomas, 462, 466
Rickard, Marty, 145
Rising Paper Company, mount boards, 409–415, 420, 442, 473–481
Rivera, Ani, 397, 403, 440
Robert Miller Gallery, 51
Robinson, H. P., 406
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT), 36–37, 58–59, 86–88, 321, 509,
546, 568, 678
Rodan, Don, 395, 423
Rodents, and damage to photographs, 561–562
Roessler, Arno, 416, 477, 479
Rohm and Haas Company, 84
Rohm and Haas Plexiglas, 105
Roman, Susan, 1, 101
Romer, Grant B., 239, 242, 260, 373, 575
Roosevelt, Franklin D., faded portrait of, 36. See also Presidential Libraries
Rothschild, Norman, 26
Rothstein, Arthur, 163
Rotunno, Giuseppe, 41
Roudaush, Robert L., 562
Rowell, Galen, 628, 637
Rowell, Kurt, 603
Royal Journey, 41, 311, 362–363
Royal Photographic Society, 31
Rubber stamp. See Print mounting
Rubenstein, Meridel, 569
Rubinfien, Leo, 655
Rupaco Paper Company, and mount boards, 414
Sackler Museum, 534
Safety
and application of print lacquers, 151
and fire danger, 569–570, 677
Saf-T-Stor rigid polypropylene slide pages, 649–650
Sakai, Nobuo, 168
Sakuracolor paper. See Konica Sakuracolor paper
Sandack Inc., art slide producer, 631
San Diego Historical Society, 718–719
San Francisco Examiner, 46–48
Santiago, Mario, 417
Saudek, Jan, deteriorated black-and-white RC print by, 600

Index

Sawyer, William A., 270
Scanned images, printing of, vi, 46–48, 52–54
Schad, Tennyson, 425
Schaefer, Kurt R., 413, 477
Schallhorn, Charles H., 67
Scheer, Stephen, 655
Scheneck, Kimberly, 373
Schieman, Arnold, 311
Schill, Allen, 397
Schilling, Joseph, 681
Schlesinger, Jeffrey, 642
Schlowsky, Bob and Lois, 43
School Pictures, Inc., 160
Schoonmaker, Thelma, 308
Schrager, Victor A., 397, 419, 655
Schwalberg, Bob, vii, 83, 95, 592
Schwarzenegger, Arnold, 303
Scitex Corporation, Inc., 43, 52, 67
Scorsese, Martin, v, 26, 34–35, 300, 306–310, 343–344
Scratches, 486–487. See also Film
Scully, Ed, 165, 499
Seal Colormount, recommended, 369, 376. See also Print mounting
Sealeze Print Shield-UV, 153
Seal Print Guard, 153
Seal Products Inc., 153, 376–377
Sears Roebuck
refrigerators, 655, 658–660, 672–674
See also Portrait photographers, and mass-market
SECAM, 40
Secrecy regarding color stability, 24–25
Selenium toner used with B&W prints, 451, 480, 518, 578, 587–588, 596
Seloff, Gary, 504
Seoka, Yoshio, 71, 168
Separation negatives, and preservation of Technicolor dye-imbibition motion
picture color prints, 347
Separation negatives and positives (YCM’s) for the preservation of
color motion picture images, 322–323
problems with separations for long-term preservation, 301–302, 322–330
Severson, Douglas G., 38, 239, 240, 248, 251–252, 261, 264, 509, 531,
540, 547, 711
Sherman, Cindy, 657
Shickman Gallery, 444–445
Shipp, Robert D., 499
Shore, Stephen, 443, 5513, 69, 657
Siegel, Robin, 651
Siegrist, Hans, 21
Signature, on photographs, 404–406
Silica gel, 557–558
Sillages (Marc Bruhat, owner), UltraStable color lab
in Paris, France (address and telephone number), 293
Silver image B&W photography versus organic dye image
color photography, 22
Silver dye-bleach color print processes, 4, 120
and Agfa process abandoned, 28
Ciba-Geigy (Cibacolor), 29
and dark fading of, 177, 185–186
and Kodak Azochrome, 25
and light fading of, 135–136
and reciprocity failures in light fading, 74
Silver halide-based photography, 22
Sinclair, Barry, 592
Singer, Sidney, 403, 440
Skin color, and light fading, 80, 115, 116, 117
Sleeves, for storing films and prints, 45, 485–508
diagram of, 492
sizes of, 491
and American Museum of Natural History, 494
Sleeving machine, 507
Slezak, Terry, 326, 716
Slide mounts, 629, 645–647
Slide pages, 629–30, 648–650
Slide projectors, 227
Slides, 625–654
Agfachrome, 20–22, 215–218, 627–628
cataloging and distribution, 640–643
and CD-ROM’s and Photo CD’s, 640–643
Carnegie Corporation, Arts of the United States
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collection types, 643–644
and color negatives, 625, 630–631
digital transmission of images, 637–640
duplication of, 634–637
Ektachrome films, 25–26, 215–218, 627–628
fading. See Projector-caused fading of transparencies
film choice, 625
Fujichrome films, 3, 215–218, 626–630
Fujichrome Velvia Professional film, 3, 628–360
and glass mounts, 644–647
handling and preservation of color slide collections, 625–654
and ImageGuard rigid plastic slide holders, 647–648
and index slide system, 638, 639, 640
and internegatives, 630–631
and Kimac Sleeves, 647
Kodachrome films, 20–21, 215–218, 626–627
and light exposure, 651
motion picture color negative films used for slides, 632
and plastic sleeves, 648–649
PolaChrome Instant Slide films, 215–218, 235
projection of, 632–634. See also Projector-caused fading of
transparencies
recommendations for longest-lasting color transparency films, 2–3, 213
recommendations for handling and preservation of collections, 629–630
slide libraries, 643–644
and slide mounts. See Slide mounts
slide pages. See Slide pages
slide storage boxes, 650–651
slide storage cabinets, 651
3M dark fading stability and Arrhenius tests, 209
3M Photogard, 647
3M ScotchChrome films, 215–218, 627–628
See also Transparencies
Smith, Marthe M., 406, 531
Smith, Merrett T., 1, 101
Smith, Merrily, 382
Smith, W. Eugene, 403, 595
Smith, Zavell, 16, 270, 273
Smithsonian Institution, 50, 56, 66, 67, 503, 633, 710, 717, 718, 720
SMPTE Journal, 39
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, 354, 358–59, 680
Social Graces, 403
Society for Imaging Science and Technology (IS&T), 33–34, 36, 37
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE), 349
Society of Photographic Scientists and Engineers (SPSE), 33–34
Sodium dichromate solution, and humidity, 553
Sokolov, Raymond, 406
Solander boxes, 528–530
Sony Betamax, 40–41
Sony Camcorder, 48
Sony Mavica still video camera, 42
Sony Mavigraph Still Video Color prints
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 188
light fading stability of, 138
Sony Pictures Entertainment, 303
Sound, and motion pictures, 352–354
Sourcebook–Kodak Ektagraphic Slide Projectors, The, 227
Spartacus, 314
Speckman, J.A., 546
Spectral distribution, and intensity compared, 106, 108
Spehr, Paul, 306
Spielberg, Steven, 300, 303, 310
Spills, and print coatings, 156, 160
Spinc & Gaborc, Inc., boxes for storing photographs, 528–529
Spline-fit curve smoothing method, 100
Sports Illustrated, 626, 718
Spotting. See Retouching
“Stability and Preservation of Photographic Materials,” session at the 1978
SPSE annual conference in Washington, D.C., 33–34
Stability tests, types of, 64
Stabilizers, 76, 77, 173
Stain correction (d-min stain correction in densitometry), 93–94
Staining (yellowish stain formation)
densitometers for measuring, 94
monitoring in museums and archives, 239–266
recommended limits for, 255–260
Stanclift, Sharla M., 267

Index

Stanford University, 509
Static, and print coatings, 156
Steenwyk, Bob, 290
Steichen, Edward, 394, 403, 423
Steiger, Fred H., 84, 85
Stephens, Frank, 719
Stevens, Nancy, 37
Stieglitz, Alfred, 240, 402, 405, 407, 409, 452, 454
Stiff, Robert, 477–478, 480
Still video prints, dark fading and yellowish staining of, 188
Stokes Imaging Services, 719
Storage, 539–574
National Institute of Standards and Technology recommendations for
paper-based archival materials, 563–564
ANSI recommendations for temperature and relative humidity, 545
boxes, 511, 524–530, 570, 650–651
digital sources for, 56
facilities for long-term preservation, 330, 715–724
and fail-safe automatic shutdown system, 711–712
freezer storage for permanent preservation, 675–686
refrigerators for color and black-and-white films and prints, 655–686
general considerations, 524
and motion pictures, 314–317, 321–322
in other countries, 724
packaging films for, 685
slide storage boxes and cabinets, 650–651
See also Cold storage
Storage and Care of Kodak Color Films, 226
Stork Ink Jet Color prints
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 188
light fading stability of, 138
Stork Ink Jet Printer, 15
Stoughton, Cecil, 249
Strand, Paul, 397, 402, 423
Strathmore Paper Company, boards and papers, 413–415, 460–466, 473–477
Stretch, Bonnie Barrett, 393
Stricherz, Guy, 603
Sundt, Christine L., 646
Sunlight, as a source of illumination, 108
Sureguard Inc., 147, 148, 150, 151, 152, 153
Sureguard-McDonald Pro-Tecta-Cote 900-series non-cellulose-nitrate
print lacquers, 147, 148, 151
Swedish Film Institute Film Conditioning Apparatus (FICA), 706–707
Sygma Photo News, Inc., 625
SyQuest, 43
Szarkowski, John, 38, 407, 452, 658
“Take a Moment Out of Time and Make It Last Forever,” Kodak
advertisement, 17
TALAS (Division of Technical Library Services, Inc.), 416–417, 442, 491
Talbot, Fox, 261, 284
Talbot, George, 32
Tanning developer, 122
Tapes, 369, 373, 381–383, 430–431, 437, 504, 519
Taping. See Conservation Matting, Construction
Tarr, Thomas, 361, 363, 365
Tatiner, Peter, 637
Technicolor dye-imbibition motion picture prints and separation negatives,
recommendations, 347. See also Motion picture films
Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation, 26, 345, 349, 365
Technicolor, 319, 345–366
beginnings of, 349
and Hollywood, 350–351
modern imbibition printing plant constructed in China, 348–349
Technicolor three-strip camera, 352, 355
Tekippe, Pete, 271
Tektronix Phaser, 5
Television, 19, 39–44, 332–333, 338
Temperature, 539, 542–43, 545, 555
ANSI recommendations, 545
and cold storage, 696, 699–700
control methods in storage areas, 555
and dye fading rates, 178
facilities for long-term preservation, 715–724
fading of various Kodak materials, 693–695, 696
freezing and ice crystals, 700–701
and motion picture storage, 314–317
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and cellulose nitrate film, 678–680
and normal room temperature, 65
and print mounting, 378-379
and refrigeration, 661–663, 667, 670, 678–680
Tests
accelerated. See Accelerated tests
Arrhenius. See Arrhenius tests
comparative. See Comparative tests and Dark fading and Light fading
and Yellowish stain formation
Photographic Activity Test. See Photographic Activity Test
predictive. See Light fading and Predictive tests
and temperatures of ovens, 83
Texas Professional Photographers Association, petition sent by, 270–273,
295
Texturing, 147
Texturizing treatments, 64
Thermal dye transfer
and dark fading, 174–176, 187–188
light fading stability of, 137–138
no UV-absorbing overcoat on, 146
Thermohygrographs, 552–553
Thompson, Frank, 299, 319
Thomson, Garry, 553, 568
3M. See 3M Company
3M Color Laser Imager, 5
3M Color Laser Imager Paper and Transparency Film,
Arrhenius dark fading predictions, 209
3M Company, 66, 67
challenging Eastman Kodak, 7–8
Arrhenius dark fading predictions, 209
statements about print mounting products. See Print mounting
3M Digital Matchprint, 27, 55
3M Dry Silver Color Materials, Arrhenius dark fading
predictions for, 209
3M Electrocolor prints
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 187
light fading stability of, 137
processes, 27, 55
3M Post-it notepads, 531
3M ScotchChrome Color slide films,
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 194
3M’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 209
projector-caused fading of, 215–218
3M ScotchColor Color negative films, 3
dark fading of current color negative films, 189
dark fading of discontinued color negative films, 191–192
3M’s Arrhenius dark fading predictions for, 209
3M FlashBacks Brand Photo Albums, 531
3M Photogard
for coating slides, 647
effects on color prints, 145–46, 147, 155–160
light-fading characteristics of, 157–159
3M Scotch Magic Transparent Tape, 382
3M-Sipley Collection, 32
Tierney, Idalee, 67
Tillmany, Jack, 299
Time magazine, 220, 626, 718
Time Inc. Magazines Picture Collection, 531, 625–626, 644, 655, 681–683,
708, 718
Time Warner Inc., 26, 333, 531, 626
Tissues, dry mounting. See Print mounting
Toll of the Sea, 350
Toxicity, and print lacquers, 151–152
Trannois, C., 86
Translucencies, and advertising, 109
Translucent/transparent color display materials, longest-lasting, 5
Translucent color display materials, 154
Transmission, digital. See Digital transmission
Travis, David, 38, 261, 610, 687, 711
Tricolor carbro prints, 20, 50
Tromnau, Rudolf, 66
Trott, James H., 66
Truman, Harry S., faded portrait of, 36
Truth-in-labeling recommendations, 416, 481
Tuggle, Steve, 102
Tuite, Robert J., 34, 71, 168
Tulagin, Vsevolod, 27

Index

Tungsten, and display lighting, 605
Tungsten illumination, 81–82, 126, 139–141, 142
and fluorescent compared, 142
Tungsten lamps, 108
Turner Broadcasting System, Inc., 350, 359
Turner Entertainment Company, 335–336, 358, 360–361, 718
Turner Entertainment Co. Film Library, 335, 350, 358, 718
and colorization of movies, 19
Turner Construction Company, 334
Turner, Richard, 299
Turner, Ted, 300, 350
Twentieth (20th) Century Plastics, Inc. See Slide pages and Slides
Tyler, Sam, 684
Tyvek, for making storage envelopes, 501–502, 530
Ultra Screen UV-absorbing lacquer, 150
UCLA Film, Television, and Radio Archives, 350, 356–357, 365
UltraStable Color Systems, Inc. (address and telephone number), 293
UltraStable Permanent Color prints, 5, 14, 15, 49–51, 135–136, 279, 289–
290
dark fading and yellowish staining of, 185–186
with incandescent tungsten lamps, 139
invention of, 96
and light fading, 121–122, 135–136
and types of tests, 64
Ultraviolet (UV) radiation
and display illumination, 607
filters, 607
and light fading, 61–63
UV-absorbing plastic filters, 145–146, 147, 607–608
UV color prints and protection myth, 145–162
UV-filtered tests, 105
UV-filtering print lacquers, 150–152
UV stabilizers, 152
yellowing and, 151
Umemoto, Makoto, 168
Underground Vaults and Storage, Inc., 359–361
United Artists. See Turner Entertainment Company
Universal Studios, 303
University Microfilms International, Inc., 548
University of Michigan, Fugitive Color exhibition, 35
University Products, Inc., 414, 417, 433, 440, 442, 475–476, 479
University of Oregon, 646
University of Texas, 533, 649
Unterberg, Susan, 404
Upton, John, 242, 260, 576, 612
USA Today, 345
U.S. News & World Report, 637
Valenzuela, Steve, 283
Valley of the Giants, 346
Vapor-proof packages, 701–705, 726
Variety, 26, 303, 304, 307, 309, 322, 345
Veiling, of blacks in RC prints, 590
Ventilation, and print lacquers, 151–152
Vergne, Frederic, 613
Versatec print, 55
Vestal, David, 376, 389, 404, 582, 593–596
Victoria and Albert Museum, 31
Video cassette recorder (VCR), and videocassettes, 8, 40–41, 304
Video color prints, light fading stability of, 138
Video preservation, 337–338
Video prints, dark fading and yellowish staining of, 188
Video Shack, in New York City, 304
Video sources, 5–6
Videotape copies for film reference, 340
Vietnam War, 13, 40, 401, 439, 655–656
VIREO (Visual Resources for Ornithology), at the Academy of Natural
Sciences, 636, 649, 659, 660
Visible light
and display illumination, 607
and UV light, 145
Vogue magazine, 26
Volz, Wolfgang, 443
Wagner, Sarah, 67
Wagstaff, Samuel, Jr., 398, 723
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Wallace, James H., Jr., 56, 67, 503, 633, 710
Wall Street Journal, 299, 300, 357, 406
Wal-Mart. See Portrait photographers, and mass-market operations
Walt Disney Company, 299, 353, 354, 357–358, 680
Walter Cronkite’s Universe, 36, 268, 272
Walther, Thomas, 424
Warhol, Andy, 443
Warner Bros., 300, 303, 333–334, 548, 564, 722–723
Warranties, 290–291
Washless processing, 63
Water damage, 570
Waters, Peter, 649–650
Waugh, Dennis, 338, 704
Weatherometer, 153, 154
Weber, Bill, 300, 721
Webway Family Archival albums, 532
Wechsler, Douglas, director of Project VIREO, 636, 660
Wedding photographers. See Portrait and wedding photographers
Welch, Stuart, 479
Welty, Eudora, UltraStable portrait of, 51
Wernicke, Ubbo T., 97
Wess Archival slide mount, 646–647
West, Lloyd E., 85, 322
Westcott, W. Burton, 349
Wester, Rick, 397
Westinghouse, 40
Weston Brett, 596
Weston, Edward, 376, 402, 403, 404, 406
West Side Story, 27, 336
Weyde, Edith, 457, 522, 534, 565–566
White, Minor, 372
White, Tom, 146
Whitted, Barbara, 504
Wilder, Michael, 405
Wiley, S.R., 546
Wilhelm, Charles, iv, vii
Wilhelm, David, iv, vii, 95
Wilhelm, Donald, IV, 28
Wilhelm, Donna Jo, 28
Wilhelm, Henry G., v, vi, 62, 66, 67, 94–95, 106, 395–396, 441–442, 451,
470–473
Wilhelm, Jane Gilmer, vii
Wilhelm, Sarah, iv, vii, 16
Wilkinson, Maurice, 376
Williams, R. Scott, 599, 648
Wilper, Chandra, 283
Wilsey, Peter, 393, 395, 397, 404, 529
Winter, Clark and Teresa, 39
Wisconsin Committee on Faded and Cracked Photographs, cover letter and
petition, 294
Wisconsin Professional Photographers Association, 128, 270
Wisconsin State Historical Society, 33
Witkin, Lee D. (the late founder of the Witkin Gallery in New York City), 403
Wittmer, Albert, 25
Wizard of Oz, The, 684
Wolf, John, vii, 23, 442
Wolf, Virginia, 23
Wong, Anna May, 350
Wood frames, 514
Wood pulp and cotton fiber, compared, 468–469
World Print Council, 413
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, 339, 548, 683–684
Xenon-arc Fadeometer, 156, 158, 159
Xenon-arc Weatherometer, 153, 154
Xerographic color copier, 146
Xerox Color Copier, 642
Xerox Digital Copier, 15
Xerox/Versatec printer, 55
Yankee Doodle Dandy, 19
Yates, Stanley, 299
Yates, Steve, 672
YCM Laboratories, 357, 361
Yellow
and color coupler, 23
fading characteristics, 63

Index

and image composition layers, 15
and image-life limits, 89–90
and light fading of Ektacolor portraits, 78, 79, 80
and relative humidity, 178
reciprocity failure in light fading and light-induced staining, 73–75
and stability of color slide films, 215–216
and Technicolor, 351
and UltraStable Permanent Color prints, 50–51
Yellowish stain formation, 151, 152, 163–209
and dark storage, 63, 471
and densitometric correction, 93–94
and dye fading, 168–171
of Ektacolor Professional prints, 151
fading and staining introduced, 61–64
Fujicolor and Ektacolor compared, 11–12
and inherent dye stability, 7
light-induced yellowish stain formation, 63
and lost Kodacolor print era, 23–24
objectionable factors of staining, 89–90
and papers for printing color transparencies, 13
and Polaroid SX-70 prints, 31
and RC papers, 16, 72, 75–76
and secrecy of stability data, 24–25
stability tables. See Dark fading stability tables for color films and
papers in Chapter 5
and UV radiation, 151
See also Dark fading
Yosemite and the Range of Light, 371
Young, F.J., silver-tarnishing tests, 456
Youso, Richard, 66
Zarcone, Beth, 627
Zehentner, Frank, 326, 716
Zeno, George, 627
Ziegfield, Florenz, 352
Ziploc polyethylene bags, 666, 668
Zworykin, Vladimir K., 40
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